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I. Introduction 

Since the beginning of the Scientific Centers in 1964, management 
has experimented with many procedures and organizations concerning 
the handling of the individual projects, the staff members and the 
facilities. Although it is not yet clear that the best organization 
and procedures have been achieved, many of them have stood the test 
of time and have proved useful in practice. 

The World Trade sci~ntific centers, first started in 1968, have been 
building steadily following essentially the same principles and 
mission statements as the domestic centers. Although World Trade has 
many problems unique to the individual countries in which the centers 
are located, the basic problems of the relationships among the scien
tists, the centers and IBM management are very similar. 

During the last three years the World Trade centers have been pros
pering and growing while the domestic centers have been shrinking 
under mounting pressure. The reasons for this are very complex, but 
they certainly are not because the domestic centers have failed in 
their mission nor because IBM is disappointed in their accomplishments. 

Much of the material in this memo has been presented before in various 
documents, but it is still. as valid as when it. was first written. I 
only hope that the arguments can help turn the ti~e and start a renewed 
st~engthening of the centers which represent an extremely productive 
but rare and fragile resource to IBM. 

II. Mission and Objectives of the Scientific Centers 

The mission and objectives for the Scientific Centers has been well 
stated in the long range plan for the Data Processing Division 
originally prepared in April, 1968 (see the Appendix). The environment 
of the Scientific Centers may be described as a world, which is rapidly 
changing, based on increasingly difficult technologies and increasingly 
complex problems of our modern urban society. IBM in the past has owed 
much of its success to its ability to utilize advanced scientific 
concepts in practical applications. At the present time our share of 
the scientific market has been decreasing steadily under the pressure 
of competition. The traditional IBM methods of developing and marketing 
products have not been as successful in this area of the business as 
they have in the more commercially oriented fields. 
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The Data Processing Division has felt a considerable need-to expand 
the c?mputer market by solving customers' problems in totally new 
areas of endeavor. The industry development activities work mainly 
on implementation of existing application 'technology on a short time 
scale. Between these activities and basic research as done in the 
Research Division there lies a considerable gap. The Scientific 
Centers were originally instituted to help fill this gap by permit-
ing direct contact with advanced scientific institutions, both 
universities and customers, in the localities in which they are located. 
The Centers attempt to prevent the erosion of IBM's position in the 
scientific market place by building the image of the corporation as 
a company interested in scientific applications. They also promote 
the direct sale of equipment by identifying and initiating new areas 
of computer applications and, on occasion, by direct sales assistance 
on scientific benchmark programs, etc. 

III. The Effectiveness of The Scientific Centers 

') 

The DP Scientific C~nters serve two IBM needs in the real world~of -
long range customer requirements: application research and scientific 
image building. In the opinion of independent auditors the Scientific 
Centers serve these needs better than any other IBM organization. The 
reason for this is that the Scientific Centers are close enough to 
the real world to feel the pulse of customer requirements and to 
properly weigh technological-trends that will influence DP sales. Yet 
they are sufficiently detached from the marketing organization so 
that the academic and scientific communities treat them as peers rather 
than salesmen. The need the Scientific Centers fill is a DP need since 
it relates directly to market definition and market development. 

In applications research, the Scientific Centers identify new computer 
applications and demonstrate their feasibility at low cost. To a degree 
unique in IBM, The S-cientific Centers have been able to transfer their 
results to DP in the form of programs and RPQs. This success is due to 
being part of DP -- in day to day contact with DP headquarters and 
branc~ office people -- and to the fact that most of their projects 
are carried out with customers who don't hesitate to bring pressure on 
DP to implement new ideas. 

In scientific image-building, the Scientific Centers maintain pro
fessional level contacts with university and industry scientists who 
influence the specifications for computer procurements. These people 
have generally negative attitudes toward IBM which, to them, is a 
manufacturing firm with no interest in science for its own sake. The 
Scientific Centers reduce this negativism by demonstrating that we 
do have bright people working in challenging areas relevant to the 
interests of the scientific community. They also increase customer 
receptivity for new applications. Scientific image-building requires 
effective university contacts. The Scientific Centers have achieved 
this at certain schools. It should be noted that these contacts are 
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with university professors, department heads, and graduate students. 
The f~ct that IBM executives and salesmen deal with different people 
at the university frequently masks their appreciation of the Scientific 
Center presence on campus. 

The overall quality of Scientific Center work is high. The productivity 
as measured by publications, application programs, external contacts 
and demonstrations is very high compared to other groups of similar 
size. The quality of Scientific Center work depends on having a criti
cal mass of good people in several disciplines. The inter-disciplinary 
mix leads to maximum cross-industry activity. Small groups are forced 
to work with external people to get things done -- this is advantageous 
in the Scientific Center; however, the group must start with a viable 
critical mass. Too large a group should be avoided because it creates 
undesirable project-oriented nuclei and reduces Scientific Center 
flexibility. The critical mass (of 25 - 30 total staff plus computer) 
allows meaningful work to be carried beyond the "idea" or "survey" stage. 

IV. Questions Facing Th~ Scientific Centers 

Whenever Scientific Center managers gather, certain problems are 
mentioned again and again as being important to the health of the 
Scientific Centers. Most of these problems are not the kind that can 
be "solved" once and for all by some management action. They are more 
like constraints which must be continually considered in all decisions. 
The way in which management copes with these questions on a day-to-day 
basis will set the course of the Scientific Centers during the coming 
decade. 

A. Questions of Mission 

The domestic Scientific Centers were established originally in 
1964 and the wrC Cept~'rs started in 1968-?9 to fill the needs of 
their respective countries in the gap between basic research and 
technology on one hand, and marketing development activities on 
the other. There is also the increasingly important mission of 
maintaining direct contact with the advanced technological insti
tutions and Government agencies, with the resulting impact upon 
IBM's scientific image in each country. 

Because of the three important aspects of the mission--research J 

marketing, and image--the Scientific Centers are always being 
pulled toward one or the other by management. The most successful 
projects have a proper balance between them. 

The concept that the Scientific Center manager should have an 
entrepreneural role in selecting things to do which will best 
serve the Center, science, and IBM's image and market, is not 
really understood very well even by its own management. 
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The ability to see an opportunity which matches the skills of 
the Center and to move fast to do something about it in a hurry 
is a great strength of the Scientific Centers. The nomination 
and approval cycle for usual projects in IBM prevents us from 
acting as quickly as competitors. The Scientific Centers can 
act as "internal competitors" for IBM and cut through technical 
difficulties. 

The Scientific Centers give to IBM some of the advantages of a 
small company. Having small groups of sharp people, having long 
experience in their respective fields, running hard and fast on 
well-understood projects can result in incredible achievements. 
One could argue for having a few refuges within IBM for such 
activities on purely philosophical grounds, even with no immed
iate return on investment. The fact is that the return is better 
on a per-capita basis on almost any measurement which can be 
applied. 

The ability for Scientific Centers to use new equipment and exploit 
it gives valuable early feedback to SOD. The ability to do things 
for a small market or an unproved market means high> risk projects 
can be started. 

The Watch Dog aspect of the Scientific Centers should not be 
overlooked. It is much harder for other IBM groups to do extremely 
poor jobs or outrageously expensive jobs when faced with Scientific 
Center evidence or statements to the contrary. This same philosophy 
is followed by the Research Division in its areas of scientific 
competence. 

B. The Reporting position Question 

Because the missio~ of. the Scientific Centers is balanced between 
research, market, and >image, it is possible to have them report 
to any organization having one or the other of these missions in 
its charter. It can also report either at a high or low level in 
such an organization, with either a line or staff function. 

The domestic Scientific Centers began reporting to Corporate 
Headquarters in a research, staff-like position. They were later 
shifted to DP, mainly for financial reasons. Their reporting point 
within DP has shifted several times over the years, indicating 
that there is uncertainty as to the "correct" position. 

The WTC Centers report either to OP or External Affairs (market 
or image) within their countries, although there is considerable 
variation in the exact conditions. The recent trend has been 
toward External Affairs. This staff position makes it easier to 
operate at a policy level on scientific affairs, since External 
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Affairs acts as an arm of the country general manager. It 
also makes entering into joint studies, fellowships, etc., 
easier because the approval cycle is "short and contacts are 
made at high levels in customer organizations. The main prob
lem with such a corporate staff position is financial support. 
OP has a much larger budget than any other organization, so the 
Scientific Centers will be dependent upon it indirectly, if not 
directly. Even if The Centers reported"elsewhere, they would 
have to maintain good relations with OP on individual projects. 

There is probably no single position which is "right" if by 
that one means no conflict will arise. The reporting point 
should be re-examined periodically to see if a change would 
help. In the final analysis, The Centers should report to that 
senior executive who is best willing to support and utilize 
them as Scientific Centers,not as something else. 

c. The Question of How to Allocate Resources. 

Financial problems always rate high on a Scientific Manager's 
list. Financial support is a concrete expression of the belief 
of IBM in a particular organization. It is interesting to ask 
how discretionary resources are assigned within IBM and match 
these against the Scientific Centers' needs: 

(1) The first is the formal way, involves making marketing 
forecasts and building a business case before starting 
serious wo~k on a project. This method works well on large 
projects which are extensions of IBM's existing product line. 
It does not work well on ~ opportunities, e.g., graphics, 
terminals, pocket calculators, or copiers. It also does not 
work well on small. products with a limited market where 
conservative pricing policies can be "deadly. 

(2) Another approach is to find a project based on the inspiration 
of a charismatic leader. This works best on new opportunities 
previously overlooked by the company. The most spectacular 
advances come from such projects, but they can result in 
spectacular failures as well. The failures tend to generate 
more controls and more bureaucracy for future project leade~s 
to face. 

(3} One approach frequently used is that of estimating the return 
on investment while comparing two or three similar competing 
projects. Too often the resources go to the group which can 
put up the best P.R. story. The management problem is one of 
comparing unlike things. A "paper tiger" is always better 
than an existing entity whether it is a hardware product, a 
software product, or the plans for a research project. 



(4) Sometimes resources are applied on the basis of " past per
formance. Intuitively one feels the best ways for IBM to 
assign resources would be to reward the people or groups 
who have a good record of accomplishment and punish those 
who have poor record. All too often those who have squandered 
resources, missed milestones or produced shoddy products are 
rewarded by being given more resources to catch up, while 
those who are frugal and efficient are cut back. 

The Scientific Centers would certainly prosper if more decisions 
were made on the latter basis. 

D. The Question of the Optimal Size for a Center. 

A frequently asked question is, "What is the optimal size (or 
critical size) for a Scientific Center?" I usually answered the 
question by giving the following three experimental points: 

(1) The Los Angeles Scientific Center had about 75 or 80 people 
when the Scientific Centers were formed in 1964. It was 
gradually worn down as being too big. Both the Palo Alto and 
Houston centers were really built from its headcount •. 

(2) The Washington Scientific Center was formed in 1966 without 
proper funding or management support. It grew slowly to about 
12, was stationary, and finally was recombined into the other 
Centers because it was too small. 

(3) The Centers- which have survived and thrived have been staffed 
with 25-35 people. 

Based on these three experimental points, one can say that 75 is 
too large, 12 is to·o small, and 25-35 is good. The really "optimal" 
size depends ve'ry much on the individual location, projects, 
personnel mix, etc. The closeness of coupling to neighboring uni
versities and other scientific groups is particularly important. 

E. Personnel Questions 

There are two chronic personnel problems in Scientific Centers: 
(1) The hiring and retention of good staff members, and (2) the 
career path problem. 

Standards for excellence may differ from one professional activity 
to another, but as far as Scientific Centers are concerned, there 
should be no compromise with quality. A Scientific center does 
not deserve the name if it tolerates poor work on any of its pro
jects. The way to ensure technical excellence is, of course, to 
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have excellent people. One of the main tasks of the Scientific 
,Center manager is to select and properly motivate good staff 
members. Excellent employees are easy to manage; those of 
average ability take more guidance td make sure that they do 
good work. Poor staff members should be eliminated. 

Because of the mission, Scientific Centers need staff members 
who (1) are good practicing scientists, (2) have a sense of the 
marketplace, and (3) have good judgment in dealing with other 
scientists, customers, and IBM management. 

Having hired or developed these rare scientist-marketeer-states
men, the problem inevitably arises as to what the career path 
is for such individuals. The same question occurs for scientists 
anywhere in IBM, but because of the small size of the Scientific 
Centers, it is particularly acute. This is clearly a continuing 
problem which must be faced on an individual basis. Programs 
such as rotational.assignments to other Centers or to'other 
organizations ~ithin IBM, sabbaticals to universities, etc., can 
help. 

The Scientific Centers also participate in the WTC Fellowship 
Program. There is a feeling that returning scientists can better 
identify with the local IBM Centers as a result. 

F. The Questions of project Selection and Monitoring 

One of the most commonly asked questions is, "How are Scientific 
Center projects-selected, monitored and killed?" A lot of time 
has been spent both in certain scientific Centers and at head
quarters explaining the procedures to be followed. Flow charts 
with several classes of criteria, multiple decision points, 
weighting factors;' etc; are sometimes shqwn. Procedures are 
described which were capable of screening dozens of projects 
per week. Yet is is also obvious when discussing the actual 
projects being done that they are not done this way. In a given 
Center, old projects are killed and new projects are started 
only two or three times a year, so each is really studied as a 
special case in practice. 

It has been observed in the scientific Centers for some time that 
the really good projects come from the efforts of individual 
staff members who push ideas to fill a need which they can see 
because of their intimate knowledge of a field. Very few projects 
are ever handed down from above, or even suggested from Industry 
Development. Certainly none ever came through a formal flow chart 
of "criteria" and "decision points." 
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Once a project is underway, the question becomes one of monitoring 
1t in a regular way. Formal project descriptions and regular 
progress reports are, of course, standard. Technical reviews are 
discussed under "measurement." 

The grid of project highlights (see example in The Appendix) as 
used for several years, was a very useful way to survey projects. 
If the grid is accurately filled in, it automatically answers 
most of the simple questions people will ask about a project. The 
grid is also a convenient way of summarizing information which 
can be put on flip charts at a moment's notice for presentations. 

G. The Question of Terminating Projects 

The problem of terminating a project which is going nowhere is 
one of the more difficult management problems in the scientific 
environment. The ar?itrary or capricious starting and stopping of 
projects will create lasting resentment and stifle individual 
initiative very quickly. 

Too often the problem is approached from the point of view-: "This 
project shall be killed to save resources, headcount and dollars." 
A much better way would be to ask, "What can we do which is more 
valuable with these particular people, with these particular skills, 
at this particular location?" 

The best way to terminate a project is to start a better one. The 
people concerneq will then switch over willingly rather than 
fighting desperately to keep their old project alive. 

stopping a well-run project simply because it has no short-term" 
payoff is cert~inly_ contrary to the scientific Center mission. For 
example, the plasma physics project at Paio Alto was judged in 
september of this year as a prime candidate for cancellation 
because it was "irrelevant to FS." NOw, a month and a half later, 
because of the energy crisis, it is one of the hottest projects 
in any of the centers. Fortunately, it was not terminated in the 
meantime. 

H. The Questions of Measurement 

One of the oldest questions relating to scientists in industry is, 
"How can one measure the productivity of a scientist, a project, 
or a Center?" In the DP organization where everything tends to be 
reduced to points, this is particularly important. 

If simple, definitive measures can be made, then decisions become 
simple and definitive. Unfortunately, scientific work and modern 
computer systems work is complicated and involved when it is new 
and important. It tends to be a personal sort of thing, where 
only certain people can make certain things happen. 
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The secret certainly is people in the Scientific Centers. A 
Scientific Center peoject usually depends on one or two key 
individuals. This Technical leader knows better than anyone 
else what the difficulties and the promises of the project are. 
As with our scientific customers, his judgment must be one of 
the key deciding factors in what the project is and how well it 
is doing. 

To aid in the resource allocation problem and to avoid the 
problem of blind spots in projects, it is important to have 
technical and marketing reviews of the larger projects on a 
regular basis. The Technical Advisory Committee and the Marketing 
Advisory Committee were used for this purpose for several years 
as a management tool by the manager of The Scientific Centers. 
If done properly, these reviews are more constructive than external 
"audits," which usually imply there is trouble with the project. 

The method of these reviews is the same as the scientific method-
the submission of one's ideas to the scrutiny of his peers. This 
is the main way scientific progress is made and ideas propagated. 

We should realize that, aside from salesmen on quota, few groups 
in 'IBM have accurate measures of their activities. Those calling 
for better measurements of scientific projects, where it is ad
mittedly hard, really do not have them on development nor service 
functions either. They certainly do not have good measurements 
on the quality of forecasts, industry analysis, financial or 
personnel planning, etc. 

I. The Questions of Communication and Duplication 

The bugaboo of "duplication of effort" ranks high in upper manage
ment's worries about projects in IBM. In The Scientific Centers 
it is hardly ever a real. problem. Even prc;>jects having the same 
name are usually quite different in content or approach. As 
Manny Piore once said, "Duplication of projects is not necessarily 
bad. It is the lack of communication between similar projects 
which is unforgivable. II 

The lack of communication between related projects is a common 
problem throughout IBM. The Scientific Center Managers meet on 
a regUlar basis four times a year. In addition, joint seminars 
with other organizations are sometimes held. However, although 
the centers receive each other's completed reports, there is not 
enough informal interaction on work-in-progress. Joint projects 
between the Centers are frequently suggested but rarely done. 

The best solution is to have staff members visit other Centers 
and give lectures on their work. Reports without personal contact 
tend not to be read or understood. 
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J. The Trans fer Problem 

The transfer of the results of scientific projects to other 
groups within IBM, or directly to customers, has been a con
tinuing problem throughout the years. There is little I can 
add to this topic that has not been said dozens of times. A 
project leader normally has to spend an appreciable part of 
his personal effort in seeking customers for his products. 
The percentage of success still remains questionable, since 
it is frequently hard to tell when a scientific "product" has 
been transferred. A concept used by another group can be very 
valuable although no paper transfer shows. Our successes in 
the systems area are easier to document. 

K. The Approval Procedure Problem 

Each of the Scientific Center managers will sooner or late~ 
mention the difficulty of getting approvals. Examples include 
new projects, joint studies, fellowships, special equipment, 
etc. Usually the difficulties were separated from purely 
financial questions. 

Scientific Centers tend to do unusual things, with the result 
that whateyer they propose is likely to be a special case and 
tends to get stuck in the decision-making gears at all levels. 

Unlike some of the other problems on this list, this one does 
have some hope of solution as management and staff people 
become educated to the importance of Scientific Center projects. 
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The Scientific Center mission is fourfold: 

communication: A vital part of Scientific Center mission is to 

maintain an effective link between various technological entities 

both within and oatside IBM. Such entities would include-Indus-

try Development and Marketing, Universities, Advanced Technological 

customers, Product Marketing, IBM software and hardware design 

group, and other IBM Research and Advanced Technology activities. 

Initiation: Scientific Centers are also directed towards identi-

fying advanced technological application and system areas whose 

development would broaden the computer marketplace. Scientific 

Centers would initiate projects and execute feasibility studies 

to giv~ initial impetus to these new areas of endeavor. 

Propagation: Scientific Centers will work-;-'primarily with Indus

try Development groups, to provide transition of advanced develop-

ment activities and technical consultation. In order to comple-

ment this aspect of the missio~, Scientific Centers will also 

work, primarily with SDD, to assist in initiating appropriate 

hardware and software de~elopment" activitfes necessary to main

tain and increase IBM's position in the marketplace of the future. 

They "will also propagate their activiti~s throught education v 

demonstration and other modes of dissemination. 

Image: Scientific Centers will maintain high image in the out

side technological community in order to be focal points for 

attracting high-caliber technologists to DP Division and the 

IBM Corporation as a whole. 
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STRATEGIES 

I. Establishment of Scientific Centers In order to fulfill 

Scientific Center objectives, such Centers will or have been 

established in seven'key locations. "The factors that influence 

~e choice of locations (Development Center locations, Population, 

Industrial Activity, University environment, etc.) are discussed 

in:Appendix A. These locations are Cambridge, Chicago, Houston, 

Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco Bay Area, and Washington, D.C. 

We feel that there is adequate national coverage with the estab-

1 li~hment of these seven Centers, and that it is preferable to 
i -
:. allow these Centers to grow to full viability and stability rather 
! " 
I' than to embark upon establishing more Centers of this type. 

I lIorever, assuming normal growth, we can foresee.a time in the 
, I 

:: future (five to seven years) when the establishment of further 
! i 
: ! 
I i Centers would be required to keep pace with", and- to ensure support II I' of,; expanding Industry Development activities. 

i" 
i 

I 
I. 

II. Control Size of Scientific Centers The individual Scientific 
I 

Centers must be of some reasonable -size. We feel that a twenty man 

Center, achieved over a two ye"ars span, is crt tical minimum 8ize. 

However, a viable stable size is about twenty-five people on the 

following basis: 

It is enough to be seen and respected in a given 

community 

It provides a reasonable balance between productive 

scientists, programmers, manager., and secretaries. 
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Work based on about three or four disciplines can be 

carried on with each scientist having co-workers with 

whom to discuss problems • 

Work can proceed simultaneously on fou~ or five projects, 

thus avoiding the inherent ins~abili ty·'-of a single pro

ject organization, and yet ensuring the dynamicism neces

sary to avoid over-specialization. 

Probably thirty is a maximum useful size; beyond this the Center 

would start to get too introverted anc:1· over-organized. This number 

:of from twenty to thirty assumes that other supporting services are 

!proved, and that the ~otal Center activities on site, including 
I 

: the Scientific Cent.er and Industry Development groups, is of Buf-. 
I 

i ficient size t;o warrant a sUbstantial machine configuration con
I 

j sistent with needs. 

I, In. discussing the size of a Center it is important to remember 
I 

I~at scientific talent cannot be rapidly be shifted from a project 

it04 radically different one. In spite of the fact that we attempt 
I 

:to recruit personnel who are not specialized to a degree beyond 

:~hat necessary to attain a high level of professional competence, 

ore-orientation of scientific personnel has to be exercised with 

~I qreat deal of care and good judgement. In particular, if the 
I 
, i 

! lize of a Center is to be changed, considerable lead time is 

: required since top level scientific talent is not easy to recruit 

: or, if found to be "surplus", placed in other IBM positions. ___ ." 
I 
I 

,It ia thus important to-have long term plan as to the aiza of 
I 

: tach Center. 
I 

I 

." 
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l- v. Define Work Areas It is intended that projects be initiated 

at the Scientific Center level, subject to the requirements laid 

forth in the devinition of OBjectiv~s. These guidelines are 

established to ensure that such projects are meaningful to the 
i 

over-all Scientific center mission, and which can be used as 

a basis for management evaluation and decision, and include ~e 

following aims: 

• 

• 

the project should lie in a field which is abreast of the 

frontiers of science and technology, thereby being a 

focal point of intellectual excitement 

. the project should lie in an area which is potentially 

of substantial commercial value to the DP Division of . 

. IBM, even though we recognize that it may not be practi

cable·~to establish a firm market projection in terms of 

NSRI points untit the project begins to approach its 

developmental phase. 

• the project should be such that due to its high level 

of interdisciplinary and/or professional requirements, 

it cannot be most effectively- executed by other DP 

• 

development groups 

the project should be one that can benefit most (in 

ter.ms of speed of progress) by the particular Scientific 

Center environment, especially in terms of the communica

tion links established between disciplines, with other DP 

groups, other IBM Divisiona, and, in particular, out.ide 

te~~noloqic~l institutions and other cuatomers. 

. 1:BM CONFIDENTIAL 
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MANAGING an ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY 

Draft for "Sloan Management Review" Article 
July 18, 1988 

INTRODUCTION 

Annually the IBM Corporation spends a 
considerable amount of money for research 
and development. In 1984 this figure was 
reported as XXX million. Its research activ
ities are concentrated in the Research Divi
sion, headquartered in Yorktown Heights, 
New York while development and engineer
ing activities are spread throughout many 
product and marketing divisions worldwide. 
Organizationally, IBM looks similar to many 
other industrial corporations, especially in 
its-distinction between product development 
and research organizations. 

1\ 
However, within IBM another technical I 
component can be said to represent a non
traditional approach to technology. Such are 
the scientific centers which have existed I 
within IBM since the earlv 1960s: thev per- I 

form an unusual and uniq"ue role with-in the! 
company. Their management and technical ~' 
staff view themselves as the intrapreneurs; 
of modern terminology and draw upon an .\ 
experience and heritage of nearly twenty
five years -- corresponding to the adolescent 
period of computing. 

This article explores the nature of this IBM 
organization and discusses how the techni
cal agenda is managed. A by-product for the 
reader will be insight into their operation 

and contributions. The scientific centers ex- / 
ist within a corporation which is well-known/ 
for its willingness to pursue technical ends( 
in a highly-structured fashion with signif4 
icant resource commitment. Somewhat\ 
irreverently, this has been referred to by 
some observers as the "cast of thousands". 
As we shall see, the scientific centers 
undertake their work in a quite different 
mode characterized often as counter-culture 
and is, at the very least, different from the 
rest of the corporation. Therein, as we shall 
see, lies their strength of contribution as 
well as the seed of their long-term frus
tration. A delicate balancing act by center 
management is the result. 

IBM scientific centers exist as three labora
tories within the United States (in 
Cambridge, Palo Alto, and Los Angeles) and 
in some 15 countries within IBM's World 
Trade Corporation. This article focuses upon 
the domestic activity since the World Trade 
centers have a somewhat different objec
tive. They are aligned more closely with the 
particular interests of the country in which 
they reside. Also, the discussion will focus 
upon the Cambridge Scientific Center, given 
the author's responsibilities and the identi
cal charter enjoyed by all the United States 
scientific centers. 
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MISSION and ORGANIZATION SETTING 

Cambridge Scientific Center's mission is to 
undertake advanced technology work, pri-I' 
marily in systems and programming. Uni- ~ 

versities and the academic community more I 
frequently call such work applied research. \ 

The scientific centers are one of the few 
places within IBM whose sale function is to 
pursue adtech activities. A 1977 study con
ducted within the company showed fewer 
than five hundred people worldwide en
gaged in such work. Since Cambridge has 
a total population today of forty-three (in
cluding administrative and managerial), a 
key theme or characteristic is that such op- I 
erations are small and rarely live beyond a I::., 

critical mass level of staffing. Hence they 
are also frequently obscure and thought of 
as "closet" operations within IBM at large. 
As I hope to demonstrate this becomes a 
two-edged sword and not the least of the 
challenges in their management. 

Defining adtech activities has historically 
been both a necessity and a problem as 
scientific centers are portrayed to visitors 
and inquisitive management executives. 
My definition is hardly rigorous or precise 
but says that adtech work in IBM lies be
tween the two extremes of research and 
product development activities. In short, we 
generally do not set out to engage in re
search or to deliver a product but, instead, 
pursue another agenda and march to an
other proverbial drummer. This can be 
characterized as experimental work which 
is quite applied in nature and often is aimed 
at proving the feasibility of a concept, idea, 
or approach. We may know what we want to 
do but how to do it and how well it can be 
done may be the pressing issues. 

The horizon for our work is normally 3-4 
years and at any particular time certain 
projects may indeed appear to have re
search or product emphasis and flavor, but 
as we shall see, this relates more to the 

evolution or cycle of the project than any
thing. 

Organizationally, the center is part of Aca
demic Information Systems (ACIS), a new 
special business unit formed in 1982 and 
which focuses upon campus computing in 
the academic and research arenas. Prior to 
this the scientific centers (since 1964) have 
always reported to one of IBM's line mar
keting divisions initially the 
Dataprocessing then its successor National 
Accounts Division. Today ACIS has largely 
a marketing flavor and orientation. So one 
concludes that scientific centers have al
ways been administratively aligned with IBM 
marketing. 

In my view this arrangement is one of the 
significant decisions made at the birth of the 
centers -- and reinforced at crucial times 
along the way. It colors our work and is not 
insignificant in accounting for our successes 
and the way we play our end-game. For we 
feel we are very much involved in problems 
of the real world and impose considerable 
pressure upon ourselves to be deemed rel
evant to our reporting organization as well 
as IBM. One way to approach this challenge 
is to have easy and appropriate access to 
customers, the end-user, or potential con
sumer of your work. Our marketing affil
iation ensures this, and we have numerous ! 

ways of reaching out and guaging customer ' 
response to our work and projects. Our feel 
for the real world also influences what we 
decide to work on, and management and 
staff spend considerable time on such deci
sions. 

Many of the center's technical staff and 
project managers have served tours in sys
tems engineering or marketing organiza
tions. They understand the value of and 
need for on-going dialogue with customers 
during the life of a project. Because our 
work is viewed as experimental, we can be 
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open with our visitors and are able to dis
cuss and demonstrate as would most uni
versity departments. If and when our work 
evolves into proprietary or unannounced 
product areas, non-disclosure or contractual 
agreements become appropriate. We make 
every effort to minimize the need for these. 

Organizationally, the centers have also en- Ji 
joyed a dotted-line relationship with IBM's , 
Chief Scientist, currently Dr. Lewis M. t 
Branscomb, and his office. This arrange
ment is important to understand because in ' 

our view the centers are a corporate re- ( 
source and are free to work across the cor
poration. We work and collaborate with 
other IBM laboratories in the interest of fur
thering the IBM cause as well as that of 
ACIS. Historically, corporate oversight of 
our affairs has come not only from the Chief 
Scientist but a Iso the corporate Vice Presi
dent of Marketing. Given the nature of the 
computing industry and IBM, this has been 
both beneficial and helpful to our work and 
in the conduct of our affairs. 

THE TECHNICAL STAFF and the MANAGEMENT 

I have already indicated that an important 
characteristic of a scientific center is its 
small size especially in comparison to other 
IBM laboratories. [Together, all three cen
ters have approximately 100 professionals 
and managers]. Projects are also small and 
characteristically start with a single person 
(and not necessarily full-time) and may build 
to no more than three people or five at the 
largest. In sum, projects are intimate and 
focus entirely upon high quality people 
rather than organization and quantity of 
people assigned. Because projects usually 
go through a prolonged incubation period, 
they aimost certainiy start as the creaiive 
idea of one person. 

The size of projects - they start small and 
stay that way - certainly colors the type of 
projects we undertake and places a pre
mium on leveraging our small resource 
through collaboration, joint studies, and 
timely transfer to destinations outside our 
laboratory. This process is one of the ' 
trickiest and most time-consuming for our 
managers. Occasionally, questions of 
project viability and technical credibility 
arise when visitors view our staffing. While 
appropriate, such questions tend universally 
to reflect a lack of understanding of either 
center operation, the adtech process, or 

center accomplishments. (See the section 
"Case Studies from Cambridge" for exam
ples). 

The centers are typically located on or near ( 
a university campus rather than in the midst 
of a large IBM laboratory. While the objec
tive is to have the centers involved in the 
professional and academic flavor of a uni
versity, each center also operates on a na
tional basis. Because the centers are able 
to undertake joint work with university de
partments, it is not unusual to find the Palo 
Alto center undertaking a study with a de
partment at MiT or Carnurldge undei1aking 
discussions with Stanford Linear Acceler
ator Center. 

The university setting of each center also 
permits them to hire student employees to 
work on center projects. Our students work 
on the normal technical work and there are 
numerous instances of a student making a 
significant contribution to a significant 
project. In Cambridge students helped with 
the IBM Personal Computer prior to its an
nouncement and a Cambridge student em
ployee (now a professor at MIT) wrote the 
original text processor called SCRIPT which 
is still widely used on IBM's System/370. , 
Finally, our university setting and student 
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employees contribute significantly to the 
technical vitality and professional enhance
ment of the staff. In return we feel our stu
dents learn a lot about IBM close hand and 
many eventually go to work with IBM upon 
graduation. 

The professional center staff has about 30 
percent of its people with Ph. Ds but not 
necessarily in computer science. Where we 
consciously set out to hire at the doctoral ' 
level, we are typically looking for a com
puter science degree. At least 50 percent of 
the staff have an advanced degree, usually 
at the master's level. 

Project managers for the centers come with 
considerable variety in their background. 
They may transfer in from another IBM lab
oratory or be promoted from the ranks ofthe 
technical staff. Not a few have IBM field 
experience, usually with systems engineer
ing. Given our mode of operation and char
ter I personally believe this latter 
experience to be of considerable value. I 
look for and ask the project managers to be 
involved, player-coaches. Our centers and 
projects are too small to have the project 
management remote or aloof from the work. 
Our project managers have a relatively 
small span of control, averaging 5-7 staff 
members. Some may have as few as 2-3. 
VVe believe this is a reflection of the techni
cal involvement we ask such management 
to assume. 

Project managers and staff alike are asked 
to be flexible and feel comfortable crossing 
center project boundaries. This is essential 
since any staff member may at anyone in
stant be involved in as many as three 
project activities which may typically be 
managed by several different project man
agers. Historically, this leverage has ena
bled us to respond rapidly to high-priority 
or crisis situations; seize opportunities of 
the moment that are important either to the 
center or IBM; offer the staff the continual 
ability to work at the important and/or lead
ing edge; and feel there is an absolute min
imum of jurisdictional and bureaucratic 
preoccupation. Such flexibility puts consid
erable pressure on everyone to manage the 
complex juggling act while seeing on-going 
work to completion. We are very conscious 
of the comparative ease in starting projects 
and the considerable anguish associated 
with completing/terminating work-in
process. This is truly a self-induced problem 
and one associated with an organization 
engaged in purely speculative work with a 
discretionary resource. 

In terms of productivity, creativity, contrib
ution, and track record of our people, I can 
find no correlation between tenure with IBM, 
degrees, background, or academic disci
pline. It is especially refreshing to find a 
relatively "junior" (i.e., recently-hired or -ar
rived) employee starting or leading one of . 
our most promising or important projects. 

UNDERTAKING the WORK 

Perhaps the key managerial issue I face is 
that our work is all "local call." Being a dis
cretionary resource, we are expected to ini
tiate our own technical agenda within our 
laboratory and within the limits both of our 
resources and resourcefulness. In short, we 
follow our own lights. 

In this sense the scientific centers are an 
organization accorded a level of freedom 
commonly associated only with individuals 
within IBM designated IBM Fellows. Like 
IBM Fellows, we both have tremendous 
freedom in selection of technical work com
bined with the frustrations associated with 
wondering whether our work is or will be 
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appreciated. The trick is to capitalize upon 
the freedom and manage and contain the 
frustrations. 

The result is a self-induced pressure to 
undertake relevant and, increasingly, 
near-in work. For our freedom hardly ex
empts us from the executive question -- im
plied or actually asked -- "what have you 
done for me lately?" So I tend to view my 
job as not unlike that of a university presi
dent who must contend with the matter of 
the endowment. For us, the endowment is 
one of contribution and achievement which 
allows me to minimize the past and focus 
or redirect the question to: "what are you 
going to do for us tomorrow?" In my view 
the thinking or concern of our management 
needs to be on how well we are running the 
race for the future. I try to get higher man
agement to join me in concerns about what 
we are not yet working on -- but should be. 

In the process, there is the risk that our past 
successes may obscure the real risk and 
effort needed for future success. Said an
other way, I work hard at trying to convey 
that regardless of whatever historic trove of 
golden eggs exists, the proverbial labora
tory adtech goose does not deliver either on 
schedule or as a matter of guarantee. Past 
success can haunt you in this regard in my 
experience. Lack of past success, however, 
haunts you more. 

As our laboratory management approaches 
the work, it is essential for them to possess 
a realistic understanding of IBM and its 
ways. In a dynamic company such as IBM, 
change is sometimes revolutionary but al
ways on-going and a way of life. An accu
rate reading of the company is a precious 
and acquired skill. It is the single most im
portant environmental skill and the one 
most relevant to achieving ultimate success. 

But let us step back a bit and consider how 
things get started. First, we recognize that 
we are very much a function of who we are. 

In a real and positive sense, we are a cap
tive of our in-house technical skills. I urge 
project management to simultaneously at
tend to matters of technical vitality and ro
tation of the staff for this reason, if no other. 

Second, we work hard at avoiding so-called 
"forced marches" or projects imposed from 
on-high or from outside. This is not to say 
that patriotism and proper respect and def
erence to higher authority are lacking -- we 
just do not blend these elements into the 
technical agenda unless we already feel a 
strong positive inclination at work. 

We feel most comfortable when our staff 
approaches project managers or myself with 
project proposals, ideas, or suggestions. In 
our view professionals have this responsi
bility and obligation. 

Nonetheless, work starts in the laboratory in 
a variety of ways, and from the management 
Viewpoint the process is a blend of negoti
ation, dialogue, and exotic minuet. I have 
already mentioned the preferred course -
the staff approaches local management. 
Based upon the track record of the staff 
member and other environmental, company, 
or industry factors, we may encourage the 
technologist to proceed immediately. "Keep 
us posted" is the last he/she is apt to hear 
from us for quite a while. We clearly like the 
idea and are betting on the individual. Oth
ers may get a flat "thanks but no thanks" if 
we are not enthused either with the pro
posal or prior track record of the proposer. 
Clearly, technical credibility and personal 
effectiveness counts in this process. 

The middle ground is more likely to be a di
alogue whereby management and staff 
reach an accommodation which results in a 
project more shaped by discussion and ne
gotiation than in the first scenario. The re
sult, however, is a viable project which both 
management and staff eagerly follow, per
haps, a little more closely than with scene 
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#1, above. This is the norm as well as the 
mean. 

Less frequent are those situations where the 
professional (often senior) arrives at the 
door to announce: "The well is dry. What 
would you like me to work on?" We wel
come capable exponents of such frankness 
with open arms for we all understand the 
on-going frustration of too many good ideas 
and too few hands at the bench. This indi
vidual is soon at work on an important but 
often anemically-staffed project. Frankness 
and objectivity regarding one's situation and 
state of affairs are encouraged in our labo
ratory and bring the bearer -- technologist 
or manager -- high marks. The proverbial 
Swiss Patent Office would also be a 
discombobulated turmoil if over-staffed with 
Einsteins. 

Less desired are those situations where we 
must assign work to individuals. We insist 
upon it when a technologist is not productive 
over a long period or high priority or urgent 
matters come upon us and require prompt 
attention. In either case we take great pains 

to answer the "why?" involved with taking 
such a course of action. Then we do one 
other thing (and avoid doing another). 

Usually the technologist on the assigned 
project gets caught up in it as it flourishes 
and takes on the flavor of the staff member 
as distinct from the original management 
aroma. We hear the individual talk of their 
project. Now the management must 
studiously refrain from any discussion re
garding the origins of the work or ideas. In 
every respect it is now their "baby"! In sum, 
we feel work can occasionally be assigned 
to the staff, and as the work unfolds there is 
considerable management satisfaction flow
ing from this turn of events, and as we see 
the so-called "well" or "spring" flowing 
again. 

Once a project is started, it may well fall into { 
the low profile or so-called "under-the-table" . 

category. While our primary management 
documentation consists of a quarterly 
project status report and an annual labora
tory report, some work is so embryonic and 
exploratory we exempt it from these formal 
discussions and on-going scrutiny. Since 
everything we undertake is basically on 
speculation with our resource, we feel the 
responsibility for selecting the appropriate 
time to put the work formally on the table. 
We also feel a healthy laboratory has a split 
between these two realms at all times. 

Nonetheless, a hallmark of any quality tech
nical activity involves a significant start-up 
phase of homework. Literature searches 
and efforts to understand other peoples' 
work are crucial for avoiding reinvention of 
the proverbial wheel or for unearthing po
tential partners for collaboration. In this re
gard IBM possesses a remarkable asset 
which to our good fortune is an outgrowth 
of Cambridge work -- the VNET Network. 

VNET forms one of the case studies appear
ing below, but for our purposes now we can 
say that it is a worldwide network linking 
IBM's technical community and individual 
technologists. It is both the world's largest 
network operating within one corporation as 
well as the electronic means for all IBM 
technologists to reach out to one another. 
Prototyped and developed at our iaboratory, 
it has spread to some 3,000 computer sys
tems throughout the company. VNET is a 
major factor in assuring us we are sharing 
our work as well as benefitting from that 
done elsewhere. In the fast-paced era which 
computer technologists live in, VNET has 
proven time and again to be an extremely 
powerful tool and our salvation in pursuing 
our work. To our amazement, we also find 
it is the way several hundred thousand IBM 
employees get their job done worldwide! 

One last managerial item deserves attention 
before we turn to the actual pursuit of the 
work -- its various stages and fates. The 
item about to be discussed will also reap-
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pear in the next section but here it seems 
appropriate to comment on the absolute 
necessity for laboratory and project man
agement to understand what is going on 
about them within their company, their in
dustry, and the technical realm and field. 

Were the managerial plate not already 
heaping, the necessity for this on-going 
alertness and managerial involvement be
yond the project would itself be the occasion 
for the groaning helpings we ask our man-

agers to herd back onto the project plate -
and then to contend with. The response to 
this stiff challenge, in my experience, distin
guishes the various managerial perform
ances I witness and evaluate, and has 
everything to do, using aquatic terms, with 
a manager's swimming versus treading wa
ter. As you might suspect by now, it has 
everything to do with successfully bringing 
our work to term and a happy fruition. 

DOING the WORK -- Getting Down to Brass Tacks 

When it comes to executing a project, the 
most common characteristic is that of pro
totyping. We actually build hardware or 
software and continually refine the technical 
approach rather than letting a study or 
strictly theoretical approach suffice. Proto
typing, then, within IBM tends not only to be 
a hallmark of adtech, I believe it has an in
trinsic and invaluable merit by itself. 

Given the nature of technology discussions 
and decision-making within IBM, a prototype 
focuses the discussion, debate, or evalu
ation upon an existing, running, demonstra
ble entity which (1) can be seen and not just 
imagined; (2) measured and evaluated and 
not just discussed; and (3) altered and 
modified (if not improved) without feeling it 
has a life of its own or is incapable of 
change. A prototype is malleable and trac
table -- anything else is usually less so. 
These are not new concepts or observa
tions, but I feel they are a potent and effec
tive approach. Let me give one example. 

The idea for providing a System/370 and the .~ 
Conversational Monitor System (CMS) on a l 
desk-top originated in 1976 at Cambridge. 
This was long before serious personal com
puting and well before the IBM PC existed. 
As we pursued the technical implementation 
of our personal System/370, the words we 

dreaded the most were: "We believe you. 
We will take it as gospel that such a thing is 
possible. Why do you need to waste the time 
to build it?" But we did build it -- twice, and 
the final Motorola 68000-based prototype 
eventually became the basis for what IBM 
has announced as the PC/370. The prototype 
encapsulated our vision, highlighted prob
lems and risks (performance) as well as 
advantages (M68000 capabilities and S/370 
object compatibility). Having a running pro
totype helped us carry the day during the 
eight-year dialogue on what the industry 
now generically includes in the category of 
"super micro." 

In general, adtech work and a prototyping 
approach can significantly cut product de
velopment lead time once a decision has 
been made to go forth. As an adtech facility 
we feel our job is to do our technical home
work and provide IBM with alternatives and 
options. Using the example, above, it is in
teresting to note that on the same day, Oc
tober 18, 1983, both IBM and Digit Equipment 
Corporation announced super micro imple
mentations of their key architectures -- the 
IBM PCXT/370 and the DEC MicroVAX I. 

From an environmental standpoint, the sci
entific centers do their work with the tre
mendous advantage of being remote from 
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their reporting organization. ACIS and its 
director of scientific centers are headquar
tered in Milford Connecticut, and while there 
is not a little shuttling between this location 
and the three laboratories, the norm is 
blessed and relative relief from many dis
tractions and the ability to do the work. 

Yet there are visitations and seemingly 
interminable discussions of the work, but 
they are usually at the projects' initiation 
and a function of the openness with which 
we prefer to pursue the work. Management, 
nevertheless, remains sensitive as to when 
the level of discussion or travel are actually 
getting in the way of progress. Several other 
aspects of our openness deserve brief com
ment. First, everything is considered exper
imental and therefore open and subject to 
discussion. In this sense we parallel a re
search operation. Second, we are a "vanity 
publisher" and have a series of abstracted 
scientific center reports. The majority of 
these are in the public domain; a few are for 
"Internal Use Only" when proprietary issues 
are encompassed. We also encourage 
publication in outside journals. 

Finally, we subject ourselves periodically to 
a peer review of particular projects. With the 
understanding of the technologists, I indi
cate that we are at some checkpoint in the 
work ::Ind may continue on, modify our di
rection, or terminate. We solicit frank opin
ions of the work and welcome collaboration. 
Such efforts pay huge dividends; force the 
project to crisp up its progress, status, and 
objectives; and usually attract collaborators 
from the invited auditors. 

While peer review is a form of discipline and 
objectivity that the management deems ap
propriate, there is the obligation of project 
and laboratory management to continuously 
ask: "why are we still doing this project? 
What are we trying to accomplish? What ;s 
the end-game"? I recommend we ask 
technologists these explicit questions and 
sometimes the answers are quite revealing, 
unnerving, and disconcerting. "Because 
this Is my life's work" is not an acceptable 
answer given the fact that we are not an 
academic or computer science department. 
But in the end I would far rather get that 
frank answer than none at all or for lack of 
never asking the question. 

All of which is to say that the work has to 
be pursued with some level of vision. 
Something has to light the way. While 
serendipity and changing events certainly 
play an occasional role, a positive vision 
followed by concrete objectives and and a 
game-plan or strategy are absolute neces
sities. Like manners, they are conspicuous 
in their absence. Managers and 
technologists may, in fact, have differing 
visions or views of the work. This is normal 
and quite healthy, especially compared to 
the other extreme. 

As we shall see in the next section, a heavy 
premium is placed upon two items through
out the life of the project. First, the absolute 
need to assess continuously the environ
mental factors affecting the fate and out
come of the work. Second, and closely 
related, is the early-on pursuit of the end
game -- technology transfer. 
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The END-GAME and SUCCESS 

For us the end-game is a well managed 
conclusion of a project. We are in the busi
ness both of starting them but also obliged 
to write finis. Management skills show 
through more clearly in the ending rather 
than starting scenarios. 

Two major routes constitute success for us 
and enable us to proclaim victory. In the 
most general sense, this is how we are 
measured. 

First and most familiar is the quest for tech
nology transfer. Since I have discussed how 
most of our work lives in a prototypal state, 
it follows that once feasibility has been 
proved and the prototype "flys" , strong ef
forts are directed toward seeing the work 
leave our laboratory. It should go elsewhere 
in IBM in preparation either for internal use 
(such as with a tool or methodology) or for 
announcement as an IBM product. 

Over the past ten years the vast majority of 
our work in Cambridge has seen the light 
as an IBM product. This can cause some 
confusion if not ambivalence when we con
sider that we are not per se a product de
velopment organization. We resolve this 
dichotomy through our conviction that top 
quality work deserves to be used by others 
outside our organization and that IBM's 
business policies increasingly require gen
eral availability through a product mech
anism. Where an item transfers as an 
internal IBM tool, pressures may then build 
over time to let customers benefit as well. 
This two-staged approach has the disad
vantage of taking considerable time but the 
very strong advantage of having passed the 
test of sustained and extensive use in
house. I find people like the idea of IBM 
taking its own medicine. 

With this in mind, management makes every 
effort to see that our prototyping makes it 

as easy and possible for our transfer partner 
or "catcher" to pick up on the work. Where 
the following of standards or use of IBM 
hardware (current or future) makes sense, 
we go this route. Such has not always been 
the case with resulting impairment of the 
transfer, if not failure. 

Another ingredient for success and an obli
gation for management is the early identifi
cation of and dialogue with a prospective 
transfer partner. Technologists show re
markable lack of interest in this and some
times dismiss it either as "selling" or at the 
least an activity or skill more worthy of 
management than staff time. 

Two points are in order here. First, the ex
pected natural reaction of your prospect is 
to avoid you and show little or no interest in 
your overture. Adoption of Cambridge's 
project means, for them, the threat or reality 
of putting aside one of their on-going or 
planned activities. Thus the need for culti
vation and selling does exist. Second, 
questions naturally arise in the center as to 
who engages in the selling/negotiation? 
Technologists usually try to assign this duty 
to managers, but we feel strongly that a 
partnership is in order -- a division of labor 
at the least. So we oblige the staff to partic
ipate and, if necessary, acquire new skills in 
the matter of presenting their work. 

In the end, all we really ask is for the 
technologist to be able to convey the thrust 
of the project along with objectives and sta
tus. Professional pride inevitably leads to a 
fine showing by the people doing the work. 

During the process of pursuing and cultivat
ing a partnership, management and staff 
must be sensitive to the use of the word I 
versus we. Our prospective partner can 
easily be turned off initially or along the way 
if our inventors are insensitive and drum 
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home the fact that I invented the ideas and 
project -- not you. Here the word "we" or 
"your/our" project yields rich human divi
dends. Our partners tend to have the per
ception that the scientific center gets the fun 
part or inspiration duty while the catcher or 
development laboratory is saddled with the 
perspiration phase of Edison's observation. 
There is more than a little truth to this view, 
and it behooves us to act accordingly and 
sensitively. It is not unusual to attract to our 
center one of our partners at the conclusion 
of a collaboration; this is a healthy and pro
ductive turn of events for us. It can also work 
in reverse which is both favorable and de
sired. 

The unfolding of events in the prior dis
cussion is the desired route to my self-styled 
end-game. While it may seen logical and 
straightforward and born of necessity, our 
transfer process is also protracted and not 
infrequently agonizing for all concerned. 
Only a strong conviction and major thirst for 
success by prevailing can sustain those in
volved over the many months or years of the 
cycle. In sum, our contemplative, remote, 
and obscure laboratory lives both in a world 
of reflective contemplation and upon a cer
tain knife-edge of uncertainty. Sustaining 
morale and revisiting the larger view is not 
the least of our managerial challenges. 

At some point the stiffest challenge arises 
when the desired route to transfer does not 
materialize -- or vanishes in mid-course. Ei
ther a partner eludes us or departs along 
the way. Then what? Now the question be
comes a matter of whether we are willing to 
go it alone and assume the role of the de
veloper, supporter, maintenance crew, and 
documenter. Were are thoroughly convinced 
these are skills we lack in any abundance 
or to any reasonable degree. 

This leads us to the world of "it depends." 
Some of our work can never be released 
independently by ourselves, say in the case 
where we have made extensive enhance-

ment and modification to an IBM operating 
system. Here the mainline developer and 
IBM "owner" of the operating system has to 
participate to assure quality, integrity, and 
to fulfill the IBM product commitment to 
many users. 

In other cases we may, indeed, do the entire 
job where we feel it is in IBM or the work's 
best interest. For us, this is the stoniest road 
because it requires using the technical re
source in a fashion that is hardly optimum 
and potentially counterproductive. 
Managerially, we take this route only with 
great reluctance; in few and far-between 
measures; and only after great internal soul 
searching and debate. Helping to fulfill an 
IBM commitment, rescuing an important 
corporate project; or to establish an IBM 
technology presence are the more obvious 
occasions to embark on this course of self
transfer. 

Again, this places the premium on consid
ering transfer early-on and while there is 
reasonable lead time. The proverbial last 
minute may be when the technical break
throughs occur but it is the worst time to 
start considering partnerships, undertake 
negotiations, or expect transfer. 

Some consideration is appropriate on moti
vation and reward of the technical staff. 
Universally, they express a conviction that 
the greatest reward is the opportunity to 
work on exciting projects and tackle non
trivial challenges. Everything follows from 
this point of departure. I explicitly commit to 
the staff that all levels of laboratory man
agement will work to support their work in 
a quality fashion. We also will make transfer 
and obstacle-removal our priority business. 
That is the contract. 

We also have in IBM a fine structure of pro
fessional and technical awards and our 
people are eligible. Because of our corpo
rate mission, Corporate Outstanding Inno
vation or Outstanding Technical 
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Achievement Awards are appropriate for 
significant work. Where a sizable financial 
recognition accompanies these awards, the 
recipient and spouse may attend the Corpo
rate Technical Recognition Event, usually 
hosted by the Chief Scientist. IBM support 
of our technical accomplishments has been 
extremely gratifying. 

Yet the responsibility to initiate any recog
nition is appropriately on the plate of the 
project manager. I measure them on this 
item of stewardship. We also urge project 
managers to consider and utilize more in
formal avenues of recognition along the way 
during the various cycles of a project. There 
is a great disadvantage to storing up or re
serving recognition for the grand finale -
especially with lengthy projects. How re
cognition is handled by the managers tells 
me a lot about their commitment to their 
people and work. It also lets me assess one 
more facet of line and second-level man
agement effectiveness and creativity. I fully 
believe in recognizing significant project 
management effort with that of their staff. 
But such recognition is predicated upon the 
proper management job first being done on 
behalf of the staff. 

In our daily operation there are inevitable 
tensions which require management atten
tion. First, is the feeling by technologists that 
managers are inclined to discuss or pro
mote the work prematurely. Frequently this 
is related to the feeling that the manager 
does not understand the work. The analog 
is management's concern over the 
technologist who never seems quite ready 
to talk about the work, discuss results or 
progress, or share his/her vision -- every "i" 
is being dotted and "t" crossed. Closet 
technologists and over-optimistic project 
managers always exist and both have a 
piece of experience to buttress their views. 
Mutual respect, open 
disagreement/discussion, and sensitivity 
carries the day. Neglect ofthis tension never 
does. 

A second area for tension relates to the 
closing stages of a project. The innovation 
and creativity may be past along with the 
excitement; we are now going through 
transfer and wrap-up. The end is in sight. 
There are technologists who will seek to 
delegate this phase to others in their quest 
for the next, exciting activity. I refer to this 
outlook as: 

not wanting to play the fourth~ 

quarter of the game. 
In my view it becomes a matter of 
professionalism if not keeping the faith, and 
it can require or consume considerable 
management attention and skill. Failure to 
navigate successfully through these trou
bled waters surely causes larger and on
going problems down stream. 

Finally, there can be tension if not paranoia 
among the staff on the matter of whether the 
managers are making commitments of the 
staff arbitrarily and without consultation. 
Just because this is not the case does not 
mean management need not be vigilant for 
signs of such concern. A track record of 
consistency, ethical dealing, and openness 
goes a long way toward addressing such 
concerns. Management also needs to work 
constantly to inform the staff on what is go-
ing on within the vv'orld (corporate and tech-
nical) beyond the laboratory. The broader 
staff knowledge is in regard to the larger 
picture and areas affecting them, the 
healthier and the better. Paranoia is fre
quently a handmaiden of a cloistered and 
constricted environment, and may be mani
fested by a "them versus us" outlook. 

Perhaps the sternest test of all the manage
rial challenges covered in this section in
volves recognizing and seizing the 
opportunity for success. In essence it is the 
understanding that through a combination 
of circumstances which may be internal, 
external, planned or serendipitous, the ve
hicle for achieving project success has ar-
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rived. In unvarnished terms, this is known 
by us as a "pony." An alert and perceptive 
manager knows it for what it is and pro
ceeds to ride it out of the gate. With such 
matters, he who hesitates is lost, and for 
want of its seizure the opportunity slips 
away. Whether an opportunity is of the 
project manager's own making or arrives at 
our door for a brief and transitory moment, 
the acid test is in what is made of it. Getting 
managers to think in these terms and incor
porate it into their managerial kit is both a 
long-term and vital part of my job. The 
broader the project's vision and sharper 
their view of the work, the better prepared 
everyone is for such exciting and crucial 
moments. 

In conclusion, there is another major way in 
which we are measured or by which we 
achieve success. This is the decision to ter
minate a project and move on. Acknowl
edging that we have failed and should either 
restart a project or end it is an important 
part of our managerial ethic. A premium is 

placed upon not calling a rose by another 
name. The focus is upon deciding what to 
do. 

So we try to provide a climate where prob
lems and short falls will be brought forward 
and fully reviewed. No time is wasted in the 
"woodshed" or in putting things under the 
rug or extracting them from under the rug. 
Some of our healthier work has risen 
phoenix-like from the ashes of false starts. 

I believe this is one of the hallmarks and 
blessings of an adtech activity, and one of 
the advantages of working in prototype me
dia. Short falls and failures are one indi
cation to us and our management that we 
are reaching out and stretching -- not relying 
on comfortable skills and past triumphs. 
Knowing when a project or person is 
floundering or when to call it a day is as 
important as the other measures of and av
enues to success we have already ob
served. 

CASE STUDIES from CAMBRIDGE 

I. Distributed Systeml370 

In 1976 Cambridge initiated project work to 
investigate the distribution of System/370 
architecture and applications. The motivat
ing force was the conviction that hardware 
technology trends would enable System/370 
to be packaged in increasingly smaller size, 
thereby enabling this popular computer 
family and its application software to reside 
outside the traditional computer room. 
Clearly this is what was already happening 
with the minicomputer phenomenon -- but 
without remote support and not for 
System/370. 

The objective was to explore and prototype 
a System/370 which could physically oper-

ate in a laboratory, business, or office envi
ronment (to pick some examples). The 
challenge was to determine if such systems 
could be supported and even operated by a 
technical staff remote from the computer 
where organizations desired this approach 
to distribution. Two prototypes emerged 
pursuing these goals from distinctly different 
directions. 

- Remote Operations of 
Systeml370: 
The problem here involved work on 
software and hardware vital to oper
ating and supporting a small 
System/370 in an workplace environ
ment -- with only end-users present. 
The challenge was to provide neces-
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sary software and computer oper
ations support remotely to a 
System/370 which, for all purposes, 
was unattended. The model was very 
much that of telephone switching 
equipment -- the end-user would ac
cess the computer application via a 
terminal but remain unconcerned and 
uninvolved in where the small 
System/370 was located (down the 
hall, in a closet, in the corner?) and 
how it was supported. This exper
iment, in effect, was working on the 
economics of distributed computing 
by allowing one set of technical spe
cialists within an organization to 
manage, control, and operate many 
remote systems from which remote 
users were being serviced for their 
applications. 

Initially, experimental work was done 
on the smallest System/370s which, 
at this time, did not lend themselves 
to distribution or remote operation. 
Work progressed using a 
microprocessor-based special com
puter attached to the small 
System/370. It would remove the ne
cessity for the traditional console op
erator at such a system. Console 
operators read messages from the 
operating system and its end-users, 
type responses or issue commands, 
and push buttons on the system. Our 
experimental micro would be on a 
communications link to a central site 
and would instruct the distributed 
System/370 in lieu of a human, local 
operator. Our conviction grew that 
such a micro should be an integral 
part of future System/370s. 

Software work involved enhance
ments to the VM/370 operating sys
tem to recognize that messages and 
commands requiring human operator 
action had to be sent on a network 
from the distributed system to the 

actual human operator at a central 
site. 

Work progressed steadily throughout 
1976-77 at which time we reached a 
major fork in the road. Opportunity or 
the so-called "pony" was at hand as 
we learned that IBM product labora
tories in Germany and Endicott, New 
York were undertaking development 
of minicomputer-size versions of 
System/370. They were eventually 
announced in January 1979 as the 
4300-series. Having learned of this 
activity, Cambridge management now 
had to decide whether to take time 
away from the adtech work to form a 
partnership with the 4300 develop
mental engineers to ensure these 
machines would incorporate our ex
perimental work. The issue for us was 
to achieve the transfer of the 
Cambridge work into the 4300. 

In the end, we did just this and our 
technology for distribution was 
adopted by the various 4300 develop
ment laboratories for inclusion in the 
4331, 4341, 4381, and 4361 process
ors. Our running prototype and ex
perimental head start in 1977 helped 
considerably in the debates that took 
place over the 4300. The homework 
had been done in anticipation of the 
situation that unfolded in a major IBM 
product line. 

By 1983 the last of our remote oper
ations work had been announced. It 
provides the 4361 the unique capabil
ity of powering itself on or off at a 
designated time and/or day. Likewise 
it can do the same in response to a 
telephone call from anywhere in the 
world or in response to restoration of 
electrical power after an outage. 
These last capabilities bring to mind 
another facet of how we pursue our 
work -- joint studies. 
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We are able to undertake studies with 
partners outside IBM, and in the case 
cited above we undertook a study 
with the University of Maine to test 
our work in a "real world" situation. 
Here the objective was to assess the 
remote 4300 hardware and software 
in a live environment with a small 
4331 at the University of Southern 
Maine (in Portland) operated and 
supported from the main computer 
center at Orono (140 miles away). 
For more than a year the Portland 
machine ran unattended, providing 
timesharing services to faculty and 
students. Yet their system was oper
ated, controlled, and maintained from 
the Orono campus. This test pro
vided Cambridge on-going assess
ment of our experimental work and 
valuable development feedback to 
the 4300 product engineers. 

- Desk-Top 
PC1370: 

Systeml370 

For our project at Cambridge, the lo
cal end of distributing System/370 in
volved placing a single-user version 
on the individual's desk. This was in 
1976 long before the implications of 
the micro revoiuiion were dear or 
today's personal computer was born. 

Because of its interactive nature and 
wide acceptance on System/370, 
Cambridge focused upon placing the 
Conversational Monitor System 
(CMS) portion of the VM/370 system 
into a personal system. Over a period 
of several years a prototype was built 
using a special version of the IBM 
5110 portable computer provided by 
the Rochester, Minnesota laboratory. 
By the time we had a demonstrable 
system it became clear to us that 
performance issues had to be solved 
before serious attention could be 

gained in IBM. Also, the unfolding 
microprocessor revolution indicated 
to us the folly of continuing to use a 
proprietary IBM micro such as ex
isted in the 5110. We needed to avail 
ourselves of outside technology such 
as that rapidly emerging from Intel 
and Motorola in their standard 
microprocessor sets. IBM was start
ing to do the same. 

In parallel with our technical work we 
aggressively lobbied within IBM for 
the capability we were then prototyp
ing -- a CMS application delivery 
system available to individual users 
on their desk. Having the prototype 
was immensely helpful as we not only 
talked but showed the concept in op
eration. In 1981-82 when the Motorola 
M68000 microprocessor became 
available to us, we redid our entire 
prototype to place us in a state-of
the-art technology environment. This 
greatly increased the credibility of the 
work while enormously increasing 
the workload on the project as they 
trekked back up their the prototypical 
mountain. 

Again, opportunity presented itself. In 
1982 a consortium from the Yorktown 
Research Division and ihe Generai 
Technology Division laboratory in 
Endicott reviewed our work and de
cided to adopt our prototype as the 
basis for a serious IBM product based 
upon the newly-arrived IBM Personal 
Computer. Specifically, the PC/370 
was to involve use of M68000 co
processors and the CMS operating 
system on the forth-coming PC/XT 
and PC/AT to provide 
System/370/CMS application compat
ibility as an option for hard-disk 
models of the PC. Cambridge trans
ferred its work to the consortium 
which embarked upon a product ef
fort, first announced in October 1983 
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as PCXT/370. In Cambridge we saw 
our role as one of invention and in
novation with the additional challenge 
of helping IBM decide to include the 
System/370 option for the IBM Per
sonal Computer. Thus far in 1985, IBM 
has also announced PC options for its 
Series/1 and System/36 while else
where Digital Equipment Corporation 
has done likewise with its MicroVax I 
& II. 

II. ASYNCHRONOUS (ASCII) 
FULL-DUPLEX COMMUNICATIONS 

For many years IBM has offered System/370 
systems with a terminal family known as the 
3270 and which utilizes an IBM protocol. The 
3270 family of terminals is characterized by 
its high-quality and relatively high expense 
(Le., over ]1,000). Because of its university 
and research contacts, Cambridge was 
concerned that IBM did not provide either a 
terminal or operating system support for the 
Asynchronous ASCII Full-Duplex protocols. 
ASCII is very common on campus and is 
especially attractive because of the rela
tively inexpensive terminals (Le., under 
]1,000) implementing it. Cambridge efforts 
focused upon two distinct arenas for en
hancing IBM's posture in regard to ASCII 
communications. 

ASCII Terminal and Attach
ment to Systeml370: 
In 1978 Cambridge became aware 
that IBM's FUJISAWA, Japan labora
tory was undertaking development of 
IBM's first ASCII display. Concerned 
that this terminal embody the exten
sive knowledge found upon college 
campuses where ASCII was already 
well-understood, the center facilitated 
consulting arrangements between a 
number of university computing cen
ters and developmental engineering 
in FUJISAWA. 

At the same time, Cambridge focused 
upon the problem of how IBM's ASCII 
terminal (announced as the IBM 3101) 
wou Id attach to System/370 
mainframes. The objective was to al
lowed inexpensive ASCII terminals to 
access IBM mainframes without 
changing the application programs 
running on System/370. Through the 
efforts of a Cambridge project man
ager, a partnership was formed be
tween IBM development laboratories 
and the Yale University Computer 
Center to utilize IBM's Series/1 mini
computer as a protocol converter. 
The result was a program offering 
from Yale and marketed by IBM for 
full-duplex ASCII support for 
System/370. IBM also made ASCII 
enhancements to its VM/370 operat
ing system after much Cambridge 
lobbying. The work from Yale has 
become one of IBM's most wide
accepted products in the university 
and scientific arena, and IBM has re
cently announced several ASCII pro
tocol converters to improve fu rther 
the economics of such terminal at
tachment to System/370. 

The center's ability to perceive the 
real world situation and pursue a 
solution with a variety of partners -
inside and beyond IBM -- serves as 
an example of the role and mission 
and usefulness of the scientific cen
ters. In effect, we feel the scientific 
center played a pivotal role in helping 
IBM change, then enhance its product 
offerings in an area the scientific 
centers offer long-time expertise. 

- ASCII Communications for 
the IBM PC: During the debates 
over the PC, Cambridge played an 
active consulting role. One of the 
areas of greatest involvement related 
to communications for the PC. 
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Cambridge felt strongly that (1) the 
PC should communicate both to other 
PCs and larger computers, and (2) 
the PC should be able to communi
cate to environments other than 
those of IBM's. In our mind this 
placed ASCII communications at the 
head of the list for modes of commu
nication for the PC. 

After no little discussion in the spring 
of 1981, agreement was reached on 
announcing the PC with an ASCII 
communications card. Now the 
question became one as to whether 
there would be IBM ASCII software 
support on the PC. Given a narrowing 
window for announcement, the an
swer seemed to be "no." The ball 
also landed in Cambridge's court. 

Given our long campaign for ASCII 
within IBM and strongly-voiced con
victions on PC communications, the 
challenge was whether we would 
undertake the development task of 
providing a PC package. After con
siderable soul-searching in the labo
ratory, we made a commitment to the 
Boca Raton development group to 
provide an ASCII communications 
package. It was announced in August 
1981 as ;; Asynchronous Communi
cations Support" and was available in 
December 1981. This package has 
undergone two revisions and been 
joined by a full-duplex ASCII package 
"IBM 3101 Emulator" for the PC. 

These packages are outstanding ex
amples to us of a scientific center 
helping to meet a significant IBM 
need in record time. They are also 
unique because of the extremely low 
"bug" rate, advanced coding tech
niques employed, and significant 
customer acceptance. Together, 
these Cambridge packages have 
reached over 100,000 users. Two 

technical staff members and one 
project manager were the Cambridge 
resource, and this hearty band has 
the satisfaction of making a major 
contribution in true scientific center 
tradition. 

III. VNET NETWORKING 

In 1975 when I arrived in Cambridge there 
was a small one-man project involving soft
ware to network the three scientific centers 
and Research Division laboratories in 
Yorktown and San Jose. 

Our technologist secured the part-time ser
vices of a colleague in Poughkeepsie and 
before long our five-node store-and-forward 
network started spreading to other IBM lab
oratories. To make a long story short, today 
this networking facility which we call VNET 
links over 3,000 computer systems within 
IBM and was transferred into the VM/370 
operating in 1977. It is now used on over 
5,000 IBM systems. Totally justified as an 
internal IBM tool, VNET has also become a 
major IBM product. 

VNET is also the technological underpinning 
for a fast-growing university network outside 
IBM called BITNET. BITNET now has over 
500 nodes connected within the United 
States and has connections to two other 
networks which are also based upon VNET. 
NorthNet connects a growing number of 
Canadian universities and European Aca
demic and Research Network (EARN) con
nects many universities in Europe and the 
Middle East. 

Cambridge has the satisfaction of seeing an 
effort of some 1.3 equivalent staff unfold 
within IBM and without in this bewilderingly 
rapid fashion. This, then, is probably our 
most pervasive and widely-accepted adtech 
effort judged by the number of people and 
institutions affected. I say this even given 
the fact that IBM's VM/370 operating system 
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originated as an adtech project in the 1960s 
in the Cambridge Scientific Center. 
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 

The scientific centers are a very small re
source within IBM's United States technical 
community. They engage in a very special
ized activity known as advanced technology 
which is best characterized by the building 
and evaluation of work through prototyping. 

Work proceeds on a bottoms up basis which 
places a premium upon project selection 
and on-going evaluation of work underway. 
Because the centers are a discretionary re
source, are allowed to work across the en
tire corporation with corporate oversight, 
and may also undertake work which will oc
casionally be counter to IBM's main strate
gies, emphasis is placed upon openness and 
extensive communication of technical ac
tivity. As illustrated in the previous section, 
results can be significant to the corporation 
and represent direct response to existing 
or emerging problems. Anticipation of prob
lems and recognizing avenues and moments 
of opportunity is crucial to the centers. 
Breaking new ground is just as important as 
addressing near-in problems. 

A combination of technical staff excellence 
and involved project management are the 
basic building blocks for projects. Project 
managers are expected to focus upon the 
business of transferring or terminating work 
and urged to enlist the involvement of their 
technologists in this process. Attention to 
developments outside the center is crucial 
for all facets of the laboratory's work. This 
is an on-going and demanding challenge -
not an explicit phase of the work. 

All parties in the center have the potential 
satisfaction of working on real, significant 
problems; making a major contribution to 
IBM's technology agenda; and the not infre-

quent occasion to see their work flourish in 
practical use in the real world. These sat
isfactions are the positive counter weight to 
the inevitable frustrations associated with 
long-term, demanding technical work along 
with the on-going concern as to whether 
center activities are properly appreciated 
or understood. Such is our life within an in
dustrial organization. 

The centers have lived their existence for 
nearly twenty-five years without substantial 
change in their charter, mission, organiza
tion, or size. Occasional fine-tuning has oc
curred and specialized centers have closed. 
The current three centers seem to represent 
steady state over the past ten years and fo
cus largely upon system and programming 
technologies or science and engineering 
applications. 

My feeling is that major changes (such as a 
dramatic increase in headcount or top-down 
project direction or more emphasis upon 
product development) would not improve 
the centers nor enhance thei; usefulness to 
IBM over the long haUl. A delicate and 
poorly-understood balance exists in the 
centers' operations, and I have a very 
healthy respect for the results that been 
achieved over a very long time. 

The basic anomoly, then, is this somewhat 
disconcerting balance. The centers exist 
somewhat at odds within a corporation 
known for its dedication to crisp organiza
tion, constructive change, and extensive 
measurements. Yet they have produced a 
distinguished endowment of well-received 
and widely-used technologies for an incred
ibly modest investment. 

Copyright 1988 by Richard A. MacKinnon -- Not to be Reproduced 
For Use at Aetna Life's Corporate Technical Planning Group 
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The Palo Alto Scientific Center has for twenty years provided an atmosphere 
in which highly individualistic, talented and often eccentric software and 
hardware experimenters can flourish. The emphasis has been primarily on 
practical prototypes, some of which have become very successful IBM 
products. Others must be classified as "lost opportunities." Many awards 
have been given for the projects mentioned here, including three Outstanding 
Contribution awards. The following are brief summaries of the projects: 

o Microprogramming 

Microprogramming as originally used in System/360 was a convenience to 
enable engineers to emulate the S/360 architecture on several different 
internal mini-computers. Up to that time the "programs" tended to be short 
since only a few microinstructions were needed to emulate most S/360 
instructions and each emulated instruction was a separate program. 

In 1968 A. Hassitt and H. S. Smith set about to demonstrate that a high 
level language (APL) could be emulated directly. The machine chosen was the 
S/360 Mod 25 (Ref. 2 and Ref. 12). J. W. Lageschulte and L. E. Lyon also 
worked on the Mod 25 project (Ref. 4). The work was generalized (Ref. 3) 
and later turned into high-performance products for the S/370 Mod 145 by 
Hassitt and Lyon (Ref. 7), and for the S/370 Mod 135 by R. G. Scarborough, 
H. G. Kolsky and N. S. Gussin (Ref. 20). The projects used different design 
approaches because of the different underlying minicomputers in the 
machines. Execution performance gains of 10 to lover the existing software 
APL systems were common. Because of the way IBM viewed microcode, the 
microcoded assists were considered as "machine features" and not as program 
products. 

Given its early availability, the APL assist served to demonstrate what an 
effective microcode assist can achieve, and it stimulated subsequent assist 
implementations. 

The Palo Alto microprogramming efforts would have been very difficult 
without the use of two special compilers written by J. R. Walters Jr. and D. 
L. ~1cNabb (Ref. 5 and Ref. 8). These compilers permitted the program 
developer to write microcode in a high-level PL/I-like language. The 
compiler generated assembly language in the correct formats for input to the 
microcode assemblers for the respective S/370 models. 

o APL Interpreter Development 

An APL system which used the APL emulator began running reliably in the 
summer of 1972 and was distributed for use within IBM. This system could 
run only on the S/370 Mod 145 since it used the 145 microcode. A decision 
was taken at Palo Alto to produce a compatible software system. The 
resulting system, subsequently named APL/CMS, was completed early in 1974 
and announced for release to IBM customers in May -1974 (Ref. 17). The work 
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was done by R. J. Creasy, M. Beniston, A. Hassitt and L. E. Lyon. APL/CMS 
formed the basis for the VSAPL Program Product. Changes were made to the 
APL/CMS supervisor but the VSAPL interpreter used all of the code from the 
APL/CMS interpreter. 

APL/CMS could run on any IBM System/370 running VM. When running on the 135 
or 145 it would utilize the microcode emulators mentioned earlier. Another 
project to provide a microcode assist for the 4331 was also successfully 
completed but dropped because the floating point hardware on that machine 
was too slow to benefit from it. 

The development of APL/CMS lead to many new techniques for implementing APL, 
in particular the syntax scan (Ref. 18) and the efficient evaluation of 
array subscripts (Ref. 9). The software version was typically a factor of 
two faster than existing APL systems. With the microcode, it was another 
factor of five faster in a significant range of cases. This work was also 
unique in that it resulted in one of the few patents ever granted to IBM on 
program language technology (Ref. 6). 

o VSAPL Interpreter Performance Enhancement 

In 1979 R. G. Scarborough began a project to develop an experimental version 
of the VSAPL interpreter designed for high performance. The intent of the 
project (named VQAPL) was to gain in software alone a performance equal to 
that one might obtain with special microcode. The performance gains came 
from both a general cleanup of data handling and register usage, and from 
new methods of performing some of the key tasks, such as space management, 
scanning, etc. 

The results of this work were impressive: The new interpreter required only 
one-third to one-half as many machine instructions to execute an APL 
primitive function compared to the VSAPL interpreter. However, for 
non-technical reasons this work was never incorporated into VSAPL. 

o APLGOL 

Originally developed by R. A. 
and Ref. 14), it replaces the 
an interstatement control 

APLGOL is an interesting offshoot of APL. 
Kelley and J. R. Walters in 1972 (Ref. 13 
primitive go-to (right arrow) of APL with 
structure such as if-then-else or do-case. 
that a common internal form is kept for the 
permits consistent modifications to be made 
continues to be used for exploratory work. 

o Decision Table Compiler 

The APLGOL compiler is unique in 
APL and APLGOL text. This 
at either level (Ref. 16). It 

In the early 1960's M. Montalbano did some of the first work published in 
the field' of decision tables. Decision tables are a rigorous way of 
specifying conditions in the description of procedures (Ref. 1). He 
expanded on this work during his many years at PASCo In 1974 his book 
entitled "Decision Tables" was published by SRA (Ref. 15). 

In 1975 H. J. Myers developed an optimizing decision table compiler, DTABL. 
It took input in the form of decision tables and ~'nerated the controls to 
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produce complete application programs. The optimization techniques are 
described in Ref. 11. DTABL is written in APL but prepares programs for use 
in PL/I, COBOL, or APL. These can be sent to the appropriate compilers using 
the shared-variable interface. The program was an brought out as an 
Installed User Program in 1976 (Ref. 21). 

Recently S. M. Roberts, H. J. Myers and H. F. Smith have reexamined some of 
the theoretical conditions of decision tables and have extended their 
usefulness (Ref. 37). 

a General Cross Assembler Generator 

In 1976 H. J. Myers discovered and implemented a technique by which an 
assembler written in APL could perform at speeds comparable to those written 
directly in assembly language (Ref. 19). This technique was used to develop 
an Installed User Program which has been particularly useful in producing 
cross-assemblers for mini- or micro-processors (Ref. 22). There have been 
several examples in which a cross-assembler for a mini-computer has been 
written in less than a day using the product. 

a 5100 Event Driven Executive (EDX) and Basic Compiler Prototype 

The IBM 5100 computer was based on a PASC-Los Gatos hardware prototype 
called "SCAMP" originally developed by P. J. Friedl, P. A. Smith, and J. D. 
George in 1973. SCAMP was IBM's first portable computer and was the direct 
ancestor of the PC (Ref. 36). 

In 1976 an investigation was undertaken by C. R. Hollander· and H. F. Smith 
to determine whether the performance of the 5100 with Basic could be 
increased significantly by implementing the System/7 EDX supervisor in 5100 
microcode, and compiling Basic source programs to EDX target code. The work 
was technically a success but was not made into a product (Ref. 27). 

In 1978 P. A. Smith and N. S. Gussin wrote a user's guide for their 5100 
Even Driven Executive system (Ref. 26). The 5100 EDX was a programming tool 
patterned after the S/7 and Series/1 EDX's which were developed in San Jose 
Research, The program utilized a set of macro commands to facilitate the 
generation of multiple application programs which could operate 
simultaneously. It had a sensor-based front end, and provided commands for 
data acquisition, reduction, and analysis, as well as for report generation. 
It provided a method for the rapid implementation of new applications. 

o Array Language Emulator 

Trenchard More of the Cambridge Scientific Center has been developing his 
Array Theory since 1968. By 1976, More had developed an impressive theory 
and an axiomatic basis for defining operations on arrays. At this point, A. 
Hassitt and L. E. Lyon began work on implementing More's theory with a view 
to developing a useful computer language. Since the final form of the 
language was not yet known, they implemented an "array theory machine" in 
software (Ref. 24 and Ref. 25). The machine could carry out More's 
operations on arrays but did not impose any language aspects. A shared 
variable interface between the machine and APL was built so that an 
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The work proved significant in a number of respects. It revealed some gaps 
in the axiomatization of the operations which More was able to fill. It 
enabled More to experiment with the array theory operations and develop the 
theory in a direction which would be most suitable for practical 
application. It developed new methods in implementing the complex data 
structures which can arise in array theory. It enabled Professor M. Jenkins 
of Queen's University to develop an array theory language, using the shared 
variable interface to the array theory machine. The experience which 
Jenkins gained in that project enabled him to design a language called Nial 
which provides a powerful language which is well matched to the power of 
More's array theory. Jenkins, with major grants from IBM, and More have 
continued to develop Nial. 

o Efficient Use and Conversion of FORTRAN Programs 

Although more exotic languages occupy the center of attention, PASC has 
always realized that the "bread-and-butter" language of engineering and 
scientific computing continues to be FORTRAN. Much of the value of Center's 
work has come from its support of the field in this area. In 1972 R. N. 
Kortzeborn wrote a popular report on how to make efficient use of large 
computers from FORTRAN (Ref. 10). In 1979 A. A. Dubrulle wrote an excellent 
tutorial on the design of matrix algorithms for FORTRAN and virtual storage 
(Ref. 38). 

More recently R. A. Blaine has provided an overview of FORTRAN on IBM 
systems, discussing the real problems of conversion and portability (Ref~ 
34). There have been more requests for this report than any other PASC 
language report. 

o FORTRAN H Extended Optimization Enhancement (FORTRAN Q) 

The original versions of the IBM FORTRAN H compiler were written between 
1963 and 1967 to support the IBM System/360. FORTRAN H was considered the 
best compiler in the industry for many years. In 1976 a small study was 
started at PASC to determine why certain inner loops in FORTRAN programs 
were not optimized consistently by FORTRAN H. As a result of these 
findings, Randy Scarborough initiated a project to produce a new optimizer. 

The strategy in building the new compiler was to incorporate the existing 
routines which worked well, rewrite those which did not, and write new 
routines to perform additional optimizations. Later improvements were made 
to the FORTRAN library as well (Ref. 29). The results were made available in 
September 1978 as an Installed User Program (Ref. 23). 

Randy Scarborough's now famous FORTRAN Q compiler was a key step in rev1v1ng 
IBM's image in the Scientific marketplace and continues to receive excellent 
customer acceptance. FORTRAN Q Version 1 Mod 4 was released in May 1983. 
This release includes support for the FORTRAN Interactive Debug. 

r-
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o FORTRAN Interactive Debug ClAD) 

In response to pleas from the field in 1981, R. G. Scarborough began a 
project to provide support for IBM's current FORTRAN Interactive Debug (lAD) 
program product in the then-new VS FORTRAN compiler. 

A modified FORTRAN Q compiler was built which interfaced with the lAD at the 
FORTRAN '66 level. It was then modified further to extend the interface for 
the FORTRAN '77 level data types. The modified compiler thus generated test 
input equivalent to the real input expected from the VS FORTRAN compiler. 
Next the lAD was modified to accept the FORTRAN '77 language extensions. 
Finally, the changes made to FORTRAN compiler and the lAD were transferred 
to GPD and formally installed by them into the program development process. 
The resulting product was made available to customers in January 1982. 

o FORTRAN Utilities for VM/370 

In 1981 P. M. Hirsch prepared a very useful set of support utility routines 
to assist FORTRAN programmers. It was developed to meet or exceed the 
specifications required by the electric power industry for their engineering 
applications (Ref. 31). The program subroutines were designed to be called 
from either FORTRAN '66 or '77 language standard programs. The package 
supports many data transfer operations, data set operations, etc. directly 
from FORTRAN programs. 

o ADRS/II Development 

John McCleary had the original idea for an Administrative Data Report System 
(ADRS). He implemented the original version in APL while he was a DPHQ 
staff member in White Plains. Greco, an SE in a New York branch office, 
extended it to handle file I/O. As an IUP, ADRS was successful to a degree, 
but suffered from a performance problem. 

In 1978 McCleary contacted H. Joseph Myers of the PASC IBM Fellow 
Department, who agreed to design and implement a calculation-statement 
compiler for ADRS. Myers' contribution also included revision and extension 
of the original calculation language of ADRS, as well considerable 
consulting on matters of performance design of several of the ADRS/II 
components. The resulting package was issued in 1979 as a new IUP (No. 
5796-PLN) with about ten-fold performance improvement. It completely 
replaced the original program. 

Because it is a perpetual IUP, Greco and Myers have continued to provide 
consulting services for problems encountered by the maintenance teams. In 
1982 Greco enhanced the product with.a color graphics feature. 

o PASCAL Compiler and Interpreter for Series/1 

With the goal of making Pascal available for Series/1 users, L. M. Breed and 
H. F. Smith in 1981 (Ref. 32) designed and implemented an execution 
environment including storage organization, procedure linkage, and system 
services. Emphasis was on space and time efficiency. Code optimization was 
at the peephole level, i.e. no global or inter-statement optimization was 
done. The compiler was written in Pascal. It ranron a System/370 under VM 
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and produced Series/1 object code decks in two passes. This code was then 
down-loaded to a Series/1 via a communications line and catalogued on disk, 
where it could be linked with run-time support code and executed. 

During the same period, A. Hassitt, N. R. Mendelsohn, P. Sih, and P. A. 
Smith were developing a Series/1 Pascal interpreter (Ref. 30). The 
interpreter and the compiler used the same run-time storage organization and 
procedure linkage, along with many common system components. L. E. Lyon 
also worked on the run-time I/O support for the S/l. 

o Pascal/VS for the Displaywriter 

The UCSD (University of California, San Diego) P system is available for the 
Displaywriter, and it provides a Pascal compiler and interpreter. However, 
the resulting code must be run with the P system and cannot be used with the 
standard Textpack system of the Displaywriter. In 1981, A. Hassitt and L. 
E. Lyon developed software for running Pascal/VS programs under the Textpack 
system. The software consists of (a) a new third phase for the Pascal/VS 
compiler, (b) re-compilation of programs from the Pascal/VS run-time 
library, and (c) new routines, some written in Intel 8086 assembler code. 
In 1982, a debug feature, some performance improvements, and the changes 
necessary to run the software on the latest version of Textpack were made 
(Ref. 33). 

o Pascal/VS for the Personal Computer 

The microcomputer on the IBM Personal Computer is an Intel 8088. Since the 
Intel 8088 has the same instruction set as the Intel 8086,· some of the above 
Displaywriter code could be used unchanged on the Personal Computer. In 
1982 the complete new system was finished and called Pascal/PC (Ref. 35). 

Pascal/PC has the advantages that it uses the Pascal/VS language and many 
Pascal/VS programs will run with very minor or, in some cases, no changes. 
It supports 32-bit integers whereas Microsoft Pascal supports only 16-bit 
integers. UCSD Pascal supports long integers but with several important 
restrictions. Pascal/PC supports strings of up to 32767 characters whereas 
the other Pascal compilers are limited to 256 characters. The performance 
of Pascal/PC code is reasonable when measured against other interpreters but 
is 10-20 times slower than compiled code. 

o Vectorizing FORTRAN Compiler (TVFtran) 

Starting in 1981, a joint study between PASC and Prof. Ken Kennedy of Rice 
University investigated the development of automatic vectorizing programs 
which can produce correct vectorized output from source programs written in 
ordinary FORTRAN. Randy Scarborough incorporated the resulting algorithms 
into an experimental vectorizing compiler. 

The first version of TVFtran became operational in April 1983. This interim 
version successfully compiles vector object code from unmodified scalar 
FORTRAN programs. It incorporates in a working FORTRAN Q compiler Randy's 
earlier work on vector register allocation and new versions of the Rice 
University vectorization algorithms. It is a solid base for expanding the 
capabilities of the vectorizing compiler in the future. 
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The TVFtran compiler presently converts do-loops into vector object programs 
only when the do-loops are entirely vectorizable. The main work in process 
has been to remove the restriction that the entire loop must be vectorizable 
before any vector object program will be generated. 

Much progress has been made in developing and programming an algorithm which 
will: identify substantially more opportunities for using the vector 
hardware on a nest of loops; compare the costs of executing statements along 
the various possible dimensions; determine when statements may be merged 
into common controlling loops; determine the minimum arrangement of 
controlling loops to execute the merged vector program; etc. The remaining 
important task to be done is the vectorization of loops containing 
if-statements. 

o Hybrid Vectorizing Compiler (VS FORTRAN and TVFtran) 

The most practical method for incorporating the improved vectorizing 
optimizer in an IBM Program Product is to delete the entire optimization 
phase of VS FORTRAN and to install in its place the optimizer, written in 
FORTRAN, intact from TVFtran. There are some changes in the data 
structures, but the body of the optimizer routines is unaffected. In 
December 1983 the optimizer from FORTRAN Q was installed in the VS FORTRAN 
compiler. This hybrid produces identical object decks as the current 
PID-Ievel VS FORTRAN Release 3. Assuming everything goes well, the final 
step will be to incorporate the TVFtran vector changes into the hybrid 
compiler. 

We do not feel that we need to argue whether or not the resulting compiler, 
part in FORTRAN and part in PL/S, is better than one written entirely in 
PL/S. We are interested in a. practical solution to problems and are willing 
to leave the "metaphysics" for later. 

o Extended Exponent Extended Precision Arithmetic (XEXP) 

Ever since System/360 was introduced twenty years ago the "limited exponent 
range" of the IBM floating-point number format has been troublesome in 
special marketing .situations. In 1983 A. Karp, A. Hassitt, and R. G. 
Scarborough found a deceptively simple solution. The FORTRAN Q compiler was 
modified so that, under control of a user option, every arithmetic operation 
involving extended-precision operands would be changed from a hardware 
instruction into a subroutine call with special fast linkage. Subroutines 
were written to allow extended precision exponents to range from 10**-9865 
to 10~'''~':9861. 

This work has been completed and two important features emerge. First, the 
expanded range is available directly from the FORTRAN source language by 
specifying REAL,':16 or COMPLEXi:32 and requesting compilation with the new 
XEXP (for extended-exponent extended-precision) option. Second, the 
compiler itself does not know anything about the arithmetic being 
implemented by the subroutines. The subroutines could chose to implement 
interval arithmetic or IEEE floating-point arithmetic instead of S/370 XEXP 
arithmetic. This is a way to support arbitrary arithmetics from FORTRAN 
source without changing the compiler. ,-
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Origin of the domestic Scientific Centers 

Your request for information 
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The idea of establishing the domestic Scientific Center.s came from a series 
of discussions and informal planning meetings in late 1963 and early 1964. 
This was also the time when Project X and Project Y (which later became 
the Mod 91 and ACS) were being started. The first reference I could find in 
my notes to the idea of setting up a separate group was in a meeting with a 
member of Charley DeCarlo's staff on Nov. 27, 1963. The other topics 
discussed at that meeting could well serve as an agenda for a Nov. 1977 
meeting, if the names were changed: new product plans, com~.tion, the need 
to study major customer problems, the importance of continuing professional 
contacts with scientific customers, and the need to provide input to the 
hardware developers of the needs of such customers. 

February 10-14, 1964,a Planning Conference for Systems Research and 
Development (the original name of the Scientific Centers) was held in Los 
Angeles. A copy of this report is enclosed. Note that the flavor of the 
document is not one of pleading to establish the centers, but rather one 
of taking the lead in solving a need which was widely recognized by Company 
management. Also note that the same problems exist today. 

The Centers were transferred from Corporate to the DP division on March 25, 1965. 
A copy of the bulletin board announcement is enclosed. Before this decision 
was made there had been a number of discussions as to where the Centers 
should report. Charley DeCarlo always said that they should be in a 
line organization in order to take the leadership role he envision~d for 
them. The alternatives seriously considered at the time were DPD and Research. 
Mr. Frank Cary (then president of DP) wanted the centers badly and "out bid" 
the Research division. He also offered to take Herman Goldstine from 
Research to lead the new organization. At the pre-announcement meeting held 
at Yorktown on March 23, 1965, a whole group of executives spoke of their 
hopes and best wishes for the centers: 

E.R. Piore said the centers wer~ to be congratulated for their success and 
stated that their work would continue and prosper. 
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C. DeCarlo reviewed the mission of the centers and stated that the time had 
come for them to move from staff to line. He viewed them as a new way of 
doing business. 

F.T. Cary spoke of the Centers' long term technical sense of direction and 
their importance to DP·. 

G.B. Beitzel, then VP of DPmarket operations, described how the centers 
would fit in his organization. He then spoke of the importance of the 
maintaining confidence and respect of the Universities. We should do new 
applications, make changes to products,'etc. not just serve as a means of 
information flow. We should bring in good people into DP. Joint studies 
are a "fine thing". Market requirements, case' studies needs were expanding. 
The centers should do long term work and provide direction to DP. Finally he 
stated, "The Centers' mission will be protected". 

-~-." .. ------.. -.-.---~.-. --""--""~""'-~""""~--"---'--~'--...I 

A.G. Anderson, then head of Research, spoke of joint studies. between the 
Centers and Research. He visualized a continuing interchange of individuals 
having unique skills on projects of mutual interest. Jack Bertram, 
Yorktown, was to be the contact point. 

The Centers continued on their original path with ever-increasing resources 
for about 3 years. In 1967-68, however, university contacts and science in 
general started to fall from favor. (This trend has only recently reversed 
itself.) In the mean time the Scientific Centers have eroded to about half 
of their peak strength. In addition about 10 percent of the remaining man
power counted is in scientific marketing not in the Centers. 

If you. want more information please give me a call. 

~~. 
R.G. Kolsky 

cc: Dr. L.M. Branscomb 
Dr. L. Robinson 
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The purpose of this report is to summarize the major pOints of discussion and 
conclusions derived from the planning confere'nce held at the Systems Research 
and Development Center at LosAn~eles I February 10-14, 1964. Organized in 
three sections, it first discusses t~e current state of the scientific market;' " 
second(::2'it proposes a general SR&D plan for supporting the scientific market' 
through the S~~Q..:..~enters I ,and finally(:)it outlines 'suggested operating policies 
for each of the centers. 

, ' CI 

'SECTION I 

CURRENT STATE OF 'THE'IBM SCIENTIFIC MARKET 

A characteristic of IBM customers who apply data processing equipment to scientific 
problems is that of rapid change. The very nature of the applications demands change I 
advancement,as a measure of progress. Technological and theoretical advances 
frequently result in an alteration in the 'use of and demands placed upon general 
purpose computing systems. Equipment which may be well suited ~o the customer' s \ 
environment when it is installed, can suddenly be regarded as a limitation when 
'viewed in the light of a tech~ological or theoretical advancement in the application 
area concerned. Response to rapidly changing requirements thus becomes the k:eynote 
for SR&D. "---------'- , 

1 • .1 ", Customer Environment 

,1 .1 .1 Professional relationships within the customer's business 

Computing has become a major economic item for IBM's scientific customers. 
'Vlith this increase in significance has come stq:lined professional relationships 
within~ many customer organizations which work to the disadvantage, of the IBM 
marketing effort., 

Specifically ,competition' between our scientific customers has led them to 
seek methods of minimizing the unit cost of computing many times at the 
expense of not providing adequate problem "turnarounq"or"jobll time service 
to the profes sional pr'oblem solver. Rather than installing multiple small 
computers I most customers have moved to larger systems because of the improved 
price/performance ratio available, as their computing volume increases. Even ' 
'wE'en'IBM','s' largest processor alone could not satisfy the computing requirement, 
, of a customer I, the centralized approach was pursued on the basis of economy in 
operations and physical plant even though the unit cost 'of computer performance" 
is not lowered when additional like processors are installed centrally. Again 
prompted by the desire to lower the unit cost of computing" centralized computing. 
facilities tend to implement loading rules that favor efficient use of the large 

, computing system somewhat at the expense of user satisfaction ..(Throughput is 
, obtained by trade off against~'job'ti~e .. Y "Thi's"situat1on":glve's r-{se to the polarization 

of the customer organization into two groups. The central computing 'authority is 
provided sole jurisdiction over computer acquisition and operation by virtue of 



economics; and the application oriented user group who is responsible for 
the productive work and who feels his needs are not being met in terms of 
hi s required job time. 

The disadvantage afforded to IBM· marketing teams by the polarization 
described is two-fold. In the order of increasing significance, the first 
aspect is· that some applications simply are not getting programmed because 
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of processing d'e-l-~y-'~" }~X~.9f.~"~rn·~.r~pi9.9.~·9,!iy.Lt.ils mo're a flin6fi'ori"'of the number 
of man...;machine interactions provided that it is of total machine time made 
available. Excessive job time means less frequent interations between programmer 
and computer and detracts' materially from realizing full application potential. 
The second disadvantage is over restriction of IBM salesacti vi ty -in application '. 
areas which lie outside the domain of the central computing authority. IBM, 
representatives can be restrained from assisting a remote u.ser who wishes to 
acquire a free standing computer. Open threats to~ thEtcen"ti=aIly installed 
systems suffice to curtail IBM acitivty in outlying areas. On the other hand,' 
competitive representatives are not so constrained. Further, to the application --oriented user who is contemplating the acquisition of a computer,~"IBM'~ .. is 
synonymous with the central authority. A non-IBM system then would have the 
added feature of implied immunity from centralized control. 

J. 
1 .1 .2 . IBM Image. 

,,\ In addition to the above"considerations which arise from IBM being t~e pr.ime , 
. \ 

supplier of equipment installed at a central computing facility, the customers ,. 
\ i, 

environment also reflects a general regard for IBM that stems from the company's 'i 
size and rapid growtH. In particular, the technical competence within IBM is i\ -.----.. -,-.~.-.''' ........... -~ .. ~.''' ... -,,' ... ,'.-.; .......... ;,·""··\l ........ ~h ....... ' ":. "", •. , .<: : ........... ~ ,'" '" ..... ~ •• y .... ~ toJ 

-~~~:.~2~1~~i~:1~~::~t::i:r~f~~~~.;Yii~~~:~I~t~~~.~:i:~:~::f~:~~~:~tit~ns .I:~.: 
. The procedure is necessary to satisfy growth requirements but it does little to \~ 

enhance the cU.s tomer! s regard for IBlvI! s techni<?al competen~e.. I \ 

An additional point relative to the "size" of IBM as seen by the customer relates 
to responsiveness. IBM presently is and will continue to be bas·ically oriented to 
the broad requirements of the market. This requires that compromises be struck 
in hardware design, programming support, etc., so that IBM can satisfy the 
specific needs of most of its customers. On the other hand, the scientific customer 
must be imaginative, resourceful, and technically competent by the nature 
of his endeavor. As a result, IBM's effort to satisfy the needs of the "average 
market ll is viewed by the scientific customer as a lack of response to his reqtle""sts 
~and suggestions. ' --'-"'--~-"_. __ J._J"_'-"'" '''''''·'h.·'~" -- I 

~ . .1.2 Present IBM Approach 
1 .2 . 1 Marketing 

F.or the most part scientific customers have moved rapidly from an era of 
dependence upon IBM for guidance in computer applic~tion to one in which a 
Significant technical 'competence in various disiplines is required to keep 

. abreast of the advances being made in even a single geographic locality. Normal 
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· . 
expense/revenue objectives within the IBM branches do not encourage, 
either the P-E.Qf.~-~J?!Q~~L,~,Q~.9.,!?-.!~~~.?tJS?n nor 19~9range. pursuit of the activities 

'in which prestige scientific customers are engaged. As a resu~t, a significant 
loss in account control has occurred. Whereas the opinions of IBM representativ'i-'~ 
were previously regarded as coming, from a source t~?~o~ghly.qu.Cll.ified, the ::7 
feeling has given way to apprehension. Since professional acceptance has 10 
diminished, any firm recommendation on the part of IBM can easily be regarded '~ 
as biased self interest. The undertone of technical competence is lacking. '~~ 

1 .2.2 Product Development 

A further observation can be made regarding IBM's present approach to the' 
scientific market and this lies in'the field of product development. Consider. 
the unit record approach to scientific applications. Involved in the operation 
are multiple units (sorter, tab, calculator I. etc.) I each is separately programmed' 
in that operators are instructed how each machine is used for a particular 
application., Also there is significant parallel data flow, e.g., data are being 
sorted concurrently with the calculation. on other data. 

Product development, specifically computing system development I is leading, 
to analogous operation. Separately programmed units I e.g. I data channels 
of the 709X, and the IBM 704X of the directly coupled 7 04X/7 09X provides 
asychronous data manipulation within IBM's current processor line. Particularly 
in the more advanced installations where the number of programmable unns 
increases as in the case of the IBM 7094/7040/7740/1301/1311, the question 
of system 'control arises. In the unit record approach central control is manifest 
in the supervisor who implements loading rules which strive toward maximum 
performance within the operation. Unlike the role of the unit record operator 
which has been replaced by hardware counterparts (data buses for information 

0/1{'~ 

~Y.1-,{ 
transfer, sequentially programmed operating sequences 1 etc.), the role of 
the supervisQr,is rel,atively undeveloped. It is a theoretical consideration, 

"---~ __ .·4""""""'_· __ ~ 

being a program 1 rather than a hardware devi,ce., It must audit several units 
'concurrently (multiprocessing) and it must employe explicit algorithms which 
balance efficiency against response tim.e for the system. In brief, . decentralized 
systems control, by default fs leading to unregulated job times in the operation 
of large scale scientific computing facilities: 

1 . 2 ~ 3 Research 

Acknowledging that the central control function of a scientific computing system 
is a programmed concept rather than a hardware device leads one to consider . 
system control techniques as a topiC of basic research .. Presently , we have 
tecEn'orogY-i~a:ding"~res·e'a·rch y Solid. state adva;~te"s"4's'~ve as an ~xample of this 
situation. On the other hand I research 'in programming the control of highly 
parallel systems is extremely limited. 
~""",- ... ".-..... , 



1 .2 .4 Application Development 

In the existing approach used by IBM in the area of scientific application 
development there are a number of examples of work which in themselves 

M are accomplishments. The necessary, but lacking, factor which would , 
bring the application development to fruition is a combination of systems support (.) 
and professional contacts throug~ which the work could be introduced in the ~ 
communi ty . ~ 

More specifically I SR&D's contribution in. the area of application deyelopment. . \. 
will be the development of EE.~,!?"~y'?e,,,,~~Y~.~~m,sas oppos-ed··-t~o:ofiici·al'lY. supp'orted 
application program s. Once the level of refinement is determined' by SR&D 
through mutual evaluation with the scientific customer, such documentation and 
systems "['eflneil1ents' 'as necessary'will be'provicted'''through normal channels. 

Where the importance of the customer and the nature of the application warrants 
SR&D may look to the development of complete integrated application systems 
such as user oriented language systems or any .... oiher-·pro(~ifaminIIig .. su·pportwhrch .. 
makes the-"co'mput'e~ more acce'ssible to the scientific user. . 

1 .3 Systems Technology· 

There are two important indicators in systems technology that suggest the' 
direction in which scientific computing' may move u 

1 .3.1 Fundamental Constraint 

One indication arises from work being done toward the design of the next· 
generatio~ large scale systems. Clearly and simply, pulse propagation speed 
is a limitation. Distances deemed short by electronic packaging standards 

. . 

are long when converted to the propagation delays they introduce to confound 
the digital engineer. As a result one can concl~de that future systems will 
contain more parallel organization wherein processes will be performed 'on the 
basis of the parallelism inherent' in their structure. Little is known about how 
to exploit parallel system capability effectively at· the application level. The 
previous challenge of automatic memory' allocation, for example I would be 
superceded by questions of multiprocessing such. as automatic unit allocation. 

1 .3.2 Communications 

The second indicator to be considered lies in data communications. Progress 
in instrumentation I telemetry, and data trans~'i~'s'io'n""sho;;'t-ha't-'t'e'chnology 
exists whereby remote scientific computing can be implemented when the 
concept is proven".'· T'he 'possibii'ii'y'ts "s'trong that within remote scientific 
computing lies the principles governing the trade off between throughput and job 
time in the scientific computing facility. Irrespective of the development of . 
remote scientific computing the trend toward r.emote data acquisition is clear. 
The future holds the answer as to what interdependence exists between remote 
sclentific computing and real time or on line data acquisition "'. Whatever the 
relation the evolution will be rapid. 

. 
'G-
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SECTION 2 

GENERAL SR&D STRATEGY 

2.1 Evolution in the Scientific Market 

(\') , 
u 
~ 
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The pOint was made in Section 1 that rapid change is a characteristic of 
the scientific market. Generally stated I then the functiop. of SR&D is to 
provide within IBM the ability to match rapid change with correspondingly 
rapid response. The primary mode in which this function will be per~ormed . 
(s by establishing long range contacts with leading scientific customers I 
und er standing theirprobI em s,defining"'s'6hilioi1:s ';"andIns'u'iIng"thiif 'ca pa'1>le 
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, IBM agencies respond to the ne"~ci'¥ ' ,.,. . 

. . 

Within SR&D the allocation of resources will be performed on the bas;is 'ot 
rate of change . Those scientific areas in which maximum rate of change 
i;-~-her--observed or anticipated will receive the greatest emphasis in SR&D 
activity. 

2.2· .. Marketing Relationships 

,I) 

·,l, 

SR&D operations will be consistent with IBM policy in that activity within 
accounts will be conducted with the cognizance of DP representatives concerned. 
In particular, a close operating relationship is anticipated with Scientific 
Marketing - DP. For the most part I SR&D will look to the long range needs 
o:(ihe 'marke'1;' which lie beyond the normalobj ecti ves of DP Sales and Scientific 
Marketing. Through long standing relations with key customers I it is anticipated 
that guidance can be re'nd-ereci'to' IBM' efforts whichrang~'from-~a local sales 
strategy to special installation as sistance a By virtue of the insight gained by 

. SR& D I IBM should be in a better position to introduce timely products in an 
effecti ve manner. 

Within the framework set forth in Section 1 .2.1, SR&D activity will investigate 
remote scientific computing as a means of providing a satisfactofy trade off 
betwe'en"tl1roughput and job time in scientific computing facilities. It is 
accepted that replication of installed systems is an immediate answer to customer 
growth because it is a fairly acceptable soluti'on relative to the internal customer 
political situation ,it is easily implemented by the customer I and it serves as 
an immediate holding action on the part of IBM. Looking ahead, however, the 
concept of 'compatible satellite computers will be explored concurrently with 
investigation of the remote scientific computing.. Several factors foster concurrent 
satellite/remote scientific investigation,. Thefi'rst is that the s?-tellite approach' 
is available to the field through FORTRAN compatibility now and will be even more 
,attractive when future products are announced.. On the other hand, remote 
scientific requires some system developme~t lead time but appears, at this 
point, to be the most promising approach because a) it is compatible with the 
cen tralized computing authority obj ecti ves I b) it reduces turnaround time to. the 
order of minutes if not· seconds as in the case of the conversational mode', c) 
printed output volumes would be reduced and, finally, d) remote scientific may 
prove to have economic advantages over the satellite computer installation. 
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Developing the remote scientific concept will require' advances systems 
engineering technique which can serve as resources in themselves. Not 
only will SR&D, system engineers have the knowledge and experience to 
prepare proposals for and assist in th~ installation of remote scientific 
sys'fe'i-ns',"'S'ui--1:hr'ough publ1cati"c;ns "~~ch" as the IBM' Systems Journal, can 
communicate their und'e'~standing throughout IBM. 

2.3 Application Areas 

Application development holds different benefits ~epending upon one's pOint 
of view. To the Data Processing Division application development provides 
a marketing tool i.e. I. current work by IBM in areas of business which are 

, pertinent to particular sales situations'. Also through application development 
effort DP personnel are trained in specialized fields. 

" 

To the Data Systems and General Products Divisions application' development 
is a product development activity. In addition to supporting present products, 
applicption development proVides the opportunity to determine future hardware 
design requirements. 

In SR&D application development will mean be,ing at the right place at the 
right time so that IBM can take advantage o{those ai'eas of sCience··whi'ch 
a're fikely' to .~vol\:,e ,rapidly. The degree 'of participation ~iii 'vary 'from a 
minor investment in some areas where it is desired to only have sensors 
established which note the direction of rather slow changes, to an active 
participation 1 on the other hand, in areas where, the field is developing rapidly 
and it is important that IBM be prep'ared to ~.~~p0n.d equally qUickly 0 

A number of specific scientific application areas of interest to SR&D are the 
following: 

Numerical Analysis - While the fundamental principles of numerical 
analYSis remain somewhat invariant I the algorithms by which the 
fundamentals are implemented reflect a speCific machine organization. 

, In this light, then I SR&Dwill be interested in the influence· of multi
processing on numerical analysis algorithms. 

High Energy Physics - This field is an example of one whose computational 
needs are changing rapidly and it behooves IBM to participate actively 
in the area so that it can be prepared to answ'er the needs of these prestige 
scientific customers. Bubble chamber data reduction, for example, has 
moved from an off-line manual opera~ion to its present status I an on~line 
semi-automatic data acquisition operation I in something les s than three 
years. 

, , 

There are'several other aspects of high energy physics that foster SR&D 
interest. Both bubble chamber and spark chamber experiments 'result in 
large 'quantities of photographically recorded data . The physical meaning' 
of th!s information is available only through significant computation on digital 
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data obtained from the film by means which potentially can be further 
automated through curve following and pattern recognition techniques. 
Further, the data, in digital form, is cumulative and will draw heavily 
upon future computing capacity for subsequent re-analysis. M , 
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Nuclear Design - SR&D 1 s interest in m~intaining contacts in the nuclear, 
design field is two-fold. Since nuclear design problems continue to 
press the largest and fastest computers available, the first, and obyious 
function is to provide IBM with an objective evaluation of the large 
machine market. Second I questions regarding the degree to which the 

..0 
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large machine can satisfy general purpose requirem~nts 'through software 
support can often be answered only through e~perience on ins tailed equipment. 
SR&D professional contacts at,the nuclear installation will provide for this type 
of feed bac,k. 

i 

Space Technology - Little need be said to describe the rate of change in the 
area of space technology. The field is moving extremely rapidly and warrants 
heavy SR&D participation in both scientific theory, e. g., orbit calculations I 
and in the ,scientific systems considerations which are incorporated in space, (" 
flight observation systems. ' 

Medical - The rapid rate at which developments are being made in the area 
of medical computing as well as the financial support of these endeavors 
prompts SR&D interest in the field. While some market resistance exists 
at the clinical level, medical researchers are rapidly combining the talents 
of the life scien~ist, the instrumentation engineer and the mathematician into 
teams that place heavy demands upon computers e 

Statistics - Rate of change in the field of statistics, particularly as 
applied to the behavioral sciences I suggests light SR&D attention while 
maintaining an awareness of total financial support bei~g made available 
tf'"'l the> hoh::::.ui r\r::::.l cro; on,-..oc 
... ....., "" .... JJ.'-' ~",-"", .... """" ... ""' .... """' ..... ....,""" ... v;. ... '-'''- ...... 

Educotion - While public education is c'omparatively slow mpving I cost 
motivation is stimulating the area of industrial education into rapid progress. 
SR&D will look then to industrial education as an application area of interest. 

Geophysics - Geophysics together with the associated fields of oceanography i 
seismology, and meteorology is an application area in which increasing 
interest in the scientific community is accelerating change in the, computing 
requirements. Applications within this field have the additional features of 
large quantities of data, e.g. I TIROS ,photographic data, and the numeric 
solution of three dimensional differential equations with the, as sociated 
demands' placed upon computing systems. , 

' ... ' 



2.4 Syste'ms Orientation 

SR&D I as the name implies, will have a systems orientation. With this .. ' . .. .. ~ .,.... . . 

orientation SR&D will be in a position to complement DP activity aimed at 
NSRI objectives and DS/GP profit motivat~d efforts by p~oviding specialized 
capability in organizing IBM products into systems which meet the needs of 
the scientific customer. For the most part I SR&D support of DP activity will 

, consist o,f ~!:,owi~~L_~,!:~,_ .. ~s~~.~,0,~~9._g~~~~~,~.!y'_~~~~.~,~,~~51_~.y.~,!~.~.~_~n..2.p'~~~!iog.: 
on tasks set forth by competent professionals to demonstrate the system in a 
meaningful manner and' consult regarding spe'cial needs. In a numbe-r-of. 
situations where the system is un.usuaH] complex, the SR&D Center may accept 
the responsibilities of providing ~wgrammjn.g..,..an.d systems .engineefing , 
supportQ 

SECTION 3 

OPERATIONS 

3.1 Headquarters Operations 

Headquarters operations will be limited to overall technical planning and 
administrative services. In particular, SR&D headquarters operations will 
coordinate formal communications ~nd distribution's between centers arid 9ther 
parts of IBM. ,One such coordinating function will be liaison with the IBM 
Systems Journal: a second will be the maintE;!nance of a centrallistiIlfL of 
problem areas within"the. scientific mark'et' that' mu-st''-b~-s~oIvecCby'-a~signment 
within SR&D or elsewhere within IBM. 

3 . .2 SR&D Field Operations 

3 .2 . 1 Organization 

The major portion of ,SR&D activity will consist of operations in and about 1 
.~~~:~~~~t~~Jhe~:~t~~~~l?:;!:i~ii:~~~t~ i; :~:~:rO~fc~~~:;t;~l~~l:c:t;ntgi?~ 
disciplines commensurate with the objectives of the center Q 

...... J~." " 

Since the SR&D Centers may be oriented to the laboratory environment I such 
as Los Gatos, or about a major system, such as the 7040/7094 WDPC system, 
the relative distribution of staff by discipline will vary between centers e In 
either event two types of professionals will be assigned to the centers -
systems specialists and application speCialists Q 

3 e 2. 2 Field Center Operating Policy 

Several poliCies will govern operations of all SR&D Centers'. 
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Response 

Since the purpose of SR&D is to establish a means by which IBM can' 
,'match, its actions to rapid change within the scientific community I 
responsiveness must be the basis, for SR&D operation. In providing 
timelY response to the scientific customer's needs, SR&D will first look 
to current projects within such IBM agencies as are capable of 
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prOVIding the service. If, however lit is found that, IBM ha s not anticipated ..0 o 
the need and the requirement significantly reflects upon IBM I S image in 
the scientific market I SR&D will ei ther recruit support of the IBM divisions,' I 
if pos sible I or fill the requirement wi th its own resources. ' , 

Professionalism 

The aim of SR&D is to establish contact 'with scientific custome'rs ona 
professional basis.' I~' k.~~plng'with this objectiv~ SR&'i)"'Center :ope7atlon 
sh.'culd prov'i'de'fechnicalpersons'with an opportunity to further their 
profes sional stature through publication I participat'ion in professional 
societies, and through work aSSignment itself. 

Esprit de Corps 

Rapid responsE? and maintenance of a professional approach tend to be 
mutually exclusive. Through a keen esprit de corps, however I SR&D. 
professionals can be provided with an atmosphere conducive to the extra 
effort required to .cover the conflict between response and professionalism. 

Recruiting and Training 

A function of the SR&D Centers is to recruit professionals I train them, in' 
computer technology I if neces sary I and make them available through 
transfer to the line divisions. In the, operation of SR&D centers the need 
to inject a degree of professional~sm into other parts of IBM should be 

,borne in mind. 

Range of Operation 

Operations of SR&D centers should be geared to the long range contact with \ \ 
scientific customers. DP, through local sales coverage supplemented by , 
Scientific Marketing is equipped and motivated to handle the immediate , 
short range association with customers. SR&D, however I should work toward ~ 
the long standin2-.2rofessional relations which can continue through 
fluct-~atT~~-~·-·inthel~~a.' T'-s .. a.ies atmosphers. It is clear I then, that e,stablished 
,professional standing ~o~lcLnQLbe:...,QQ.nlPro~eq for short term reasons. 

, . 
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3 .3 Functional Assignments 

'-'" . 3.3.1 LOS ANGELES CENTER 

Director: 

Location: 

Application Specialties: 

Systems Specialty: 

Account Affiliation: 

3.3.2 SAN JOSE CENTER 

Director: . 

Location: 

Amili,catiqn S~aliY:· 

Systems Specialty: 

. Account Affiliation: 

Dr. H. H •. Gi vin, Jr •. 

WDPC at UCLA and Kirkeby Center 
Los Angeles, California 

Space Technology 

. Medical 

Industrial Education 

GeophysiCs 

M , 
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7740/7040/7,094 Direct Couple Remote Scientif: 

CIT/JPL Space 

UCIA Medical/Geophysics 

SDC Industrial Education 

.J. W. Luke 

Los Gatos, ASDD Lab~ratory 

High Energy Physics 

Nuclear De sign 

Terminal oriented applications 

Automated instruction 

. Terminals 

Conversational mode remote. scientific 

LRL - ,Livermore Berkeley 

Stanford Linear' Accelerator (SLAC) 



.. . ....... 

3.3.3 WASHINGTON, D.C. CENTER 

V Director: Unannounced 

('I) 

Location: . Washington, D.C. , 
(.) 

'Account Assignments: Federal 
):> 
..0 

..0 
0 

3.3.4 HOUSTON I TEXAS 

3.3.5 CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 

Director: Norman Ra smu s s en 

Location: Cambridge I Mass. 

Application Specialty: Engineering Design 

Automated Instruction 

BehaVioral Sciences 

Systems Specialty: Time sharing 

\"".,/ Account Affiliation: MIT 

3.3.6 CHICAGO CENTER 

~ ... 
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MISSION 

The Scientific Center mission is fourfold: 

Communication: A vital part of Scientific Center mission is' to 

maintain an effective link betwe'e-n'--various 'tecnnological entities'" 

both within and outside IBM. Such entities would include Indus-

try Development and 'Marketi~g, Universities, Advanced Technological 

Customers, Product Marketing, IBM software and hardware d~sig~. 

group, and other IB~_Research and Advanced Technology activities. 

Initiation: Scientific Centers are also directed towards identi-

fying advanced technological appliccition' and s-ysfem-areas"'whos'EC 

development would broaden the computer marketplace-. Scientific 

. to give initial impetus to these ne~ areas of endeavor • .• -._ .. __ ._ ... _- .. -.-.----_ .. -._ ....... -_._. _ ..... - .-.. ' -. .._-_._-_ ... _-._--_.-... _--_.-._----_ .. 
~ropagation: Scien~ific Centers will work, primarily with -------.----.--

Industry Developme~t. groups, to p~ovide technical consultation and 

-t;,ransition of advanced development activities. In order to 

complement this aspect of the mission, Scientific Centers will 

also work, primarily with SOD, to assist in initiati~g appro-

. priate hardware arid software development activities necessary 

to maintain and increase IBM.'s positio~ in 'the marketplace of 

.the future. They will also propagate their activities thro~gh 

education, demonstration and other modes of dissemination. 

Image: Scientific Centers will maintain high image ih the outside 

technological communi ty in orde.r to be focal points for attracting 

high-caliber technologists to DP Division and the IBM Cotporation 

as a whole. 

',j 
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The functions of the Systems Research and Development 

staff have been realigned to strengthen the link between IBM's 
industry-oriented market planning and the leadership institutions 
in the scientific and academic community. 

Responsibility for the SR & 0 centers and the Mathematics 
and Applications Department have been assigned to the Data 
Processing Div~sion. The centers are located in Cambridge, Mass., 
Houston,Texas, Los Angeles, Calif., Palo Alto, Calif. The mathe
matics and Applications Department is located in New York City .. 
Dr. Herman Goldstine, formerly director of mathematical sciences. 
for the Research Division, has been promoted to director of 
scientific development and will head these operations for DPD. 

The Systems Journal becomes a responsibility 'of the office 
of Jerrier A. Haddad, IBM director of teChnology and engineering. 

Dr. Charles DeCarlo will continue to report to Arthur K, 
Watson, IBM senior vice president. In addition to supervision of the 
Systems Research Institute, Or. DeCarlo will take on a special 
assignment in the area of large scale scientific systems. 
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Subject: 

Dear Mr. Kolsky, 

Scientific Review Board 

IBM 

7000 STUTTGART 80 

POSTFACH 800880 

PASCALSTRASSE 100 

TELEFON (0711) *785-4001 

February 14, 1975 

During the past two years our IBM Scientific Centers have reassessed their role, 
functions and projects in view of the changing scientific and business environ
ment. 

As a result a 

II SCIENTIFIC CENTER CHARTER II 

has been established and agreed upon between IBM Europe and the Country General 
Managers (attachment 1 ) . 

In order to support the Scientific Centers further in executing their missions and 
tasks a 

II SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BOARD II 

of IBM Europe will be formed (attachment 2 ). It is a pleasure for me to invite you 
to become a member of this Board and I would be pleased if you would accept this )' 
senior function in order to make your professional insight and experience ayailable 
for the benefit of the Scientific Centers. ..' , 

The objectives of the Board are te ... ~~yJ~"", and to as~ess the programs undertaken in 
Scientific Centers as outl ined in the Board Objectrves~'r attachment 3 ) . We want to II, 
keep an option of ~.~~~~.~tin_g the Board's advi sory function to~!~er science-oriented f~ 
issues within IBM Europe if appropriate. . i 

The Board will meet ~w.Q"ltr.rt~? two days per year, preferrably at one of the Scien-
tific Center locations. ··--·····.,~·· .... L·.""""' .. ",.., 

The first Board Meeting will take place on April 22, and 23, 1975 in Madrid. A se
parate invitation will foUow. 

Sincerely yours, 

Attachments : 
1. Scientific Center Charter 
2. Scientific Review Board Member List 
3. Board Objectives 

cc.: 
see distribution list 
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IBM EUROPE 

SCIENTIFIC REVIEW BOARD 

OBJECTIVES 

The Scientific Review Board of I BM Europe will be establ ished in order to review, 
assess and support the programs and operations of Scientific Centers . 

The objectives of the Board are: 

1. To undertake periodic reviews of the Scientific Center activities, studies 
and plans, approximately once per year and center with particular em
phasis on 

a) 

b) 

c) 

!I (J) 
meaningful orientation of missions, projects and future plans 
according to the Scientific Center Charter, 

scientific and technica I excellence, 
/ I :; ~) \ 

proper coordination and linkage of the programs with Q.ti:1er IBM 
functions and with potential or identified i,~_!~rested parties. 

2. To assess the major gJ.;~lg~li,y.~:t$ and marlagement aspects of Scientific Cen-
ters together with local line management. ' .. - ~ ... -, 

3. To advise '9cal and IBM Europe manag~rnenton L~~~,!J~.~ with powers reserved 
to IBM Europe S.A. relating to the establ ishmeqt of Scientific Centers and 
joint projects with outside partners. ,/ () 

(J ) 
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A) ENVIRONMENT 

In the changing environment of the 1970ies, IBM's Scientific Centers can 
become a novel type of industrial Research & Development resource which 
( besides the classical industrial objectives ) can specifically address our 
responsibilities extended towards society aspects. 

The overall scientific and technological interface of our company towards 
the ~utside world has to take into account three areas ( see chart 1 ) : 

1 . The industrial community, which is based on the 
principles of free trade, competition and profit. 

2. The scientific and academic community with its two 
fundamental objectives, namely : 

a) to enhance knowledge of men through pioneering 
research and thinking 

b) to promote the scientific foundation of all facets 
of cultural, human, spiritual and economic life 
through oriented research and exploration. 

3. The general society, which must address economic, 
cultural, educational and ecological evolutions. 

IndustriaL 

COMMUNITY 

SOCIETY 

Economy 
Ecology 

CuLture 

Education 

Scientific & Academic 

COMMUNITY 
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B) MISSION 

The Scientific Centers will select and concentrate on one or more fields 
in which they wi II strive for continued fi rst-class scientific competence. 
They will aim in three directions: 

1 . 

2. 

Appl ications Research 

Within their fields, the Scientific Centers are directed 
towards identification and exploration of advanced appli
cations, software technology and system areas, whose 
development would have a scientific or social importance 
and, potentially, could broaden computer use. Scientific 
Centers wi II initiate and perform projects as well as fea
sibi I ity studies to promote these new areas and to develop 
new opportunities for IBM's contribution to society. 

Scientific Information Flow 

Scientific Centers will act as one of IBM's interfaces to 
the external scientific community ( example : technical 
and scientific groups, professional societies and uni
versities ) by providing consultation and two-way com
munication in their fields of competence. 

Results of project work done in partnership with an 
outside institution will generally be avai lable for pub
I ic use or for use by the participating institution. If, 
in the course of a study, a contribution to product 
development becomes foreseeable, then the study must 
be dissociated from this part of the work, which will have 
to be appropriately protected. 

3. Image 

Scientific Centers will strive to achieve the respect and 
confidence of the outside scientific and technological 
community. In executing their charter, they also assist 
Company External Relations function nationa lIy and inter
nationa lIy . 
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C) STRUCTURE 

In order to fulfil its mission, the structure of a Scientific Center must consist 
of two types of manpower resources complementing each other: 

1 . A competence nucleus for each mission orientation. This 
nucleus must go beyond monitoring the status of the art in 
its area of competence. It must become a recognized partner 
ir1 science through qual ified publ ications etc., whi Ie at the 
same time, it remains in close touch with our industrial 
aspects. Unless such a group can be hired with establ ished 
competence, we have to allow a build-up phase of 5-7 years, 
which is the time constant of a good scientist to establish 
himself in the forefront of science .. Depending on the specific 
field, this competence nucleus can be anywhere between 5 
and 15 scientists. With present resources, we should aim at 
limiting the number of competence nuclei to 1 or 2 in each 
Center location. 

An adequate flow of personnel, plus stimulating fellowships, 
must be undertaken continuously in order to maintain con
tinued scientific vitality. 

2. Surrounding this competence nucleus must be project teams 
which implement the Scientific Center objectives with projects 
carried out with outstanding technical excellence. The se
lection of mission concept and projects should comp!y with the 
criteria in Section D, page 5. 

The project teams can be composed of members of the compe
tence nucleus, of fellowship assignees from the academic com
munity, of assignees from other I BM functions, e. g. systems 
engineering, programming development or industry centers, 
development or research laboratories. The lead-time to visible 
and applicable results of such a project must be in the time
frame of 2-3 years with objectives explicitly determined at the 
beginning. Taking the basic objectives into account, the projects 
should be selected from country or international origins in such 
a way that they benefit direct from the competence nucleus with 
which they are associated. Yet it may well be that they also, in 
a supplementary way,· have to rely on nuclei in other Centers 
through exchange of information and project assignees. 
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It is important that the project teams remain flexible in their manpower compo
s ition. Assignment to such a team from other I BM departments must become a 
d i sti nction and cha Ilenge for hi gh-ci a ss work. It must a I so have a mutua II y 
seeding effect for the departments involved. 

, , 
\ 
\ 

\ 

Project 
A 

(2- 3 yrs.) 

Project 
8 

(2-3 yrs.) 

r 
I 
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SCIENTIFIC CENTER STRUCTURE 

NUCLEUS 
(5-7 yrs.) 

----------
IBM Assignees 

------.... 

" ...... Ex ternal Participants 
(Sabbaticals; Fellowships etc.) 

Project 
C 

(2 - 3 yrs.) 
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D) CRITERIA FOR MISSIONS AND PROJECTS 

The establ ishment of long-range center mi ssions and competence and short-range 
objectives should be guided by a majority of the following criteria in selecting 
fields and projects: . 

1 . Are they at the leading edge of the art in science and 
industry? 

2. Do they explore new fields of computer usage offering 
short- or long-range benefits to IBM or to the society? 

3. Do they support IBM's role as a partner in society, 
nationally and/or internationally? 

4. Do they merge the technological and scientific progress 
of the industrial and scientific communities? 

5. Do they promote interaction between the scientific and 
industrial communities? 

6. Do they promote information flow between the scientific 
and industrial communities? 

7. Do they constitute a prime example of what scientific 
excellence, combined with industrial effectiveness can 
achieve, serving socia~ and company interests? 
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E) REPRESENTATION OF BROAD FIELDS 

Society-oriented responsibi lities may have to be oriented towards very broad 
fields, e.g. 

II Environmental Problems II 

II Ecology and Urban Problems II 

II Computers in Medicine II etc. 

With the present and foreseeable magnitude of our Scientific Centers, it is 
impossible to have the total necessary competence of such fields in anyone 
center. Thus the competence nuclei plus individLlal projects of several cen
ters together can only be representative of total Scientific Center competence 
and efforts in such broad fields. 

In order to direct questions and channel requests from the outside to the 
various competence groups properly, the Scientific Center. Managers in each 
country must serve as the prime contact and interface. Therefore, they have 
to maintain a current overall awareness on all Scientific Center competences 
and projects'. In doing so, the company can be responsive towards external 
requests on a local and national basis. 
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F) PLANNING 

In order to fulfil its mission, ~ach Scientific Center should establish long
range missions and competence and short-range objectives, both to be 
included in a Scientific Center Strategic Plan. This plan should cover: 

1. Missions 

Description of the fields of endeavor and their internal 
and external relevance. 

2. New Appl ications 

Identification of the current fields of activity, the nature 
and scope of anticipated feasibi lity study areas and the 
nature and scope of major project. areas. 

3. New Techniques - Software Systems Development 

Identification of the current fields of activity, the nature and 
scope of antici pc;tted feasi bi lity study areas and the nature 
and scope of major project areas. 

4. Scientific Relations/Communications 

Identification of the anticipatedmaih activities and the· key 
external contacts such as university education and research, 
Government entities, professional societies, important in
dividuals etc. 

5. Manpower and Resources 

Manpower and resources requirements and plans to achieve 
the obj ectives . 

6. DP Equipment 

DP equipment requi rements and plans to achieve the objec
tives. 
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G) MANAGEMENT 

The WT Scientific Centers are hosted and funded by the respective national 
IBM companies. Therefore, the country general management ultimately approves 
all activities in the center, after all necessary functional concurrences are ob
tained. It then also ensures the necessary performance evaluation. 

IBM Europe Management, advised by the Director of Science and Technology for 
Europe, will establish appropriate means of advising and assisting the Scientific 
Centers' country management in establishing, reviewing and assessing the Cen
ters' missions, objectives and performance. 

Establishment of new Scientific Centers requires IBM Europe's line management 
review and approval, as does the establishment of joint projects with outside 
partners and study/research contracts with educational institutions. All formal 
contacts with the outside community are to be structured in accordance with 
current WT instructions. (See WTC Instruction Manual, Section 0-20 General 
Instructions - Pages A 1, B 1, C 1 and M 1 ) . 
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History and contributions 
of the IBM Scientific 
Centers 

The IBM Scientific Centers are celebrating their twenty
fifth anniversary. These worldwide Centers are autono
mous organizations that provide IBM with the ability to 
respond rapidly to the evolution of computer technol
ogy for IBM and for its scientific customers. During the 
past quarter century these Centers have provided tech
nicalleadership in almost every branch of computer 
science. Today, the 17 individual Centers continue to 
explore new technical areas and provide significant 
contributions. This paper has three parts: an introduc
tion to the mission, scope, and history of the Centers; 
a description of each Center's charter, history, and 
accomplishments; and an extended list of selected 
publications for each Center. 

The IBM Scientific Centers were chartered, and 
the first four established, in 1964 to provide IBM 

with the ability to respond rapidly to the scientific 
marketplace and to changes in technology. From the 
beginning the primary mode of operation has been 
establishing long-range contacts with leading scien
tific customers, understanding their problems, defin
ing solutions, developing prototypes, and ensuring 
IBM'S responsiveness to their needs. 

The idea of having a small, entrepreneurial organi
zation within a much larger company has appeared 
again and again in American industry. "Skunk 
works," "ad tech groups," and "back room projects" 
are a part of American corporate folklore. The IBM 
Scientific Centers were created to fill just such a role 
for IBM. The emphasis was and is on having an 
autonomous organization of highly-skilled profes
sionals who can develop scientific solutions and ap
plications at the leading edge of technological 
change. During the past quarter century there have 
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been many individual accomplishments within the 
Centers that have had a large impact on IBM, not 
only in terms of the product line, but also in terms 
of upgraded scientific and technical quality for other 
projects within IBM, basic research, market support, 
and a generally enhanced relationship with scientific 
customers. Thus, technology transfer remains the 
Centers' key contribution for IBM. 

The approach and initial Centers were so successful 
that the concept of the centers was adopted on a 
worldwide basis. There are now 17 operational IBM 
Scientific Centers. The Centers have contributed in 
many branches of computer science and especially 
in computer architecture, personal computing, nu
merical analysis, algorithms, data structures, oper
ating systems, relational databases, languages, com
pilers, microcode, networks, artificial intelligence, 
and knowledge-based systems. 

Contributions in science and computer applications 
developed by the Centers include basic physics, 
chemistry, mathematics, agriculture, oceanography, 
surface hydrology, management science, economet
rics, operations research, and commercial packages. 
The Centers have been heavily involved in human 
issues, such as the medical applications of com
puters, speech analysis and synthesis, computer vi
sion, and natural-language projects in Spanish, Cat-

© Copyright 1989 by International Business Machines Corporation. 
Copying in printed form for private use is permitted without 
payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done 
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright 
notice are included on the first page. The title and abstract, but no 
other portions, of this paper' may be copied or distributed royalty 
free without further permission by computer-based and other 
information-service systems. Permission to republish any other 
portion of this paper must be obtained from the Editor. 
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alan, Arabic, Italian, French, German, Chinese, and 
Japanese. On a worldwide basis there has been re
curring involvement in addressing problems of na
tional importance to dozens of countries, such as 
regional planning, food and oil production, pollution 
studies, mapping the Nile, and protecting Venice 
from the sea. It is also common for the Centers to 
have joint studies in progress with many universities 
and on all aspects of their work. Figure 1 illustrates 
some of these activities. 

The original objective of the Centers was to have 
each one involved in the professional and academic 
environment of a nearby university-working with 
professors, involving students in projects, and con-

It was also an objective that the 
Centers influence IBM's 

technology direction and product 
offerings. 

tributing to the scientific milieu of the university. In 
practice each Center has also operated on a national 
and international basis, participating in projects with 
governments and remote partners. It was also an 
objective that the Centers influence IBM'S technology 
direction and product offerings. Both objectives have 
been consistently achieved over the history of the 
Centers. 

United· States Centers 

When the first IBM Scientific Centers were founded 
25 years ago in the United States, they were built on 
already firmly established traditions. The IBM Re
search Division was well-established, as were several 
large product development laboratories. The Applied 
Science Department in New York City under Cuth
bert Hurd had been very successful in working with 
scientific customers during IBM'S early expansion 
into electronic computing in the midl950s. The key 
models were the joint IBM and University of Califor
nia at Los Angeles (UCLA) Western Data Processing 
Center (WDPC), located on the UCLA campus, and a 
similar Center near the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), both of which had been estab-
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Ii shed in 1957. Much of the philosophy and mode 
of operation for the new Centers came directly from 
these two prototypes. 

The founder of both the earlier centers and the IBM 

Scientific Centers was C. R. "Charlie" DeCarlo, who 
was on the staff of IBM senior executive Arthur K. 
Watson. DeCarlo, with Watson's full support, fore
saw a continuing need for an IBM commitment to 
applied science. The result is the present interna
tional network of Centers. 

Four Centers were established in the United States 
in January 1964, with two more planned. The Los 
Angeles (California), New York City (New York), 
and Cambridge (Massachusetts) Centers, under the 
leadership of Homer H. Givin, Theodore I. Peterson, 
and Norman L. Rasmussen, respectively, were 
drawn from existing or associated groups. An entirely 
new Center, headed by John W. Luke, was estab
lished at the Los Gatos Laboratory in California and 
soon moved to Palo Alto, adjacent to Stanford U ni
versity, in 1965. 

After DeCarlo, Herman H. Goldstine was the first 
director of the new organization. The Centers have 
had many leaders, but it is Louis Robinson who 
must be given much of the credit for guiding them 
during the critical years from 1975 to 1982. 
Throughout this period he articulately and stead
fastly promoted the importance of science and the 
Centers for IBM and its customers. 

World Trade Centers 

The IBM World Trade Scientific Centers had their 
roots in earlier organizations, as did the Centers in 
the United States. In 1960 a small group of scientists 
in Paris, headed by Rene Moreau, began projects in 
scientific development for IBM France. In 1965 a 
small group of scientists from IBM Italy started work
ing at the University of Pisa. However, it was not 
until 1967, when the IBM Grenoble Scientific Center 
opened, that Centers based on the model used in the 
United States made their appearance. 

From 1967 to 1972, twelve new Centers were opened 
around the world. Around 1980, six more were 
established, and several earlier ones merged with 
others and were closed. A number of organizations 
were also derived from the Centers, such as an IBM

sponsored center at the Asian Institute of Technol
ogy in Thailand; the European Center for Scientific 
and Engineering Computing at the IBM Rome Sci-
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Figure 1 (A) An original report cover featuring a bubble chamber photograph, emphasizing physics; (8) a report cover from 
today; (C) announcements of a field-developed program, and (D) an installed user program. The Scientific Centers 
have generated many such programs. 
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entific Center in Italy; the Numerically Intensive 
Computation centers in the United States, Europe, 
and Japan; and the European Networking Center in 
West Germany. While they are different organiza
tions, they carry on the same traditions of scientific 
exploration and service to IBM and its customers. 

Contributions 

Some further major contributions of the Centers 
include the virtual machine operating system con
cept which became Virtual Machine/370 (VM/370), 

VNET and BITNET, the vector and parallel FORTRAN 

compilers for the IBM 3090, A Programming Lan
guage (APL) and related products, the first IBM Per
sonal Computer (pc) prototype (SCAMP), the Expert 
Systems Environment (ESE), and the Advanced In
teractive Executive/370 (AIX/370) distributed operat
ing system. Two other significant projects are the 
numerical enhancement of satellite photographs 
(Figures 2 and 3) and the restoration of famous 

Figure 2 LANDSAT image of San Francisco Bay area 

Figure 3 Image of volcano dust cloud, Mt.St.Helens eruption, May 18,1980. Produced from satellite data at the Palo Alto 
Scientific Center. 
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Figure 4 Mona Lisa studied by modern image processing 
techniques at the Palo Alto Scientific Center. 

paintings (Figure 4). The Centers have also contrib
uted to solutions for environmental and social prob
lems of their host countries. One example is a 
computer aid that helps deaf children to speak 
(Figure 5). 

We call special attention to the Hacienda project as 
an excellent example of cross-center activity and 
support involving many Centers. The project basis 
was development, starting in 1978, of an experimen
tal interactive, high-resolution color display and as
sociated software. It led the way for IBM in image 
processing and resulted in the IBM 7350 Image Proc
essing System, which is still widely used around the 
world. 

Scientific and technical work on the leading edge of 
change has always been problematical and high risk. 
The original and continuing mission of the Centers 
addresses this situation squarely, not only in the 
choice of problems to be addressed but in an under
standing of the special environment within which 
these problems are best solved. The Centers have 
been successful in undertaking this work and in 
transferring technology throughout IBM-frequently 
into IBM products. 

During this first quarter century, there have been 
over 600 individuals at 26 IBM Scientific Centers 
worldwide who have been members of the scientific 
and support staffs. At the same time a greater num
ber of students, temporary assignees, visiting scien-

Figure 5 Deaf child working with a therapist and an IBM Personal Computer. Speech training system developed at the Paris 
Scientific Center. (From the IBM 1985 Annual Report.) 
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tists, and joint study partners have also participated. 
It is clearly impossible for us to properly recognize 
the work of all these dedicated individuals in this 
paper. The following section gives a brief statement 
of the major accomplishments and areas of research 
and development addressed by the dedicated and 
diverse groups at each Center. Finally, we include a 
list of selected publications from each of the Centers. 
The authors acknowledge their considerable debt to 
all who contributed to these descriptions and partic
ularly to the Center managers who so willingly con
tributed materials at our request. 

The IBM Scientific Centers can be justifiably proud 
of their record of a quarter century of service to IBM'S 
customers on a wide range of scientific and technical 
projects. Perhaps more important than the story of 
the individual Centers has been their common mis
sion, which allowed them relative freedom within 
IBM to explore new technical areas, take a broad view 
of research and applications in science and technol
ogy, and make significant contributions in areas of 
growing importance today. 

Major accomplishments and projects 

Current IBM Scientific Centers 

Bergen, Norway (Established 1986) 

In 1986 the newest Center was formed, the IBM 
Bergen Scientific Center. Its focus has been on proj~ 
ect areas of importance to Norway, such as infor
mation technology, offshore technology, biotechnol
ogy, and fish farming. The resulting technical areas 
under study are vector multiprocessing, parallel 
processing for the IBM Advanced Interactive Execu
tive™ (AIXTM), workstations, mapping, technical doc
umentation, visualization, and animation. In July 
1989 the Center obtained the international mission 
for environmental sciences within IBM. The Center 
will be the focal point in IBM for environmental 
modeling. 

Cairo, Egypt (Established 1983) 

The IBM Cairo Scientific Center was formed through 
an agreement with the Egyptian Academy of Scien
tific Research and Technology and began its work 
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in 1983. The initial projects were directed toward 
environmental studies with various governmental 
institutions. These projects included modeling the 
development of Egypt's "new lands," liquid natural 
gas spills in the Suez Canal, and employment in 
Egypt. Two new areas emerged over time: Arabic 
related research such as natural-language processing 
and signal processing and pattern recognition, as well 
as aid for the rehabilitation of people with visual and 
auditory disabilities. Part of the work on natural
language processing is the subject of a paper in this 
issue. 

'>25i<yEA~Si ...........• 
Ca.ribri(ige1,Ma$$aChus~~S:(EstabIiSbed1964) 

The IBM Cambridge Scientific Center (csc) was 
founded in 1964 as one of the first four Centers. It 
evolved from a joint project with the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), which had produced 
the Compatible Timesharing System (CTSS) for the 
IBM 7094. From its start and continuing through 
today, the csc has focused on machine architecture, 
interactive computing, programming languages, net
working, and system performance. The major con
tributions of the Center are summarized below. 

Virtual Machine/370 (VM/370): The most widely 
used System/370 operating system, which grew out 
of the 1968 development of the Control Program 
67/Cambridge Monitor System (CP-67/CMS). VM/370 
became a product in 1972. After that announcement, 
further advanced technological contributions were 
made in the foHowing areas. Multiprocessor support 
was added, and major performance and scheduling 
functions were supplied via the Fair-Share Scheduler, 
both in 1976. That scheduler quickly became the 
standard VM scheduler. In 1983 the VM Performance 
Planning Facility (VMPPF) was added for predicting 
workload under various system configurations. Be
tween 1979 and 1981, VM was enhanced to allow the 
Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS) operating system to 
run under VM as a "preferred guest." This work has 
been carried on in the Processor Resource/Systems 
ManagerTM (PR/SM™) on the IBM 3090. 

Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem 
(RSCS): A peer-to-peer, store-and-forward network 
protocol, built using virtual machine principles. It is 
the major network facility used by IBM for internal 
communications, connecting over 3400 network 
computers, and is known informally as VNET. 
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BITNET: A major university computer network, 
built using RSCS protocols. It has 441 institutions and 
1622 nodes in the United States. Its analogues in 
other countries (EARN, NETNorth, and other aca
demic networks in the Far East and South America) 
add an estimated 686 institutions and 1036 nodes. 

Yale ASCII terminal system: A collaboration with 
Yale University to permit full duplex ASCII capability 
for the System/370 through a Series/l front end, 
without changes to host programming. The IBM 7171 
and then the IBM 4994 replaced the Series/land 
extended this protocol conversion function. 

IBM Personal Computer (PC): A series of projects 
that resulted in Asynchronous Communication Sup
port, IBM 3101 Emulation Support, PC/370 intro
duced on the PC/XT, PC/IX, and keyboard standards. 

Unattended computer operations: An effort to pro
vide remote and unattended distributed operation 
for midsize computers. The technologies developed 
appeared in the IBM 4300, 9370, and Application 
System/400™ (AS/400™). 

Operating systems: Early work on UNIX@ implemen
tations for IBM systems including the first VM prod
uct, Virtual Machine/Interactive eXecutive (VM/IX). 

X-Windows: Two projects to make the X-Window 
System from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology (MIT) available on VM and MVS. 

Text processing: A long-standing involvement in text 
handling has resulted in products such as SCRIPT, 
which was the precursor for the later Document 
Composition Facility (DCF), IBM Usability Aid 
(QPRINT) for the IBM 6670, and Math Formulator for 
the IBM PC. 

Cambridge Control Unit (CCU) and Continuously 
Executing Channel Interface (CETI): Two efforts 
that enhanced the ability to connect IBM System/370 
computers directly onto high-speed local area net
works. 

POLITE: An early effort on WYSIWYG ("What you 
see is what you get") text systems for the System/370 
and IBM PC, which influenced the IBM Display
Write/370. This text product pioneered the concept 
of "UNDO" and "REDO" for backtracking. 
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Caracas, Venezuela (Established 1983) 

In 1983 the IBM Caracas Scientific Center opened its 
doors, with a focus on remote sensing and image 
processing. Now the emphasis is on three areas of 
scientific study: astrophysics and computational 
chemistry, algorithms and data structures, and soft
ware engineering. The first has resulted in new infor
mation about electron impact excitation and radia
tive atomic data. The second has seen improved time 
and space efficiency for generalized binary search 
trees, the transforming of multiway trees into prac
tical external data structures, and new methods for 
collision resolution in hashing algorithms. The third 
has added a new in situ distributive sorting algo
rithm-ExTQUICK-to the tools available to the soft
ware engineer, and currently focuses on program
ming environments. 

Haifa, Israel (Established 1972) 

Projects of special interest to the planning, medical, 
and agricultural concerns of Israel have been the 
major theme in the work of the IBM Haifa Scientific 
Center, established in 1972. The positive effect of 
this work is reflected in the progress cited below. 
Present advanced technology work is focused on 
image processing for archival applications, schedul
ing and routing problems, and natural-language 
processing in Hebrew. 

Regional planning: Efforts have contributed to re
gional rural development through a computer-aided 
modeling and planning system based on mathemat
ical models and linear optimization. This work has 
been used by Rehovot, Israel (for whom it was 
originally developed), Spain, and Costa Rica. 

Medical applications: Projects have made noticeable 
progress on improved diagnostic capabilities for ul
trasound testing using signal and image processing 
techniques, estimating cardiac output and gas con
tent of blood, specialized interactive systems for 
diagnosis of endocrine disorders, and the further use 
of signal processing to appreciably decrease back
ground noise (the "cocktail party" noise problem) in 
assisting the hearing impaired. 

Agriculture: Contributions are most notable in the 
development of an interactive system for construct
ing irrigation time tables. This system is now used 
throughout the country and has an important role 
in the efficiency of agricultural production in their 
arid lands. 
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Mathematics: Theoretical and practical applications 
of numerical analysis to problems arising in mathe
matical physics and engineering, such as stiff differ
ential equations and partial differential equations 
with complex boundary conditions. 

Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany 
(Established 1968) 

When the IBM Heidelberg Scientific Center (HDSC) 

first opened in 1968, its projects concerned the phys
ics of bubble chambers and scintigraphic photo 
analysis. Now the areas of interest are more closely 
aligned with data processing: natural-language ca
pabilities, knowledge-based querying, relational data 
models, visual languages for end users, additions to 
A Programming Language (APL) products, numeri
cally intensive computing (NIC), and immunological 
information processing for transplant surgery. Each 
of these subjects is detailed below. HDSC is also part 
of the European Research Initiative EUREKA. 

Natural languages: An early project to permit limited 
natural-language interaction for database queries, 
with support for many western languages. 

LEX: A project within the Institute for Knowledge 
Based Systems, that is part of HDSC. It is a German 
language query system for information on the law. 

Advanced Information Management Prototype 
(AIM-P): A project to add an extended Non First 
Normal Form (NF2) to the relational data model in 
IBM's Structured Query Language (SQL). 

Extensions to Query-By-Example (QBE): A long
standing developmental effort to add visual program
ming for end users to relational database systems. 
More recently, human factors investigations have led 
to development of a methodology for solving appli
cation problems through graphical manipulation. 

APL extensions: As a result of first-hand, concen
trated use of APL at the HDSC, additional capabilities 
were developed for APL and APL2 in support of 
complementary functions, interlanguage communi
cation, and graphic presentation. 

NIC applications: Projects with universities and 
commercial customers to use NIC for reactive flow; 
chemical, mechanical, and financial modeling; and 
simulation, in concert with the European Supercom
puting Initiative. 
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Immunology: An effort to support immunological 
research in transplant surgery across 300 transplant 
centers worldwide, using an interactive and distrib
uted information system. 

Kuwait City, Kuwait (Established 1980) 

The IBM Kuwait Scientific Center operates in coop
eration with the Kuwait Institute for Scientific Re
search (KISR) and has been located on its grounds 
since opening in 1980. Areas of study at the Center 
are the environment, Arabic languages, and image 
processing, as presented below. 

Environmental studies: Work has been completed 
on passive cooling and air pollution, and the focus 
is now on oil pollution and source identification. 
Another effort is focused on desalinization by reverse 
osmosis. 

Arabic language processing: Projects are under way 
in IBM Personal Computer-based speech synthesis, 
speech and printed character recognition, a recent 
comprehensive Arabic morphological analyzer and 
generator, course authoring, and desktop publishing 
with advanced Arabic printing. 

Image processing: Ongoing efforts to map Kuwait 
using LANDSAT 5 satellite data, to study oil distilla
tion columns using thermal infrared imaging, to 
model pores in catalysts, and in numerical geophys-
ics. 

'i 

The IBM Los Angeles Scientific Center (LASC) is one 
of the first four Centers founded in 1964. It had its 
beginning in the joint IBM and University of Calif or
nia at Los Angeles (UCLA) Western Data Processing 
Center (WDPC), a primary education facility for ac
ademic computing as well as for IBM. In the early 
years, projects emphasized management science, ed
ucation, engineering, and science. In recent years, 
some of the projects still center on those areas, and 
new areas have been added, as described below. 

Direct numerical control: Projects on remote com
puter control of machine tools, with software to cut 
metal according to customer designs. 

Computer-aided instruction (CAl): A number of 
projects in the development and use of CAl were 
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sponsored, including the development of an inter
active supervisor for the Systemj360. 

Oceanography: A joint project with the Scripps In
stitution to resolve problems in the processing of 
oceanographic data. 

Geophysics: Theoretical studies of earthquake struc
ture using computer simulation and complex models 
of the earth. 

Natural-language processing: Initially a study of ap
plications in medical records, using new syntactic 
and semantic methods for natural-language infor
mation storage and retrieval. Currently, text selec
tion and understanding are being investigated, along 
with machine translation among many natural lan
guages. 

Systems and end users: Projects in operations re
search (such as a distribution system simulator prod
uct), computer-aided design and computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAD/CAM), application development 
environments, database security, and distributed 
computing. 

Multidimensional graphics: Joint studies with several 
universities on the perception of geometric objects 
in higher dimensions led to advances in computa
tional geometry, displays for exploratory statistical 
analysis, and algorithms for air traffic and robotics 
control. 

Engineering and scientific systems: Exploration of 
workstations for use by meteorologists, chemical en
gineers, and biologists, and for general engineering. 
Studies in large-scale scientific computing architec
ture and applications, and in a prototype parallel 
data store. 

Robotics: Projects in vision systems for electronic 
parts identification and location. Studies are being 
conducted on artificial intelligence techniques for 
computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM). 

Enterprise and strategic information management: 
Efforts in improving the effectiveness of business 
systems planning and integrating it more fully into 
corporate planning, budgeting, and decision making. 
A worldwide network of universities and corpora
tions now uses some of the results. 

A prototype expert system, called Business Strategy 
Advisor (BSA), was used by an IBM -laboratory to 
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assess competitive software products. Business mod
eling and a prototype expert system to help identify 
opportunities for information technologies in enter
prises comprise the rest of the work in this area. 

Visual programming: Projects to represent programs 
as forms, with filling-in forms as the way in which a 
user would see programming. This work is the sub
ject of a paper in this issue. 

Security: Studies of tools to enhance the security of 
IBM'S internal computer network and of expert sys
tems for computer security. A prototype system for 
security audits is now being tested. 

Madrid, Spain (Established 1972) 

The Autonomous University of Madrid is host to 
the IBM Madrid Scientific Center, which was char
tered in 1972. Major projects at the Center are the 
automation of the Indies Archive, natural-language 
processing for Spanish and Catalan, image process
ing in biology, Expo'92 visitors information system, 
1992 Olympic Games commentators system, and A 
Programming Language (APL) interpreters. 

Image and database processing: The automation of 
the Indies Archive project is the development and 
installation of an information system for the man
agement of historical records, integrating a textual 
database and an archive of pictorial information. A 
project on image processing in biology, using an IBM 

PSj2® Model 80, has been carried out in cooperation 
with the Spanish Molecular Biology Center. Its aim 
has been to develop algorithms for the filtering, three
dimensional reconstruction, and graphic represen
tation of images of viral particles. 

Language processing: The MENTOR (Multitarget 
ENglish TranslatOR) project is in support of trans
lating IBM manuals from English to Spanish. The 
approach is valid for other languages, since it relies 
mainly on a declarative bilingual dictionary that 
stores most of the information relevant for transla
tion. A lexicon for spelling verification of Spanish 
and a synonym dictionary have been implemented, 
together with a morphological analyzer and genera
tor. 

EXPO'92 and 1992 Olympic Games information 
systems: The development of a central information 
system to provide Expo'92 visitors with relevant in
formation regarding the fair, events, and activities 
that will take place in Seville. A 1992 Olympic 
Games commentators system will provide real time 
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. information related to the sports events and access 
to the Olympic Games Information Systems data
base to ratio and television sports commentators, 
using PS/2s. 

APL interpreters: Extensive projects, in cooperation 
with IBM Japan, that have resulted in several releases 
of APL and APL2 interpreters for PC APL and APL2, 

and for IBM 5550 and JX Nihongo (Japanese) APL. 

Hacienda (IBM 7350): One of the Center partners 
in the production of the High Level Image Processing 
System (HLIPS) for Hacienda. 

Mexico City, Mexico (Established 1971) 

In 1971 this Center was called the IBM Latin Amer
ican Scientific Center; in 1973 the name was changed 
to the IBM Mexico Scientific Center, in keeping with 
its close ties to Mexican projects. Major project areas 
include artificial intelligence and expert systems, im
age processing and remote sensing, geographical in
formation systems, statistics and applied mathemat-

. ics, and database design. Of special interest is the 
work on geographical information systems that sup
port decision making concerning natural resources 
by allowing the mixing of different kinds of mapped 
data, such as temperature, rainfall, and coastal dune 
vegetation. A number of programs have also been 
built for the IBM Personal Computer and Personal 
System/2® (PS/2) for time series analysis, satellite data 
processing, and database consistency checking. 

Founded in 1964 as one of the first four Centers, the 
IBM Palo Alto Scientific Center (PASC) began its 
history with three major projects: laboratory auto
mation, nuclear power research, and applied physics 
in materials science and atmospheric physics. Work 
has also focused on microcode, image processing, 
and FORTRAN. Other projects came from Washington 
in 1969 and Houston in 1974 when those Centers 
clos~d. The projects that have been significant 
through the years are listed below. 

Large-scale computing: Areas of study have been 
high-energy, reactor, atmospheric, and plasma phys
ics; geophysics; and aeronautical, chemical, and 
power engineering. Commercial data processing 
problems were also addressed. Notable contributions 
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were the Fast Fourier Transform algorithms for solv
ing partial differential equations, and a number of 
innovative algorithms for vector and parallel ma
chine architectures. Research has ranged from basic 
physical processes, through model formulation, sim
ulation, numerical analysis, programming, and 
graphical display techniques to the verification of 
models by means of measured data. 

FORTRAN: Since 1976, when a project to produce 
a new optimizer was initiated, FORTRAN projects 
have provided important contributions to perform
ance, data striping, the influential vectorizing FOR

TRAN compiler for the IBM 3090 Vector Processor, 
and, most recently, a parallel FORTRAN compiler 
prototype for use with multiple IBM 3090s. 

Microprogramming: Successful work on implement
ing large system functions using writable control 
store was first shown within IBM at PASCo Further 
projects led to the high-level language machine for 
A Programming Language (APL), microcode per
formance assists for Virtual Machine Facility/370 
(VM/370) and its Conversational Monitor System 
(CMS), and APL microcode assists for specific models 
of the System/370, which became the design for the 
VSAPL product. 

IBM Personal Computer (IBM PC) prototype: An 
outgrowth of work on microprogramming was 
SCAMP (Scientific Center APL Machine Prototype), 
the prototype for the IBM 5100 portable desktop 
computer and a model for later IBM PCs. SCAMP is 
now in the collection of the Smithsonian Institution. 

Expert Systems Environment (ESE): A development 
effort that added ease-of-use and new implementa
tion techniques to products based technically on 
Stanford University's EMYCIN. 

Advanced Interactive Executive/370™ (AIX/370™): 
Efforts that built on earlier university work in dis
tributed operating systems and resulted in the intro
duction of that technology to IBM. 

Image processing: Since 1979 a series of image-based 
projects with the Hacienda (IBM 7350) and joint 
studies have resulted in applications such as the 
DIMAPS imaging system, processing of LANDSAT im
ages, an imaging system for the IBM Personal Com
puter, computer analysis of the Mona Lisa, and 
medical imaging. 

Laboratory automation: In conjunction with Stan
ford University and the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
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Center (SLAC), computers monitored high-energy 
physics experiments and provided immediate 
graphic output of the results. 

Graphics Program Generator: A development effort 
that resulted in four products and defined new ap
plication areas in geographic information systems 
for public utilities, manufacturing, and process in
dustries. 

Networks and software: Programming projects in
volved the rework of the APL Departmental Report
ing System and improvements in the note handling 
and cross-system communications of PROFS™. Early 
work in local area networking led to IBM's first Eth
ernet ™ local area network, contributed significantly 
to technology used in PCnet, and allowed widely 
dispersed people to communicate inexpensively with 
the PSlnet computer conferencing system. 

Paris, France (Established 1977) 

The IBM Paris Scientific Center was chartered in 
1977, but it built on a tradition of projects that began 
in 1960 with the IBM France Scientific Development 
Department. The main areas of exploration since 
the Center was founded have been mathematics, 
linguistics, image processing, and artificial intelli
gence, as described here. 

Mathematics: Early work focused on qualitative sta
tistics for analysis of qualitative variables. More re
cent projects are on precision in complex and lengthy 
computations, and in understanding chaos. 

Linguistics: The deaf children project resulted in the 
IBM Speech Viewer™ product in 1988. The stenotypy 
project produced TASF (Traduction Automatique de 
Stenotypes en Francais), a product for creating nat
ural text out of stenotypy, in French. The French 
thesaurus project developed lexicographic tech
niques for multiple native languages, that in tum 
became part of the IBM DW3700 advanced text proc
essing products. The latest work is on automatic 
dictation capabilities. 

Hacienda (IBM 7350): The first Center partner to 
receive the hardware prototype and the Basic User 
Software (HBUS), in 1981. The projects at Paris re
sulted in the High Level Image Processing System 
(HLIPS) and APL Image Processing Attachment Sup
port (APLIAS), which both became products. 
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Artificial intelligence: Very early work resulted in the 
pioneering expert system Bateau sans medecin (ship 
without a medic). More recent work focuses on 
theoretical breakthroughs in nonclassical logic 
through development of a qualitative logic model 
allowing order-of-magnitude reasoning, and result
ing systems for nonshallow reasoning. 

Programming in Logic (PROLOG) for VM and 
MVS: Developed in Paris for using logic program
ming on IBM machines. 

Pisa, Italy (Established 1971) 

In 1965 the Centro Studi IBM was established in Pisa 
and became the basis for the IBM Pisa Scientific 
Center in 1971. This Center has had major project 
activity in surface hydrology, computer networks, 
image processing, and econometric software. A pres
ent major concern is with language technology. Proj
ects in these and other areas are described below. 

Surface hydrology: Project work was stimulated by 
serious flooding of the Arno River in 1966 and 
resulted in a model of the river basin that simulates 
rainfall and runoff. This work was also used for study 
of the Nile River and Lake Aswan, in Egypt. 

RPCNET: An effort to develop a network for VM
based computing centers. This successful network is 
still running today. 

Econometrics: The design and implementation of a 
complete set of programs to estimate, validate, ana
lyze, and simulate both linear and nonlinear mac
roeconometric models. 

Hacienda (IBM 7350): Design and implementation 
of the Host Basic User Subroutines (HBUS), which is 
the host-resident subroutine library for the IBM 7350 
Image Processing System. 

Medical imaging: Analysis of radiographs of the 
internal innervation and blood circulation of the 
cardiac muscle, with experimental work on two- and 
three-dimensional object detection and recognition. 

Volcanic risk modeling: A project for automatic 
drawing of volcanic eruption risk maps, which were 
validated using historic eruptions of Mounts Vesu
vius, Etna, and St. Helens. 

Language technology.: Sistema C product develop
ment that performs sophisticated interactive check-
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ing and correction of Italian texts. Sistema L proto
type for printed document reading by scanner, 
helped by ad hoc lexical tools: it represents a refer
ence point in the area of the oCR-based reading tools 
for performance in terms of correctness and usabil
ity. Further work, in its early stages, aims at human
aided machine translation of English into Italian. 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Established 1986) 

The IBM Rio Scientific Center was established in 
1986 when the Center in Brasilia moved to Rio de 
Janeiro and integrated all research and educational 
activities of the Latin American Systems Research 
Institute, the Software Technology Center, and the 
IBM Brazil Sumare Plant. Priorities are now more 
business oriented, and current research areas are 
databases, data communications, artificial intelli
gence, logic programming, microelectronics, soft
ware engineering, vector processing, and advanced 
signal processing. 

Significant contributions have been made through 
development of an accurate model of the borer insect 
and sugarcane ecosystem for plague control, and 
through study by remote sensing of the environmen
tal impact of the Tucurui hydroelectric facility. Con
tributions to computer science include the PACCHIP 
system, an integrated computer-aided design (CAD) 
package for very large-scale integrated (VLSI) chip 
design, the CHRIS software tool for database concep
tual design and prototyping, an expert system for 
heuristic learning of medical diagnoses, data com
pression algorithms for digital images storage and 
transmission, and half toning algorithms for laser 
printers. 

Rome, Italy (Established 1979) 

The IBM Rome Scientific Center was chartered in 
1979 and absorbed the projects and staffs of the 
Centers at Bari and Venice. Over time the project 
focus shifted from that of the former Centers to new 
areas, as described here. 

Distributed processing: The Virtual Machine Distrib
uted Facility (VMDF) was used on XCF (eXtended 
Communication Facility) to create a single-image 
VM system that allowed file sharing between remote 
virtual machines and catalog sharing between VM 
control programs. It was operational on the network 
for the Centers in Italy until 1984. 
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Hacienda (IBM 7350): Implemented the IBM 7350 
Image Processing System and, since 1981, has used 
its special color capabilities, along with the IBM 3838 
Array Processor, in numerical modeling projects 
such as seismic wave migration, fluid dynamics, and 
meteorology. 

Natural-language processing: Among projects with 
relevance to Italy, one began in 1984 with the goal 
of understanding the Italian language and in 1987 
resulted in the most complete text understanding 
system presently available in Italy. 

Speech synthesis: A text-to-speech synthesizer proj
ect for Italian, begun in 1982, further resulted in 
speech recognition of 20000 Italian words by 1988. 

ECSEC: Projects in numerically intensive comput
ing (NIC) resulted in the establishment of the Euro
pean Center for Scientific and Engineering Compu
tation (ECSEC) as a department of the IBM Rome 
Scientific Center in 1984. Since then, the Center has 
become the European focal point in IBM for NIC. 

Tokyo, Japan (Established 1970) 

The IBM Tokyo Scientific Center was founded in 
1970. Main project areas have been natural-language 
support, image processing, graphics and displays, 
scientific and engineering computation, and educa
tion, as described below. 

Natural languages: Research conducted in machine 
translation between English and Japanese. Work has 
also been done on con'verting Kana to Kanji for a 
Japanese word processor. 

Image processing: Many joint studies with govern
ment and university groups emphasized regional and 
coastal planning. Recent studies included optical 
character recognition (printed and handwritten) and 
color image databases. 

Graphics and displays: Designed the application pro
gramming interface (API) for the IBM 5080 display 
and its follow-on with Kingston, developed render
ing methods including a new texture mapping, and 
applied them to visual simulation. 

Scientific and engineering computation and visuali
zation: Projects included chemical computer-aided 
design, computational chemistry, and engineering 
simulation, such as simulating the air flow in a clean 
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room. New graphics techniques have been applied 
to the visualization of molecules and air flow. 

Education: Having always conducted projects with 
university partners, recent efforts have involved as
sistance for the handicapped, mathematical com
puter-aided instruction, and campus networking. 

Winchester, United Kingdom (Established 1979) 

In 1979 the IBM United Kingdom Scientific Centre 
(UKSC) adopted a new charter and a new project 
focus, and moved from Peterlee to Winchester, Eng
land. It remains the only Center with a formal con
nection to an IBM laboratory-IBM United Kingdom 
Laboratories Limited, at Hursley Park, England. It 
also is unusual in its extensive use of visiting profes
sionals, forming roughly half of the staff. The new 
charter established a new set of project areas for the 
Center: image. praeessing, graphics systems, and 
speech processing. The major contributions in these 
areas are outlined "below. In 1988 the Center was a 
joint winner of the British Computer Society Award 
for applications of computing. 

Interactive Applications eXecutive (lAX): An appli
cation of high content, high-resolution image proc
essing capabilities to medical imaging of the heart 
and neurons, for example. 

Graphics: A number of projects surrounding the use 
of graphical techniques for the presentation of forms 
and the visualization of large amounts of complex 
data. Areas for study have been solid geometry, raster 
display of complex three-dimensional constructions, 
molecular modeling for the pharmaceutical industry, 
high-speed imaging using arrays of transputers, au
tomatic interpretation of images, stereoscopic com
puter vision, fluid flow, astronomy, archaeology, the
oretical physics, molecular beam epitaxy, liquid crys
tal structure, and computer-generated art. The 
WINchester SOlid Modeling system (WINSOM) and 
its solid geometry applications are discussed in three 
other papers in this issue. 

Speech processing: Projects focused on English 
speech synthesis from text and especially automatic 
phonetic construction from text. 
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Former IBM Scientific Centers 

Bari, Italy (1969-1979) 

One of the smallest Centers, the IBM Bari Scientific 
Center studied the fields of computer-aided instruc
tion and natural-language processing and later rela
tional databases and query languages. It saw the 
development of the A Query Language (AQL) inter
preter as a relational database extension to the A 
Programming Language (APL) systems. It was con
solidated into the new IBM Rome Scientific Center 
in 1979. 

Brasilia, Brazil (1980-1986) 

The IBM Brasilia Scientific Center was established in 
1980 in the new capital city of Brazil. It's focus was 
on enhancing the quality of life, the work environ
ment, and the overall community's well-being. In 
1984 the Center was honored for this work by re
ceiving the American Chamber of Commerce Award 
for Corporate Service to the Community. In 1986 
the Center merged with other activities in Brazil and 
moved to Rio de Janeiro. 

Grenoble, France (1967-1973) 

The first Center outside the United States was the 
IBM Grenoble Scientific Center. Its efforts were on 
operating systems and compilers. It played a signifi
cant role in the development of CP-67/CMS, in close 
cooperation with the IBM Cambridge Scientific Cen
ter. There was also a project on incremental compi
lation, the results of which are in use in the FORTRAN 
Interactive Debug and PL/I Incremental Compiler 
products. The Center closed in 1973 and much of 
its work was reassigned to what later became the IBM 
Paris Scientific Center. 

Houston, Texas (1966-1974) 

Much of the work at the IBM Houston Scientific 
Center focused on the use of array processors, such 
as the IBM 2938 and 3838. These studies included 
numerical precision, seismic applications, and de
velopment of array algorithms. Specific efforts in---..... . 
cluded the array processmg language VECTRAN, op-
tical and holographic image processing and display, 
medical data processing for the heart and X-rays, 
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chemical engineering real-time process control, and 
electrical power systems analysis. This Center was 
merged into the IBM Palo Alto Scientific Center in 
1974. 

New York City, New York (1964-1972) 

Founded in 1964, the IBM New York Scientific Cen
ter was one of the first four Centers chartered. It 
grew out of the prototypical Mathematics and Ap
plication Department, originally formed in 1955 in 
New York City. There were two basic areas of con
centration: management science, which included 
studies of simulation, network analysis, and com
putational programming; and engineering design, 
which devised nonstandard data acquisition attach
ment capabilities for the System/360, graphics facil
ities for use in textile design, and graphical methods 
for urban planning. This Center became part of the 
foundation for the IBM Philadelphia Scientific Center 
in 1972. 

Peterlee, United Kingdom (1969-1979) 

This Center was established in 1969 as the IBM 
United Kingdom Scientific Centre. The major proj
ect areas were relational databases and local and 
regional planning. The relational database work cul
minated in the early and successful "Peterlee Model" 
that did much to popularize the concept. The plan
ning work involved a number of projects with gov
ernments on using computers for planning. In 1979 
the Center altered its focus considerably and moved 
to Winchester. 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1972-1974) 

In 1972 the IBM New York Scientific Center and the 
IBM Research Division group on A Programming 
Language (APL) joined forces and started the IBM 
Philadelphia Scientific Center. APL became the major 
project area for the Center, along with the project 
areas from New York: simulation, network analysis, 
and computational programming. The work on APL 
resulted in the APLNET network, an APL business 
planning system, a long-standing APL computer cen
ter and time-sharing service for other IBM groups, 
extensions to APL itself, and the groundwork in 
generalized array theory that became the basis for A 
Programming Language 2 (APL2). Other projects in
cluded airline crew and telephone operator schedul-
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ing, cash and asset management, earth resources 
evaluation, and life insurance budget planning. Most 
of the Center's work was relocated to the Palo Alto 
APL development group in 1974, and this Center was 
closed. 

Venice, Italy (1969-1979) 

The IBM Venice Scientific Center was located in a 
thirteenth-century palace-the only Center so hon
ored. A storm surge in 1966, and subsequent efforts 
to save Venice from the sea, resulted in the creation 
of this Center. As a result, much of its work centered 
on hydrology and air pollution. The numerical mod
eling of combined tidal and meteorological effects in 
the Venice lagoon, and of the sinking phenomenon 
in the Venice area due to the pumping of ground
water, remain the major contributions of this Center 
to basic knowledge in these fields. In 1979 the Center 
became part of the new IBM Rome Scientific Center. 

Wheaton, Maryland (1967-1969) 

A Center was established in 1967 in Wheaton, Mary
land, to be known as the IBM Washington Scientific 
Center. Significant areas for this Center were envi
ronmental sciences, text processing, cartography, 
and microcode. The environmental sciences area 
involved work on mathematical techniques for de
scriptions and mapping of nature, such as weather 
prediction and water resources-reservoirs, pollu
tion, and waste treatment automation. The Center's 
work moved to Palo Alto in 1969. 

Advanced Interactive Executive, AIX, Processor Re
source/Systems Manager, PRISM, Application System/400, 
AS/400, Advanced Interactive Executive/370, AIX/370, PROFS, 
and Speech Viewer are trademarks, and Personal System/2 and 
PS/2 are registered trademarks, ofInternational Business Machines 
Corporation. 

Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox, Inc. 

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. 
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"Image processing applications for geologic mapping," IBM 
Journal of Research and Development 29, No.2, 177-187 
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F. Chatelin, "A probabilistic round off error propagation 
model," Reliable Numerical Computing, Oxford University 
Press, New York (1988). 

P. Dague, P. Deves, and O. Raiman, "Trouble shooting: when 
modelling is the trouble," Proceedings of the National Confer
ence on Artificial Intelligence AAAI-87, American Association 
for Artificial Intelligence (1987). 

D. Ho, "A soil thermal model for remote sensing," IEEE 
Transactions in Geoscience and Remote Sensing 25, No. 2 
(1987). 
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matique, Dunod, Paris (1981). 

O. Raiman, "Order of magnitude," Proceedings of the National 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence AAAI-86, American As
sociation for Artificial Intelligence (1986). 

Pisa, Italy 

C. Bianchi, G. Calzolari, and P. Corsi, "A program for sto
chastic simulation of econometric models," Econometrica, No. 
46, 235-236 (1978). 

A. Fahmy, L. Panattoni, and E. Todini, "A mathematical 
model of the River Nile," Engineering Applications of Com
putational Hydraulics, 111-130 (1982). 

P. Franchi, C. Paoli, J. Gonzales, P. Mantey, A. Parolo, and 
J. Simmons, "Design issues and architecture of HACIENDA, 
an experimental image processing system," IBM Journal of 
Research and Development 27, No.2, 116-126 (1983). 

C. Paoli, R. Porinelli, A. L'Abbate, and M. G. Trivella, "A 
computerized autoradiographic technique for simultaneous 
millimetric mapping of myocardial blood flow and metabo
lism," IBM Journal of Research and Development 30, No.6, 
627 -634 (1986). 

C. Paoli, R. Pori nelli, C. Lettera, and L. Masera, "Use of a 
dictionary in conjunction with handwritten texts recognizer," 
IEEE Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on 
Pattern Recognition, International Association for Pattern 
Recognition (IAPR), Paris, 699-701 (1986). 
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Programming and the Prolog Language (1987). 
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database management system," Proceedings of the Interna
tional Conference on Management of Data, ACM SIGMOD, 
Orlando, FL (June 1982). 

F. Antonacci, M. T. Pazienza, M. Russo, and P. Velardi, "A 
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Conceptual Graphs for Knowledge Systems, J. Sowa and N. 
Foo, Editors, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, MA 
(1989). 
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algorithms," IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote 
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language," IEEE 1987 International Conference on Acoustic, 
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resolution requirements," Proceedings of the International 
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Berlin (1987), pp. 215-219. 
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"Interactive three-dimensional display of reconstructed neu
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IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications 8, No.3, 38-47 
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F. Antonacci, P. Dell'Orco, and V. N. Spadavecchia, "AQL: 
an APL-based system for accessing and manipulating data in 
a relational data base system," Proceedings of the APL 76 
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M. A. Casanova and A. V. Moura, An Introduction to Distrib
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Computer Engineering Department, 225 Applied Sciences Build
ing, Santa Cruz, California 95064. Dr. Kolsky is a retired IBM 
Fellow, Palo Alto Scientific Center. He is a physicist who became 
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his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in physics from Harvard University. 
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System/370, its virtual storage operating systems, and its associated 
hardware and system software products. In 1972 Mr. MacKinnon 
was responsible for the installation of the second System/370 
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Since 1976 he has taught the Advanced Computing Systems course 
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virtual machine operating systems. Outside IBM, Mr. MacKinnon 
is a member of the foundation and the board of managers of the 
Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary, a Harvard University teaching 
hospital founded in 1824. He is also on the visiting committee of 
the radiation medicine department of the Massachusetts General 
Hospital and an elected member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
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Cambridge Scientific Center 

November 1987 Highlights 

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

Application Technology: (CSC) 

Artificial Intelligence: (CSC) 

Communications and Networking: The TSAF/APPN project activities were presented to a VM/SP 
Release 7 planning meeting in Endicott. The result is a recommendation that APPN for VM be 
put into the product plan for 12/88. APPN/VM would come from SPD Toronto. A second release 
of APPN/VM for 9/89 would include Collection Support based on the Cambridge TSAF/APPN 
project. This month APPN was declared to be part the SAA architecture strategy. (CSC) 

Operating Systems: The Distributed VM Systems Lab has delivered the following programming 
items to Endicott for inclusion in VM/SP 5.1: (1) code which runs in Remote VM systems to 
monitor the status of CP-owned ftle space and automatically initiate corrective action if predeter
mined thresholds are exceeded; (2) routines to automatically free VM spool fIle allocations based 
on a predetermined set of criteria; (3) a monitor for service machines which reinitiates service if 
problems occur; (4) a facility whereby a Central site can remotely power off 9370s in its network; 
and (5) programmable operator action routines. (CSC) 

Programming Technology: Andy Pierce has made available a suite of demonstration code which 
shows off X-Windows support for the Megapel adapter and display hardware. These demos have 
been installed on an IBM conferencing disk to enable marketing reps to demonstrate hardware 
function to potential customers. 

The Real-time Explanation and SuggestiON (REASON) system was presented to 150 attendees 
of the Expert Systems ITL in San Jose, Ca. Both Donna Lamberti's paper and demonstration re
ceived strong support. 

The fIrst draft of the REASON architecture document has been delivered to ESD for evaluation, 
and the project is now moving toward implementation of a prototype suitable for daily use. 

The JAWS Windowing System has been successfully ported to OS/2 from PC-DOS.· This version 
of JAWS is currently slated for inclusion in a CPD network configuration product. (CSC) 

STATUS UPDATE 

Application Technology: (CSC) 

Artificial Intelligence: (CSC) 

Communications and Networking: Coding and testing of the Bus Controller Microcode for Version 
2 of the Cambridge Control Unit were ftnished. The Bus Controller routes all data traffic between 
channels and PCs connected to the CCU. 
Data transfer between two PC's attached to the V2 CCU was demonstrated using the 3088 
(channel-to-channel adapter) interface and achieving a 3.0 MB/sec data transfer rate. (CSC) 

IPD Architecture reviewed the status of print server activities from many divisions in IBM at a 
meeting in Boulder. The review included print servers under development for OS/2 Presentation 
Manager, the OS/2 Extended Edition LAN Manager, Advanced Function Printing, Enhanced 
Connectivity Facility and work from Almaden Research and Cambridge. Currently, many of these 
print servers cannot exchange print requests. The objective of the IPD Architecture organization 
is to defme a means of exchanging print fIles and print requests. (CSC) 
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Cambridge Scientific Center 

November 1987 Highlights 

VNET/BITNET Gateway negotiations have been completed with lIN to transfer the Gateway to 
that organization. BITNET is a VNET-like network of 300 US Universities. The network is used 
solely for the exchange of research and educational information. The VNET/BITNET Gateway 
allows authorized IBMers to communicate and exchange information with academic research 
partners. (CSC) 

Operating Systems: Cambridge has continued work on porting UNIX applications and utilities 
frotn 4.3bsd to the Quicksilver distributed operating system under development at Almaden Re
search. 

Cambridge has completed installation of the latest version of IX/370 on a 9370 processor with an 
ASCII subsystem. This system replaces the IX/370 system on the 4361. (CSC) 

Programming Technology: The port of the Megapel based GML foils package to X-Windows is 
proceeding. This work will also be released on the R TTOO LS disk when complete. The foils 
package takes advantage of the Megapel anti-alias text support designed and built by Cambridge. 

Andy Pierce has worked closely with the Cornell supercomputer project to show the benefits of 
using the R T to operate cooperatively with the tnainframe. 

A videotaped presentation of the CCE project was completed by Cambridge staff. 

A compiled version of the REASO N expert system has achieved a ten-fold improvement in per
formance in recent tests. (CSC) 

NEW OPPORTUNITIES/INVESTMENTS 

RACF /VM was installed and made operational on the 3081. 

An Information Asset Security class was held or Cambridge location users. (CSC) 

Discussions have been initiated with the University of Maine concerning potential joint work as a 
part of the Distributed VM Systems Lab. Maine would evaluate and investigate the appropriateness 
of VM/IS software in physically dispersed heterogeneous systems and communications environ
ments. (CSC) 

BUSilVESS C01VCER1VS 

IBM Cary is moving closer to a withdrawal of the Virtual Machine Performance Planning Facility 
(VMPPF) program offering. It is uninterested in releasing completed new features of VMPPF 
which predict the effect of moving from VM -to-VM/XA configurations and recently-announced 
hardware. Cary is unable to deal with business cases and poor marketing visibility. \Ve are esca
lating a review of ASD and Cary's handling of this type of software. (CSC) 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

(CSC) 

R. A. MacKinnon, Manager 
Cambridge Scientific Center 
November 30, 1987 
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PALO ALTO ACTIVITY REPORT - NOVEMBER 

IBM Confidential 

K eyAccomplishm.ents 

Artificial Intelligence 

A prototype expert system for Maintenance Marketing has been developed and demonstrated 
to Messrs. Boler and Timpson of ISG and McDowell of NSD. The prototype was well-received; 
additional resources have been offered to turn the prototype into a system to be used by field 
marketing groups. Plans are being put into place to do so. 

PASC organized and hosted the 1987 EXpert System ITl conference held at the Almaden Re
search Center, November 16-20. There were more than 300 IBers from 19 different countries 
attending this conference. PASC contributed eight papers and four demos to the conference. 

Operating Systems The new prototype of MVS/NSP (No Systems Programmer) was demon
strated in Boeblingen, kGermany to the MVS/Entry development group. A working relation
ship has been established between our groups and we are working towards transferring NSP 
code to them at the end of 1988 for inclusion in a future MVS product. 

Programming 

The effective I/O transfer rate is a limiting factor on the performance of many large scale 
computing problems. Currently, under CMS, we are effective- Iy limited to a tranfer rate of 
about 1.5 MB/sec., although, of course, channel speeds are much higher. Our prototype sys
tem for "data striping," i.e., the distribution of data sets across multiple channels, was recently 
run at the Washington Systems Center utilizing 15 channels. An effective tranfer rate of just 
under 21 MB/sec. was obtained. We are working with GPO towards inclusion in a product. 

Status Update 

Artificial Intelligence 

KNACK, the knowledge acquisition project at PASC, has reached a major mile- stone: a 
knowledge base acquired with the KNACK prototype can be converted for ESE consultation 
on the 370. Specifically, the KNACK prototype can be used to acquire classification-type 
knowledge using various interactive and batch commands to form concepts and relations, and 
perform "is-a: consistency on the knowledge base. 

:h40perating Systems As part of the continuing effort to support the Intel study, the PASC team 
shipped IXX 1.4 as scheduled. In additon to fixes, this release features the support of 200 open 
files as compared to the support of 20 open files before. This release has been running at 
Intel for a two weeks without outage. Our next shipment will be designated AIX 0.0 and is 
scheduled for January. This should be based on product code involved in AIX/370. 

Programming Technology 

An interim plan to provide initial VS/FORTRAN capability under AIX/370 has been formulated. 
We expect it to be a joint PASC-GPD plan. Much of the work to modify the H-Assembler to 
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provide a cross development environment to support assembly under CMS has been com
pleted. 

Application Technology 

Significant progress has been made on completing the Workstation Visualiza- tion Environ
ment prototype. The source code of the communication package has been obtained, and it is 
being integrated into the Microsoft Windows environment on the PS/2. 

Excellent progress continues to be made on the development of an Image Science and Appli
cation Workstation. The first version will be on a 5080 under VM/CMS, while later versions 
are targeted towards independent workstations. 

Other 

Vector Support Program - A number of PASC people assisted with the conver- sion and set 
up of four of the codes in the Indiana University benchmark set. Consultation was provided 
on two codes of the nine code set. This 
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LOS ANGELES ACTIVITY REPORT - NOVEMBER 

IBM Confidential 

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

* Applications Technology 

The Harmony Intelligent Tutoring System (HITS) was presented 
at the Association for the Development of Computer-based 
Instructional Systems (ADCIS). 

The S*P* A *R*K and STRATEGIST expert systems for the 
identification of strategic opportunities for Information 
Technology were transferred to Sterling Forest for use as 
Expert Systems Environment demos. 

"Convexity Algorithms in Parallel Coordinates", by A. 
Inselberg, M. Reif, and T. Chomut, has been published in the 
the prestigious Journal of the ACM; the paper is a companion 
to earlier papers on the mathematical basis of 
Multi-Dimensional Graphics (MDG). 

* Artificial Intelligence 

With help from Austin, we have benchmarked the robotics edge 
point image processing code on the RT APC; the code ran in 
4.5 seconds vs. 6.0 seconds on the Sun 3/260. 

* Operating Systems 

None. 

* Programming Technoiogy 

None. 

* Other 

None. 

STATUS UPDATE 

* Application Technology 

We have studied the Apple Hypercard in the context of 
educational workstations. Many of the Hypercard's functions 
will have to be provided in IBM's offerings, although we 
will also need to integrate existing PS/2-based tools in 
ways which are free of the Hypercard's limitations. For 
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example, it appears that the object-oriented programming 
language ACTOR would provide a good interactive development 
environment with excellent "hooks" to the services and 
applications running on the PS/2. 

A draft Scientific Center Report on the Multi-Dimensional 
Graphics (MDG) based air traffic control algorithm has been 
completed.' The draft demonstrates the clear superiority of 
the new algorithm. 

* Artificial Intelligence 

None. 

* Operating Systems 

CFE/QICS Version 2.0 testing has continued with only minor 
bugs remaining; we have gained approval to get VTAM source 
code so that we can work on the VTAM performance bottleneck, 
the solution to which is expected to improve performance to 
750 transactions/second on a 3081 KX. 

The Communications Front End, taken as a separate package, 
is being considered as a possible 1988 CPO product offering, 
as recommended by the DSD High Volume Transaction Processing 
task force; it is also consistent with the GPO strategy for 
transaction management. 

* Programming Technology 

None. 

NEW OPPORTUNITIES/INVESTMENTS 

Research Division is evaluating Multi-Dimensional Graphics 
(MDG) for the development of a new statistical package, to 
be done jointly with a customer. 

Use of the CFE/QICS technology is gaining support with FSD 
Gaithersburg for a bid with Bell Atlantic; key factors are a 
high transaction rate, which CFE/QICS can meet, and low 
cost/transaction, which has yet to be determined. 

BUSINESS CONCERNS 

IBM's expert system strategy views the PS/2 as primarily an 
intelligent front end to a host. The features of ESE 2 
would go far toward meeting the needs of Intelligent 
Computer Aided Instruction (ICAI) software developers if 
available in a stand-alone PS/2 version. 
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Los Angeles - November Activity Report 

FSD is bidding on a large contract with DOD, a part of which 
is an English/Korean machine translation system. FSD 
expects to vendor the MT system rather than try to assemble 
a team from within IBM. Assuming the predictions on the 
value of MT (a multi-billion market into the 21st Century) 
are correct, a concentrated effort by knowledgeable IBMers 
might propel IBM intoCi profitable leadership position in 
MT. .. 

There is little visible marketing of the IBM Music Feature, 
one of the few state-of-the-art IBM offerings in the 
"hypermedia" arena. This leads to more general concerns on 
IBM's ability to market to the non-traditional end-users to 
whom hypermedia is a major attraction. 
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Dr. Louis Robinson, Ph.D. 

1926-1985 

What follows in these pages is dedicated to Dr. Louis Robinson. He enjoyed a most diverse and col
orful career in IBM which upon two separate occasions found him directly responsible for Scientific 
Computing and the Scientific Centers in the United States. As a result his contact with the Scientific 
Centers was the longest of any IBM executive. 

Lou Robinson brought his most effective and inspirational talents to the Scientific Centers. Early in 
his career he worked with Drs. Charles DeCarlo and Herman Goldstine in the formation and 
embryonic phases of the Scientific Centers. In 1955 he founded and managed the Mathematics and 
Applications Department in New York City. This group became the New York Scientific Center in 1964. 
In 1975 he returned for the second time as Director of Scientific Computing and had direct responsi
bility for the US Centers. 

It was in this final tour he helped strengthen the centers and their contributions to scientific and en
gineering computing within IBM while fostering a renaissance in out-reach through university joint 
studies. His liaison with the IBM Chief Scientist and the Corporate Office was effective, protective, 
courageous, and visible. It enabled the Scientific Centers to survive over the years and contribute in 
their historic role as an IBM corporate resource. 

Lou was a graduate of the University of Massachusetts (M.S., summa cum laude) and received M.A. 
and Ph.D. degrees in mathematics from Syracuse University, where he taught before joining IBM in 
the Data Processing Division in 1953. 

His tenure in IBM saw him intimately involved with scientific marketing, measurement and evaluation 
of computer performance, and early advanced computer applications such as Braille translation and 
its pr:nt:ng. He m::!:1aged 18M's effort for thp. NASA tracking of the VanQuard satellite. He was Director 
of Standards in the Data Processing group from which position he served on the body which adopted 
the Universal Product Code (UPC). In his last assignment (1982-85) he was Corporate Director of 
University Relations. 

Lou Robinson became well-known for his diverse efforts to explain computers and computing. This 
ranged from his Encyclopedia Americana chapters "Computers" and "Data Processing" to his con
sulting with TIME Magazine on its cover story "The Computer Society." He appeared frequently on 
national television programs and internally in IBM video tapes. He advised the Charles Eames Office 
on their exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and consulted with EPCOT Center on computer 
capabilities. 

Professionally, Lou was a national Phi Kappa Phi Fellow. He served as a national lecturer of the As
sociation for Computing Machinery, and held memberships in the Institute of Management Sciences, 
American Mathematical Society, New York Academy of Science, Mathematical Association of Amer
ica, and the honor society, Sigma Xi. He also held honorary doctorates from Michigan Technological 
University and Maryville College. 
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The Scientific Center community took great pride in Lou's accomplishments and, in view of his long 
bout with cancer, marvelled at his energy and on-going good cheer. He never seemed to have a dark 
moment. He enjoyed both a uniquely long perspective on the past and gifted vision of the future of 
computing. He combined them with buoyancy and cheer, and when willing to reminisce, displayed 
impish irreverence both toward himself and those who took themselves too seriously. His ability to 
drop everything and help anyone -- employee, colleague, or just a fellow human -- made him a legend 
to those touched by his grace and thoughtfulness. 

At Lou's funeral the rabbi characterized him as a man who left many projects underway and undone 
at his untimely death in 1985. At the same time he was memorialized as a man with so many enthu
siasms and responsibilities that this would have true at any point in his life. 
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Scientific Centers in IBM: a History 

Harwood G. Kolsky 

Richard A. MacKinnon 

Foreword - About This Paper 

In 1989 the IBM Scientific Centers celebrated their twenty- fifth anniversary. They were formed in 1964 
to fill a real need within IBM to match the rapid changes in technology at the time with correspond
ingly rapid responses. The concept has been so successful over the years that there are now 17 
Centers world wide operating as autonomous organizations, providing IBM with the ability to respond 
rapidly to the evolution of computer technology for IBM and for its scientific customers. 

From the beginning the primary mode of operation has been establishing long range contacts with 
leading scientific customers, understanding their problems, defining solutions, developing prototypes, 
and insuring IBM's responsiveness to their needs. 

During this quarter century the Centers have provided technical leadership in almost every branch 
of computer science. Many individual accomplishments within the Centers have made a large impact 
on impact on IBM, not only in terms of the product line, but also in terms of upgraded scientific and 
technical quality for other projects within IBM, basic research, market support, and a generally en
hanced relationship with scientific customers. Thus, technology transfer remains the Centers' key 
contribution for IBM. 

The report contains: an introduction to the mission, scope, and history of the Centers; a brief de
scription of each Center's history, and accomplishments; a selected bibliography for each Center; and 
a historical appendix on management issues. Portions of this report were used as the basis for the 
1989 issue of the "IBM Systems Journa/" (Vol. 28, No.4, 1989) article entitled: "History and Contrib
utions of the IBM Scientific Centers" by the authors. [Ca10] 1 

Unlike the earlier article, this report provides an Historical Appendix to give greater insight into the 
management challenges of the Un!ted States Centers as well as I)pci::lting the m::lteri::ll to reflect the 

unfortunate closing of Los Angeles (in January 1990) and Cambridge/Palo Alto (in July 1992). With the 
exception of discussion of the closing in the Afterword, descriptions of each Scientific Center and its 
work remain as originally written in 1989 for the 25th anniversary. 

1 We gratefully acknowledge the permission of "IBM Systems Journal" Editor, Mr. Gene Hoffnagle, for per
mission to use portions of the referenced IBMSYSJ article. 
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Scientific Centers in IBM: a History 

The IBM Scientific Centers were chartered, and the first four established, in 1964 to provide IBM with 
the ability to respond rapidly to the scientific marketplace and to changes in technology. 

The idea of having a small, entrepreneurial organization within a much larger company, has appeared 
again and again in American industry. "Skunk works," "ad tech groups," and "back room projects" 
are a part of American corporate folklore. The IBM Scientific Centers were created to fill just such a 
role for IBM. The emphasis was and is on having an autonomous organization of highly skilled pro
fessionals who can develop scientific solutions and applications at the leading edge of technological 
change. 

Consider the impact of these Center contributions: 

• VM and CMS (now known as VM/SP), VNET and BITNET, the Vector and Parallel FORTRAN com
pilers for the IBM 3090, the IBM 7350 Image Processing System (formerly Hacienda), the APL 
Language and Products based on it, the first IBM PC Prototype (IBM 5100), the ESE Expert Systems, 
the AIX/370 Distributed Operating System, and the Deaf Children project. 

• The Centers have worked in almost every branch of computer science -- computer architecture, 
numerical analysis, algorithms and data structures, operating systems, relational data bases, 
languages, compilers, microcode, networking, artificial intelligence and knowledge-based systems. 

• The Centers have worked on an incredible list of computer applications from basic physics, chem
istry and mathematics to agriculture, oceanography, surface hydrology, to management science, 
econometrics, operations research, and commercial packages. They have had joint studies with 
dozens of universities. 

• The Centers have been heavily involved in human issues, such as the medical applications of 
computers, speech analysis and synthesis, computer vision, and in natural language projects in 
Spanish, Catalan, Arabic, Italian, French, German, Chinese and Japanese. 

• The Centers have on a worid-wide basis been invoived in probiems of nationai importance to doz
ens of countries, such as regional planning, food and oil production, pollution studies, mapping the 
Nile, and "saving Venice." 

Origins: 

When the first IBM Scientific Centers were founded twenty-five years ago in the United States, they 
were built on already firmly established traditions. The IBM Research Division was well-established, 
as were several large product development laboratories. The Applied Science Department in New 
York City under Dr. Cuthbert Hurd had been very successful in working with scientific customers 
during IBM's early expansion into electronic computing in the mid-1950s. 

Key models for the Centers were the joint IBM and University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) 
Western Data Processing Center (WDPC) located on the UCLA campus, and a similar Center near the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), both of which had been established in 1957. Much of the 
philosophy and mode of operation for the new Centers came directly from these two prototypes, as 
did many of the original staff. 
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The founder of both the earlier centers and the IBM Scientific Centers was Dr. C. R. "Charlie" DeCarlo, 
who was on the staff of IBM senior executive Arthur K. Watson. Dr. DeCarlo, a charismatic leader, 
had headed the original Applied Science organization. 

In 1960 the specialized Applied Science group was replaced by the more general Systems Engineering 
organization. However, the need for the Applied Science function still existed in the field. Many 
people probably viewed the new Centers being proposed in 1964 as just another DeCarlo 
reincarnation of Applied Science. However Arthur K. Watson foresaw a continuing need for an IBM 
commitment to applied science and gave his full support to the endeavor. The result, after 25 years, 
is the present international network of Centers. 

The Planning Conference: 

A planning conference for the Systems Research and Development Centers (as the Scientific Centers 
were first called) was held in Los Angeles February 10-14, 1964. The report of the conference indi
cates, by its great detail, that much staff preparation had been done beforehand in 1963. There were 
three sections: (1) the current state of the scientific market, (2) a proposed general plan for supporting 
the scientific market through the centers, and (3) suggested operating policies for each of the centers. 

The stated General Strategy for the Centers was "to provide within IBM the ability to match rapid 
change with correspondingly rapid response. The primary mode in which this function will be per
formed is by establishing long range contacts with leading scientific customers, understanding their 
problems, defining solutions, and insuring that capable IBM agencies respond to the need." 

In the Operations section the report said: "The major portion of SR&D activity will consist of oper
ations in and about approximately seven SR&D Centers located in areas of concentrated scientific en
deavor. Each center will be staffed with a number of professionals in disciplines commensurate with 
the objectives of the center." 

"SR&D should work toward long standing professional relations which can continue through fluctu
ations in the local sales atmosphere. It is clear, then, that established professional standing should 
not be compromised for short term reasons." 

The key statements in the document emphasized the systems orientation of the Centers and their role 
in exploring non-strategic prototypes: "SR&D's contribution in the area of application development 
will be the development of prototype systems as opposed to officially supported application programs. 
Once the level of refinement is determined by SR&D through mutual evaluation with the scientific 
customer, such documentation and systems refinements as necessary will be provided through normal 
channels." 

This last paragraph became the basis of many important university interactions, future prototypes and 
joint studies with scientific customers. 

The Mission in Practice: 

An original objective of the Centers was to have each one involved in the professional and academic 
environment of a nearby university -- working with professors, involving students in projects, and 
contributing to the scientific milieu of the university. In practice each Center has also operated on a 
national and international basis, participating in projects with governments and remote partners. It 
was also an objective that the Centers influence IBM's technology direction and product offerings. 
Both objectives have been consistently achieved over the history of the Centers. 

o 

o 

o 

Their university setting permits Centers to hire stUdents as employees to work on projects. Students 0 
work on the normal technical work, and there are numerous instances of students making significant 
contributions to a project. 
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In a typical U.S. Center 70 percent of the staff have advanced degrees. Many of the professional staff 
have Ph.D.'s, although not necessarily in computer science. (In fact the first Ph.D. in computer sci
ence appeared about the time the Centers were founded, so we and the field have grown together. 
See also "ODE to a BLACK BOX" at the end of this section). 

During this first quarter century, there have been over 600 individuals at twenty-six IBM Scientific 
Centers worldwide who have been members of the scientific and support staffs. At the same time a 
greater number of students, temporary assignees, visiting scientists, and joint study partners have 
also participated. It is clearly impossible for us to properly recognize the work of all these dedicated 
individuals in this report. The following section gives a brief statement as of 1989 of the major ac
complishments and areas of research and development addressed by the dedicated and diverse 
groups at each Center. References are made to a bibliography of selected work from each of the 
Centers. 

The authors acknowledge their considerable debt to all who contributed to these descriptions and 
particularly to the Center managers who so willingly contributed materials at our request. 
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ODE TO A BLACK BOX 2 

When you and I were boys, men, and all the world was young, 
The power of the keypunch was on everybody's tongue. 
The 405's would clank and bang. The 513's would purr. 
And the gallant little punch card would do all we asked of her. 

And Ah! but life was simple. And Oh! but life was gay, 
When the glamor of the crossfoot was enough to save the day. 
So curses on the twisted brain which first conceived the hunch 
That what the world was lacking was a calculating punch. 

Make it bigger. Make it faster. Make it smarter. Paint it black. 
Give me yet another gadget. Get this monkey off my back. 

The relay, it was mighty fast. The tube was faster still. 
And a deftly wired plugboard almost always filled the bill. 
But wiring was tedious and thinking was a chore, 
And the one thing that could help us was a program we could store. 

Make it bigger. Make it faster. Make it smarter. Paint it gray. 
With another little gadget, I'll be sure to save the day. 

But before one stores a program, one has to code it, lad. 
And coding was a burden that would drive a sane man mad. 
It was clear the one thing needed to make us all ecstatic 
Was a simple little program to make coding automatic. 

Make it smaller. Make it faster. Make it smarter. Paint it red. 
With the right assembly language, I'll be sure to knock them dead. 

But assembling's not the final word. Compiling's not much better. 
And an "operating system" is a canker and a fetter. 
The things we need to save us, (and here's a thought sublime), 
Are the concepts and the kludges which will let us share tIle time. 

Make !t smaller. Make!t slower. Make!t smarter. Paint!t blue. 
And this one last little gadget will be all I'll ask of you. 

Now you and I are men, boys, and all the world is old. 
And the gadgets that surround us are both talented and bold. 
It is time to think of systems. It is time to plan ahead 
Else the world will say about us that we should'a stood in bed. 

Make it smaller. Make it slower. Make it dumber. Paint it black. 
'Cause this weird array of gadgets are like monkeys on my back. 

by Michael S. Montalbano, IBM SR&D Poet Laureate. Written in honor of the birth of the Palo Alto Center, 1964. [Mike 
Montalbano was an original member of the Palo Alto Center and served many years as its expert in management science 
and in the applications of APL system. Although he worked in several other groups after leaving Palo Alto, he was always 
invited back whenever there was an important event to be immortalized by one of his masterful poems. The last occasion 
was August 1986 at the retirement from IBM of his old manager, Harwood Kolsky.] 
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ODE TO A BLACK BOX (Concluded) 

Let us develop SYSTEMS, bend the gadgets to our will. 
I( we do RESEARCH in systems, then a gadget's like a pill. 
I( you take it when you shouldn't, it will make you mighty sick. 
It it's what the doctor ordered, it is sure to heal you quick 

Make it bigger. Make it faster. Make it smarter. Paint it ochre. 
For a gadget IN A SYSTEM is like four aces and a joker. 
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THE UNITED STATES SCIENTIFIC CENTERS 

Establishment 

Four Centers were established in the United States in January 1964, with two more planned. The Los 
Angeles (California), New York City (New York), and Cambridge (Massachusetts) Centers under the 
leadership of Dr. Homer H. Givin, Dr. Theodore I. Peterson and Mr. Norman L. Rasmussen, respec
tively, were drawn from existing or associated groups. An entirely new center, headed by Mr. John 
W. Luke, was established at the Los Gatos Laboratory in California and moved to Palo Alto, adjacent 
to Stanford University, in 1965. The other new centers mentioned were be in Chicago and Washington, 
DC. There was also a headquarters manager and staff at White Plains, headed at first by Dr. Charles 
R. DeCarlo. 

The Centers were transferred from Corporate headquarters to the Data Processing Division on March 
25, 1965. Dr. DeCarlo argued that they should be in a line organization to take the leadership role he 
envisioned for them. Mr. Frank Cary, then president of the Data Processing Division, agreed and took 
the centers along with Dr. Herman H. Goldstine from the Research Division to lead the new organ
ization. The Corporate Mission of the centers in dealing with scientific customers was emphasized 
in the transition. 

Evolution of the US Centers: 

Detailed snapshots of the Centers' activities in the early years are preserved in their many planning 
documents. Most of the project areas discussed are still key opportunities for IBM today. 

The Centers prospered during their first few years. The number and size of projects increased rap
idly, as did the number of staff members. There were plans to open several more centers. However, 
the "1970 Recession," which really started in 1968 and lasted until 1973, had a drastic effect. For ex
ample, the Chicago center was Hstillborn," although it appeared on many charts and planning docu
ments between 1966 and 1969, complete with project areas and a building location. 

Another event which had an important effect on the Centers was the "Unbundling" decision in 1969. 
Unbundling marked a major change in which IBM began to market software and services separately 
from hardware. Software products then slowly began to take on their true worth in the industry. 

Centers in Washington and Houston were opened but then later closed as "economy measures." By 
1973 the Centers had been cut by one-third from their peak in personnel. Of course the Centers were 
not the only organizations in IBM who had to justify their existence during those hard times. 

After Dr. Goldstine the US Scientific Centers had many leaders, including Dr. John C. Porter, Dr. Bruce 
Gilchrist, Dr. Joseph F. Mount, Norman L. Rasmussen, and Peter Robohm. But it is Dr. Louis 
Robinson who must be given much of the credit for guiding the Centers during the critical years from 
1975 to 1982. Throughout this period, although battling cancer, he articulately and steadfastly pro
moted the importance of science and the Centers for IBM and its customers. 

Richard A. MacKinnon was acting director for several months in 1982. Richard V. Bergstresser took 
over as leader in December 1982 and maintained the integrity of the US Centers through a series of 
organizational changes until Los Angeles closed in January 1990. (See Afterword: a Final Summing 
Up for further discussion of the fate of the United States Centers 1990-1992.) Dick Bergstresser took 
another IBM assignment in September 1990, and was the last official Director of U.S. Scientific Cen
ters. 
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Cambridge, Massachusetts (Established 1964) 

The IBM Cambridge .Scientific Center (CSC) was founded in 1964 as one of the first Scientific Centers. 
It evolved from a joint project with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which had 
produced the Compatible Timesharing System (CTSS) for the IBM 7094. Mr. Norman L. Rasmussen 
was the first manager. Dr. William P. Timlake was the second, and Mr. Richard A. MacKinnon is the 
current manager of Cambridge. 

While the joint project office was established on MIT premises, the Scientific Center was inaugurated 
at 545 Technology Square in the same building which also became the home of MIT's Project MAC, 
later the Laboratory for Computer Science. From its start and continuing through today, CSC has fo
cused machine architecture, interactive computing, programming languages, and systems perform
ance. The early CTSS work clearly influenced the Center's interactive and virtual machine work and 
clearly gave the Scientific Centers both their first major and most illustrious contribution to IBM and 
to computer science. 

The Virtual Machine/370 (VM/370 System): Much has been written about this unique and widely used 
system [ca01". Virtual machines first became available in 1 968 through IBM's Type'" program library 
under the name "Control Program Model 67 Cambridge Monitor System" (CP-67/ CMS). Norm 
Rasmussen led this effort and four of his staff -- Robert J. Creasy, Robert J. Adair, John B. Harmon, 
and Les W. Comeau -- have received principal recognition from IBM as innovators of the virtual ma
chine concept. 

CP-67/CMS became an official IBM control program after the software "unbundling" announcement in 
May 1969. Virtual storage was subsequently introduced in 1972 across the entire System/370. VM/370 
became one of the four demand-paged operating systems utilizing the common hardware architecture 
of System/370. With the interactive computing facilities of Conversational Monitor System (CMS re
named) and a wide variety of applications, the VM/370 system has become the most widely used op
erating system on the S/370 architecture [ca02, ca03". 

VNET: Almost as prominent and significant to CSC was its launching of VNET [ca04". "VNET" is the 
informal name for the main internal network of the IBM Corporation. Its formal name as it is embodied 
in the VM system is Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem (RSCS). VNET is a peer-to-peer, 
store-and-forward network protocol, built using virtual machine principles. It was invented at CSC by 
Edson C. Hendricks of CSC and Tim C. Hartmann of Poughkeepsie. 

o 

o 

With collaborative efforts over many years (starting in 1972), Cambridge worked to implement RSCS 0 
and make it available as a VM product (from 1975-79). It is now the major network facility used by IBM 
for internal communications, connecting over 3400 network computers world-wide. 

BITNET: CSC was instrumental in assisting the startup of a major US university network known as 
BITNET. The network was founded in 1981 as a collaboration between Yale University and City Uni
versity of New York, and uses RSCS protocols on IBM and other systems [ca05". 

BITNET has grown to include approximately 441 institutions on 1622 nodes. Similar networks have 
arisen outside the United States using these same protocols. European Academic and Research 
Network (EARN), NetNorth (Canada), and analogous academic networks in the Far East and Latin 
America comprise an estimated 686 institutions and 1,036 nodes. This networking phenomenon is 
probably Cambridge's most pervasive and visible contribution. 

Multiprocessor VM/370: In 1976 CSC undertook an advanced development role with Poughkeepsie to 
implement VM/370 in a multiprocessor configuration for IBM Model 158/168 Attached Processors O. 
[ca06". This critical work was accomplished in the record time of ten months and was transferred 
directly for immediate announcement, release, and maintenance. It supported VM/370 on IBM's 
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largest S/370 and set the scene for the Symmetric Multiprocessing (MP) of the 303X and 3090. This 
is an excellent example of experimental work becoming a product and of successful transfer and 
partnership with a product division. 

VM Performance - Modeling and Scheduling. Two state of the art contributions from Cambridge have 
benefited the VM system and VM customers over many years. Dr. Yon Bard has long-been involved 
in various aspects of measuring and modeling the performance of VM systems. The VM Performance 
Planning Facility (VMPPF) Program Offering was released in 1983 and provides systems engineers 
and customers an accurate tool for assessing and predicting the effect of configuration changes on a 
VM system workload. 

In 1976 Lynn Wheeler's "Fair Share" Scheduler for VM appeared as the "VM Resource Management 
Programming RPQ" and had dramatic impact on the responsiveness and throughput of many VM 
systems. This work became an integral part of all VM systems at a time when VM performance en
hancements were much needed, especially for high-end systems. Bard and Wheeler's contributions 
both travelled the familiar Scientific Center road -- experimental work followed by extensive internal 
IBM usage for many years before eventual product release. 

MVS Preferred Guest Virtual Machine: Another contribution to VM/370 on high-end IBM processors 
was the availability in 1981 to allow the MVS operating system to run under VM as a "preferred guest." 
This work has been carried on in the Processor Resource/Systems Manager(TM) (PR/SM) on the IBM 
3090. The success of MVS in conjunction with VM/370 owes much to the pioneering work undertaken 
by Ron Reynolds in 1978-80. 

Yale ASCII Terminal System: The Yale ASCII terminal system is an excellent example of significant 
work undertaken jointly with a university. CSC's collaboration with Yale University Computing Center 
and IBM Boca Raton provided a way to permit full duplex ASCII capability for the System/370 through 
a Series/1 front end, without changes to host programming [ca07". 

Significantly, a succession of front-end processors (IBM 7171 in 1983 and IBM 4994 in 1984) evolved 
from the Series/1 for the dedicated purpose of running follow-on versions of this pioneering software. 

IBM PC Projects: CSC's ASCII communications work led directly in 1980 to work on the IBM Personal 
Computer during its initial planning and development. In August 1981 when the IBM PC was an
nounced, a companion communications package the "IBM Asynchronous Communication Support" 
from Cambridge was also announced. Subsequently the Center also authored the IBM 3101 Emulation 
Support (1982). 

Since 1981 Cambridge has participated in a variety of product efforts at varying levels, ranging from 
invention and first prototypes of PC/370 in the 18M/XT (1983) [ca08", to the design of a chord keyboard, 
an enhanced PC keyboard and work on the IBM Convertible PC by IBM Fellow Nat Rochester in 1985. 

Small systems support: Starting in 1979 the Center undertook experimental work in the area of dis
tribution, operation, and support of small System/370s. Unattended and remote operation was an 
early objective and a constant theme, including remote initial program loading, power-off, auto
power-on, and auto restart upon restoration of power. The IBM 4300 series was the earliest benefi
ciary (1981), the latest are all the 9370 processors (1986) and the AS/400 (1988). CSC's Personal/CMS 
was introduced with the PC/XT (1983). 

Operating Systems: Cambridge has been involved with the UNIX(TM) operating system as long as 
any laboratory within IBM. This led to collaboration on the VMIIX programming product. In 1988 CSC 
completed product work on X-Windows for VM, and in 1989 on the MVS operating system. This em
phasizes the importance of CSC's long-standing interest in workstation interfaces and its proximity to 
MIT. 
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Text processing: CSC's long-standing involvement in text handling is evident since SCRIPT was an 
early part of CP-67/CMS. After many iterations it is today's Document Composition Facility (OCF). 0 
On VNET, it helped pioneer electronic mail in IBM. "IBM Usability Aid" (QPRINT) in 1984 greatly en- . 
hanced the usability of the IBM 6670 laser printer. CSC's interest in text continues in efforts for laser 
print servers on workstations and the Math Formulator product announced in 1988 as a component 
of the PC DOS 4.0 Windows Kit. 

Communications control: CSC's early VNET work focused on wide-area communications. An ambi
tious 1984 hardware project to attach local area networks to S/370 channels was called the Cambridge 
Control Unit (CCU). It led to the invention of a new IBM channel architecture called Continuously Ex
ecuting Channel Interface (CETI) in 1986. The CCU also served as the model for the IBM 8232 PRPQ 
implemented by Yorktown Research and the Raleigh Laboratory. 

POLITE: POLITE was an early effort on WYSIWYG ( "What you see is what you get" ) text system for 
S/370 and PC. It had a long-term effect at Cambridge. In 1978, POLITE on a early PERQ workstation 
introduced the Center to local area networking in the form of Ethernet and triggered early investi
gations of issues of LAN performance and attachment of LANs to System/370. 

The user-friendliness of POLITE pioneered the concept of "UNDO" and "REDO" for the backtracking 
capability of IBM's DisplayWrite/370 text product in 1985. It also influenced CSC's expert and 
knowledge-based systems prototypes, and it stimulated an on-going interest in advanced hardware 
displays with windowed and graphical interfaces. POLITE's key impact was less on products than on 
the technical direction and intellectual life of the Center and its people. 

Retrospective Note: In his final report for the Cambridge Scientific Center Richard A. MacKinnon, 
Center Manager, has updated the Center's accomplishments through 1992 and commented exten
sively on his perspective of the Center's contributions to IBM. This report is generally available from 
IBM. See [ca11]. 

Houston, Texas (1966 - 1974) 

The IBM Houston Scientific Center formed in December 1966 was headed by Dr. Joseph F. Mount. 
Subsequent managers were Dr. M. Stuart Lynn and Dr. James A. Kearns. The Center was closed in 
1974 and most of the staff and projects were merged into the IBM Palo Alto Scientific Center. 

o 

Much of the work at Houston was focused on the use of array processors, such as the IBM 2938 and C 
3838. These studies included numerical precision, seismic applications, and development of array '. ' 
algorithms and languages. Other projects were optical and holographic image processing and dis-
play, medical data processing for the heart and X-rays, chemical engineering real-time process con-
trol, and electrical power systems analysis. 

Array processing and signal analysis: From its beginning the Houston center was heavily involved 
with the hardware, software and applications of the IBM 2938 Array processor and its successor, the 
IBM 3838. This included numerical preCision studies, array algorithms, the development of a seismic 
applications manual. "VECTRAN", an experimental language for vector and matrix array processing 
was first developed at Houston [ho01". VECTRAN later had a significant effect on the array handling 
capabilities of the FORTRAN 8X standard. 

Optical and holographic image processing: Projects included the digital construction or encoding of 
holograms of 3-D objects which only exist in the computer. In the laboratory techniques of optical 
laser holography and digital computation were brought together [ho02, ho03". A number of applica
tions of filtering and display were studied. The work on holography at Houston was truly pioneering 
work and IBM secured a number of basic patents in the field. 
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Medical data processing: The project was primarily concerned with the analysis of electrocardiogram 
(EKG) signals. Segmental EKG analysis was done on the IBM 1800. Medical X-rays and the modelling 
of the heart and blood flow in vessels were also studied. 

The techniques of optical digital holography were applied in the ultrasonic domain, and images of soft 
tissue were reconstructed from acoustic wavefronts reflected from the tissue. 

Process analysis and control: A number of chemical engineering problems of interest to the oil in
dustry were undertaken, for example, the separation processes in refinery distillation columns. 

Power Systems Analysis: In close interaction with IBM Public Utilities Industry, this work led to ap
plications of sparse matrix and variable time step integration for transient stability. The project was 
moved to Palo Alto in 1974 with emphasis on real-time analysis tools for power systems operations, 
databases, and graphical distribution facilities management [ho04, ho05". 

Los Angeles} California (Established 1964) 

The Los Angeles Systems Research Development Center (now LASC), under the leadership of Dr. 
Homer H. Givin, was one of the original centers founded in January 1964. It was formed from the 
IBMers assigned to the joint IBM/UCLA Western Data Processing Center (WDPC) on the campus of the 
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA). 

Starting in Kirkeby Center, LASC has moved several times. From 1984-89 it was on Wilshire Blvd., 
Brentwood. Recently it moved to Colorado Place in Santa Monica. Past managers of LASC have been 
Dr. Lewis E. Leeburg and Dr. Bernard D. Rudin. The present manager is Dr. James A. Jordan, Jr. 

In the decade prior to 1964, WDPC was a primary education facility for academic computing and for 
IBM on the West Coast. In the early years, LASC continued WDPC's emphasis on management sci
ence, education, engineering, and science. In recent years, some of the projects still focus on those 
areas, and new areas have been added, as described below. 

Direct numerical control: An early project, which started LASC's continuing involvement with Los 
Angeles' manufacturing customers, involved the direct control of machine tools connected remotely 
to a computer. Software was developed to cut metal test pieces according to real customer designs. 
The project was ultimately transferred to an IBM industry group [la01". 

Educational information systems: A major early project was undertaken in computer aided instruction 
(CAl). LASC established a computer center on the new campus of UC Irvine, developed an interactive 
supervisor for the S/360, and sponsored a number of projects in the development and use of CAl. 

This theme continues today in joint work with the UCLA Medical school on a workstation to support 
clinical instruction and practice. It is also providing general tools for object oriented programming. 

Oceanography: A joint research project with the Scripps Institution involved the installation of an IBM 
computer on board a research vessel. Problems of processing and storing oceanographic data on 
line at sea were studied [la02". 

Geophysics: In a project with Cal Tech, LASC undertook theoretical studies of earthquake structure 
using computer simUlation of complex models of the earth [la03". 

Natural language processing (NLP): The first LASC project in this area was a study of medical re
cords. Natural language information storage and retrieval required the development of syntactic and 
semantic methods [la04". 
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NLP is still an active area of research at LASC. Applications being investigated include text selection 
and understanding of structured documents, (such as the "Wall Street Journal") and machine trans
lation systems capable of translating from many source languages to many target languages. There 
have been important results in lexicons, parsers, knowledge representations, discourse structures, 
and NLP systems architecture [laOS". 

Systems and end-user projects: Over the years the project emphasis at LASC has shifted toward 
systems and end-user projects, while retaining an interest in engineering and scientific topics. For 
example, operations research techniques were applied in many areas. A key result was a distribution 
system simulator which was distributed as a product [la06". 

LASC's studies of computer-aided design led to the formation of IBM's West Coast CAD/CAM devel
opment activities [la07, la08". Earlier studies of the development process were the background for 
LASC's present application development environment activities [la09". Studies of database security 
led to improvements in IBM products [la10, la11". 

Studies on distributed computing were sparked by Rita Summers' paper on the architecture of net
works of resource sharing machines, later translated into the RM system [la12". This paper proved 
influential in the development of personal computer based local area networks. 

MUlti-dimensional graphics: A new approach to an old mathematical question of how to visualize 
geometrical objects in higher dimensions led Dr. Alfred Inselberg to discover some very practical 
displays for exploratory statistical analysis and algorithms for air traffic and robotics control. Joint 
studies have been conducted with several universities, in particular UCLA, USC, RPI and George 
Mason University [la13, la14, la1S, la16". 

Engineering and scientific systems: Projects have included: exploration of workstations for meteor
ologists, chemical engineers, biologists, and for general engineering; studies in large scale scientific 
computing architecture and applications, and in a hardware/software prototype parallel data store 
[la17, la18, la19, la20". 

Robotics Control Systems: LASC's current emphasis is on vIsion systems for mechanical parts 
identification and location. Studies are being conducted to use artificial intelligence techniques for 
computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) by the Los Angeles-based Institute for Manufacturing and 
Automation Research (I MAR) [la21, la22". 

Enterprise-wide information management: This effort, led by Marilyn M. Parker, is concerned with 
improving the effectiveness of business systems planning, and integrating it more fully into corporate 
planning, budgeting, and decision making. A world-wide network of customers and universities now 
uses some of the results of an LASC joint study with Washington University of st. Louis [la23, la24". 

Strategic Information Management Support: A LASC prototype expert system, Business Strategy Ad
visor (BSA), has been transferred to the IBM Santa Teresa Laboratory to assess competitive software 
products. In other work, business modeling and a prototype expert system is helping to identify op
portunities for information technologies in enterprises [la2S". 

Visual Programming: Visual Programming uses the familiar task of filling in forms as a means for 
user/system communication. Stylized form headings are used as visual representations of data 
structures (e.g. heirarchical data or nested tables). The operations are applicable to relational data 
as well. Most important, the programs themselves are also represented as forms. The output is 
"What you sketch is what you get." Data transformation and restructuring is done automatically. Nan 
Shu's book on "Visual Programming" is a timely contribution to this emerging field [la26". 
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Security: LASC has studied tools to enhance the security of IBM's internal computer network (VNET) 
from the execution of potentially destructive files. A prototype expert system for security audits is 
being tested [la27". 

Logic Programming: Many of the current LASC projects take advantage of the power of expression 
found in the Prolog logic programming language. To improve the portability of these applications, and 
perhaps their performance, a Prolog to C translator (C-LOG) has been written. 

New York City, New York (1964 - 1972) 

Founded in 1964, the IBM New York Center was one of the first four Centers chartered. It grew out 
of the the Mathematics and Application Department which was formed in New York City in 1955 by 
Dr. Louis Robinson, and later headed in White Plains by Dr. John C. Porter. In 1965 it was renamed 
the New York Scientific Center with Dr. Theodore I. Peterson as manager. It was later managed by 
Samuel M. Matsa. There were two basic areas of concentration - management science and engi
neering design. 

The Center was merged with the Research Yorktown APL group and became part of the foundation 
of the new Philadelphia Scientific Center in 1972. 

Management science: New York's work in this area included the development of new computational 
programming, simulation, and network analysis. New applications were in such areas as aircraft and 
airline crew scheduling, solving various scheduling problems for railroads, and solving plant location 
and machine sequence problems [ny01, ny02, ny03". 

Engineering design: The engineering design group designed a Special Control Unit to facilitate the 
attachment of non-standard data acquisition equipment to the System/360. They devised a graphics 
system for textile design, and worked with graphic methods for urban planning [ny04, ny05". 

Palo Alto, California (Established 1964) 

The Palo Alto Scientific Center, located adjacent to Stanford University, is one of the original Centers 
formed in 1964. Originally PASC was headed by ivir. John 'vV. Luke. ~t h3S bee!1 u!1der the leadp.rghip 
of Dr. Horace P. Flatt since the end of 1968. IBM Fellow Dr. Harwood G. Kolsky was associated with 
PASC since its begining, promoting projects in physics, microcode, image processing and FORTRAN. 
In 1990, Randolph G. Scarborough was named an IBM Fellow for his work with FORTRAN. 

PASC began its history with three major projects: laboratory automation, nuclear power research, 
and applied physics in materials science and atmospheric physics. The many reports and papers 
published by Center staff members since then reflect both the changing times and the influence of the 
projects which were transfered to Palo Alto from Washington in 1969, and Houston in 1974 when those 
Centers closed. Project areas that have been significant through the years are listed below. The goal 
has been to maintain a balance between application and system oriented projects. 

Applications of large scale computing: Originally the emphaSis at PASC was in high energy, reactor, 
and atmospheric physics as well as such disciplines as aeronautical, chemical and power engineer
ing. Subsequent studies have included plasma physics, geophysics, the development of a coal 
gasification model, radiation scattering models for work in solar energy, graphics techniques for use 
in engineering problems in the public utility industry, and work in wave equation migration anlysis 
[pa01, pa02". Large commercial data processing problems have also been addressed [pa03". 
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Whether studying small scale oscillations in a plasma or large scale movements in the atmosphere, 
the effectiveness of the computer as a tool for experimentation or simulation has been investigated. 
Research has extended over a range from the basic physical processes, through model formulation, 
numerical analysis, programming and graphical display techniques to the verification of models by 
means of measured data. 

The Palo Alto center is the only IBM organization to maintain work and interests in large scale com
puter applications over such an extended period of time. Results have appeared as system studies, 
application algorithms and in the design of the 3090 Vector Facility. Particularly notable contributions 
were the Fast Fourier Transform algorithms for solving partial differential equations, now used widely 
in the seismic analysis area. A number of innovative algorithms have been developed for vector and 
parallel machine architectures, including A.A. Dubru"e's excellent work on matrix algorithms [pa04", 
and J. Gazdag and H.H. Wang's cascading method described in a paper in the special Scientific 
Center issue of the IBM Systems Journal [paOS". 

FORTRAN compiler technology: PASC has been the focal point for IBM advances in this technology 
over the past decade. The vectorizing FORTRAN compiler was especially influential, while the parallel 
FORTRAN prototype has heavily influenced external standards. 

PASC has always realized that the "bread-and-butter" language of engineering and scientific com
puting continues to be FORTRAN. Some of the Center's best work has come from its support of IBM's 
customers in this area. Starting in 1976 Randy Scarborough initiated a project, called "FORTRAN Q," 
to produce a new optimizer. later improvements were made to the FORTRAN library as well [pa06". 
The results were made available in September 1978 as a special product [pa07". It then became the 
basis for the VS FORTRAN product. 

o 

There have been so many FORTRAN activities at PASC, but special mention must be made of Alan 0 
Karp's performance work [pa08", and len lyon's study of data striping [pa09". 

Vectorizing FORTRAN Compiler: Probably one of the most fascinating stories in the history of the 
Scientific Centers is that of Randy Scarborough's vectorizing FORTRAN compiler. This is a classic 
case in which a "counter-strategic" center project proved to be superior and eventually was accepted 
as the strategic IBM product. 

The project had its roots in a joint study between PASC and Rice University starting in 1981, and finally 
resulted in the official adoption of the PASC Vectorizing compiler for the new IBM 3090 Vector 
Processor in 1985 [pa10, pa11". Before the hardware existed, the vectorizing compiler was success
fully checked out on N.S. Gussin's 3090 Vector Simulator. 

A successful Parallel FORTRAN Prototype which works on multiple 3090's is the most recent extension 
of this work. 

Microprogramming: Successful work on implementing large system functions using writable control 
store was first shown within IBM at PASCo It led to the world's first high-level-language machine for 
A Programming language (APl), PASC products were APl microcode assists for specific models of 
the System/370, i.e. 135, 145, 138, and 148 [pa12, pa13". The revised Palo Alto design was later the 
basis of VSAPl, a long-lasting IBM product [pa14". There were several other APl products, listed in 
the bibliography [pa1S, pa16". 

The PASC work in microprogramming demonstrated the feasibility of producing large bodies of 
microcode to perform specific functions. This example encouraged IBM Endicott to develop micro
code performance assists for Virtual Machine Facility/370 (VM/370) and its Conversational Monitor 
System (CMS). 
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SCAMP - the PC prototype: An outgrowth of work on microprogramming was SCAMP (Scientific 
Center APL Machine Prototype), the prototype for the IBM 5100 portable desktop computer and a clear 
predecessor of IBM's later PCs. SCAMP is now in the collection of the Smithsonian Institution [pa17". 

Expert Systems Environment: PASC was responsible for the introduction into IBM of expert systems 
technology and the products built around ESE (Expert Systems Environment). ESE added ease-of-use 
and new implementation techniques to products based technically on Stanford University's EMYCIN. 
Products included the IBM ESDE/ESCE Expert Systems. 

AIX/370 distributed operating system: PASC introduced IBM's first truly distributed operating system, 
Advanced Interactive Executive/370 (AIX/370). The project built on earlier university work on the 
LOCUS distributed operating system, and resulted in the introduction of that technology to IBM as the 
basis for a new system exploiting IBM's XA architecture. 

Digital image processing: Since 1979 PASC has had a series of image-based applications and joint 
studies, each application being associated with an end-user. The joint studies have resulted in ap
plications such as the new DIMAPS imaging system. Extensive early use was also made of the IBM 
7350 Image Processing System (Hacienda). One major study was with NASA concerning the proc
essing of Landsat images [pa18". 

Theoretical imaging studies included numerical precision, research in classification techniques, and 
medical images [pa19, pa20". A successful project demonstrated the practicality of building an image 
processing system, PCIPS, based on the IBM Personal Computer [pa21". The computer analysis of 
the Mona Lisa painting has attracted world-wide attention [pa22". 

Laboratory automation: An early project at PASC involved the problems of on-line data acquisition. 
Working with physicists from Stanford University and the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, PASC 
staff installed computers that monitored high energy physics experiments and provided immediate 
graphic output of the results of experiments. 

Graphics Information Systems: This influential Palo Alto development effort resulted in four products 
and defined new applications areas in geographic information systems in public utilities, in manufac
turing, and process industries. Four major products have been released: Interactive Geo-Facilities 
Graphics Support, Graphics Program Generator, Graphics One-line Diagram, and Composed Docu
ment Viewing Utility [pa23·'. 

Networks and software: One programming project involved the rework of the APL Departmental Re
porting System and led to a huge number of installations [pa24". The work on PROFS in note-handling 
and in cross-system communications are currently setting product directions [pa25". 

The early work in local area networking led to IBM's first Ethernet(TM) local-area network and con
tributed significaltly to the technology used in PCnet. The recently announced PSlnet computer con
ferencing system is proving to be valuable in allowing widely-dispersed people to communicate 
inexpensively in nationwide tests, both in equipment costs and communications call-up charges 
[pa26" . 

The Research Support Program: The Research Support Program was started at PASC about six years 
ago. Now all three US Centers participate in the program and, through it, provide access to their 3090 
vector systems to university researchers who have been unable to secure computational support 
elsewhere. A recent count showed 102 stUdies active at 63 schools. 
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1972 - 1974) 

In 1972, the IBM New York Scientific Center and the IBM Research Division group on A Programming 
Language (APL) joined forces and started the IBM Philadelphia Scientific Center. The APL group 
dated from the early 1960's at Yorktown. The Philadelphia center was headed by Mr. Adin Falkoff, and 
included IBM Fellow Dr. Kenneth Iverson, the inventor of APL. 

The Philadelphia center was closed in 1974 as part of an general economy move. Some of the staff 
went back to Yorktown, and some went to the APL program development group in Palo Alto. 

APL was the major project area for the Center, along with the project area of Management Science 

taken over from New York. The work on APL resulted in an APL business planning system, extensions 
to APL itself, and the groundwork in generalized array theory. The APLNET network provided a suc
cessful long-standing APL computer center and time-sharing service for other IBM groups. 

Management science: Philadelphia assumed many of the management science projects from New 
York. The group produced two major products, TPACS and EPLAN. 

Airline Crew Scheduling - TPACS (Trip Pairing ACS): Jerry Rubin succeeded in producing what is still 
the state-of-the- art technology for airline crew scheduling, based on careful heuristics and local in
teger programming. TPACS was sold to the 9 major US Airlines. 

Econometric Planning - EPLAN: Taking advantage of the built -in power of APL, Franz Schober de
signed and implemented a full econometric system with all of the functional capabilities of much 
larger systems. EPLAN was sold in hundreds of copies worfdwide. The econometric group at IBM 
Corporate headquarters took over the product and succeeded in making follow-on versions of it a 

standard for important international efforts, such as Project link with Nobel Prize Laureate L. Klein. 
EPLAN is still used today at major banking installations [ph01". 

There was basic work in mathematical programming, such as on Multi-Commodity Flow Problems by 
Bill White, and Logical Methods for Integer Programming by Guignard and Spielberg. Other projects 
were in Information Systems (APLlS), APL business planning system (APLAN), manpower scheduling, 
generalized inverses, earth resources management, and life insurance budget planning [ph02, ph03". 

A mathematical programming system in PLII and a general APL to PUI translator were not completed 
because of the closing of the center. 

APL System design and implementation: This was the Center's major project area. This involved 
experimental implementation of new APL language and system features, such as shared variables for 
APL (APLSV). Philadelphia also ran a very successful APL computer center that provided time-shared 
service to many IBM groups, including the other Scientific Centers. This service was a convincing 
demonstration to IBM management of the value of a well-run interactive time-sharing system to an 
organization. 

Array Theory: In this center Dr. Trenchard More started his rong-term research in generalized array 
theory which was transferred to Cambridge in 1974 and became the basis for A Programming Lan
guage 2 (APL2). 
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Washington (Wheaton, Maryland) (1967 - 1969) 

A Center was established July 1966 in Wheaton, Maryland, to be known as the IBM Washington Sci
entific Center. An earlier Washington Scientific Center had been started briefly in 1964. It was re
started successfully in 1966 with Dr. Horace P. Flatt as manager, only to be closed again in 1969 
because resources were not generally available to build a viable center. Most of the Center's staff 
and work were then moved to Palo Alto. 

Significant areas for the Washington Center were environmental sciences, text processing, 
cartography, and microcode. The environmental sciences area involved work on mathematical tech
niques for descriptions and mapping of nature, such as weather prediction and water resources -
reservoirs, pollution, and waste treatment automation. 

* * * * 

Summary Comments on the U.S. Centers 

In the above sections the reader can find numerous examples of Center work over the past quarter 
century which anticipated and addressed major IBM and customer problems at just the right time. 
A common mission allowed the Centers relative freedom within IBM to explore new technical areas, 
take a broad view of research and applications in science and technology, and make significant con
tributions in areas of growing importance today. 

Retrospective NOTE: In 1989 the authors concluded that much of the strength and productivity of the 
Centers came from having a Corporate mission, a common Director, local autonomy and long-term 
stability in their local management. Within a Corporation that is renowned for its change, this has 
resulted in a staff continuity and technical depth that make the Cambridge, Palo Alto, and Los Angeles 
Centers well prepared to face the change and opportunities presented to themselves and IBM over 
their first twenty-five years. Over the next three years, however, IBM faced the severest of strains 
both within the marketplace and in its financial performance. As we shall comment further, these un
precedented challenges combined with environmental and organizational changes impinging upon 
the United States Centers led to the situation where in less than three years from the 1989 anniversary 
-- and the original writing of the above section -- all three Centers found themselves closed. The 
reader is referred to the section: Afterword fer a d:scuss:ar: of these e'./ents. 
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World Trade Scientific Centers 

The IBM World Trade Scientific Centers had their roots in earlier organizations, as did the Centers in 
the United States. In 1960 a small group of scientists in Paris, headed by Dr. Rene Moreau, began 
projects in scientific development for IBM France. In 1965 a small group of scientists from IBM Italy 
started working at the University of Pisa. However, it was not until 1967, when the IBM Grenoble 
Scientific Center opened, that Centers based on the model used in the United States made their ap
pearance. 

Unlike the US Centers which report to a single director, the World Trade Centers report directly within 
their respective country organizations. For Europe and the Middle East there has been a Paris 
headquarters staff organization to help coordinate and support the Centers. Those who have headed 
this staff over the years have included Conrad Maheu, Ulf Berg, Gary S. Kozak, Raphael Aguilar, 
Herbert F. Budd, Vittore Casarosa, and Etienne Paris. The present manager is Rodger Hake. 

From 1967 to 1972, twelve new Centers were opened around the world. Around 1980, six more were 
established, and several earlier ones merged with others and were closed. A number of organiza
tions were also derived from the Centers, such as an IBM-sponsored center at the Asian Institute of 
Technology in Thailand; the European Center for Scientific and Engineering Computing in Rome, Italy; 
the Numerically Intensive Computation centers in the United States, Europe, and Japan; and the 
European Networking Center in Germany. While they are different organizations, they carry on the 
same traditions of scientific exploration and service to IBM and its customers. The following sections 
can give only a glimpse of the contributions by these dedicated and diverse groups which function 
uniquely within their own countries. 

We call special attention to the Hacienda project as an excellent example of cross-center activity and 
support involving many Centers. Under the encouragement of IBM Chief Scientist Dr. Lewis M. 
Branscomb, the project was begun in 1978 with Dr. Patrick E. Mantey of Research San Jose as leader. 
Hacienda was approved and funded in February 1979 by IBM's Headquarters in Paris. 

The project was an experimental, interactive, high- resolution (1024x1024 picture elements) color dis
play with 8 MBytes of storage and associated software [pi03). It led the way for IBM in image proc
essing and resulted in the IBM 7350 Image Processing System. 

The first hardware prototype and the Basic User Softwpre (HBUS) was installed at the Paris Scientific 
Center in 1981. The next units were shipped one per month to Rome, Paio Aito, Madrid, etc. A 
product based on the IBM 7350 was announced one year later with HBUS and the High Level Image 
Processing System (HLlPS) software. The system is still in world-wide use today. Several of the in
dividual Center descriptions which follow comment specifically on this effort. 

Bari, Italy (1969 - 1979) 

The IBM Bari Scientific Center was established in 1969 with Aldo Canfora as manager. Later it was 
managed by Attilio Stajano, then Vittore Casarosa. Always a small center, Bari was consolidated with 
the Rome Scientific Center in 1979. 

The Bari center first studied the fields of computer aided instruction and natural language processing. 
Later it concentrated on relational databases and query languages [ba01]. 

The major achievement of the center was the development of the A Query Language (AQL) interpreter 
as a relational database extension to the A Programming Language (APL) systems (ba02]. 
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Bergen, Norway (Established 1986) 

The Bergen Scientific Center is one of the most recent Centers to be founded by IBM. It was officially 
opened on August 26, 1986, with Dr. P.W. Gaffney as manager. The scientists and administration of 
the Center are housed in the new Information Technology building of the Bergen High Technology 
Center while the mainframe computing facilities are located in the science building owned by the 
University of Bergen. The major technologies which are under study at the Bergen center are: vector 
multiprocessing, parallel processing for the IBM Advanced Interactive Executive (AIX), workstation 
studies, mapping and technical documentation, and visualization and animation. 

The Bergen center's focus has been on project areas of importance to Norway, such as information 
technology, offshore technology, and oceanographic modelling. In August 1989 the mission of the 
Center was expanded to cover Environmental Sciences on behalf of the IBM company in Europe. This 
means that the Center will be the focal point in IBM for environmental modelling and it will provide 
an information focal point for IBM environmental activities worldwide. The center has attracted a 
large number of students who come to use the computing facilities [be1, be2, be3]. 

Cairo, Egypt (Established 1982) 

The IBM Cairo Scientific Center was formed through an agreement with the Egyptian Academy of 
Scientific Research and Technology in March 1982. The Center, headed by Dr. Hamed Ellozy, was 
officially inaugurated in November 1983. In July 1986 it was relocated to an IBM facility. The present 
manager since June 1985 is Dr. Mohamed Hashish. 

The initial projects of the Cairo center were directed towards environmental studies with various 
governmental institutions. These projects included modeling the development of Egypt's "new lands," 
liquid natural gas spills in the Suez Canal, and employment in Egypt [co01, co02]. 

In May 1985, the first of the projects related to Arabic language research was initiated, namely the 
development of an Arabic spell-checker capable of checking and assistance with Arabic text. The 
project partner was the Department of Semitic and Oriental Studies of Cairo University. One of the 
directions is to develop machine assisted translation from English to Arabic and vice versa. Some 
of the tools to achieve this have been developed (lexicon, Dictionaries, Morphology, Syntax). Other 
Arabic related research projects are in the field of speech recognition & synthesis and multi-language 
OCR [co03, co04]. 

There is also research going on at Cairo aimed at achieving a better life for disabled people, such as 
the rehabilitation of people with visual and auditory disabilities [coOS]. 

Caracas, Venezuela (Established 1983) 

In June 1983, the IBM Caracas Scientific Center opened its doors, with a focus on remote sensing and 
image processing. Dr. Manuel Robollo of Madrid was the first manager. 

Now the emphasis is on three areas of scientific study: numerically intensive computing, algorithms 
and data structures, and software engineering. The center is located in the IBM Building on Avenue 
Ernesto Blohm, Caracas. The present manager is Dr. Juan Rivero. 

Scientific and engineering computations: The studies in astronomy and astrophysics have resulting 
in publications on electron impact excitation and radiative atomic data [cr01, cr02]. Current work also 
emphasizes computational chemistry. 
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Algorithms and Data Structures: Studies have resulted in improving time and space efficiency in 
generalized binary search trees, the transforming of multi-way trees into a practical external data 
structure, and new methods for collision resolution in hashing [cr03, cr04]. 

Software engineering and educational software: This work has added a new in situ distributive ex
ternal sorting algorithm - EXTQUICK - to the tools available to the software engineer [cr05]. Current 
work includes in FORTRAN programming environment (FPLUS) and a data base design and control 
environment. 

Grenoble, France (1967 - 1973) 

The Grenoble Scientific Center was established in September 1967 as a joint venture between IBM 
France and the University of Grenoble. Headed by Dr. Jean-Jacques Duby, it was the first IBM Sci
entific Center outside the United States, and one of the very first example of close cooperation be
tween a French university and an industrial enterprise. It was closed six years later in December 1973 
and the staff reassigned. 

Activities at Grenoble were devoted mainly to the development of software tools and techniques in two 
major areas, operating systems and compilers [gr1, gr2, gr3]. 

Operating Systems: Grenoble played a significant role in the development of CP-67/CMS, in close 
cooperation with the IBM Cambridge Scientific Center. Some topics studied were: Virtual virtual 
machines, analysis and control of the thrashing phenomenon, micro-coded CP, CMS file editor on a 
graphical display, and debugging tools for operating systems. 

Compilers: In the compiler area, Grenoble researchers developed conversational compiling tech
niques achieving incremental compilation of each statement. The results of of this work were used 
in the FORTRAN Interactive Debug and PL/I Incremental Compiler products. 

Haifa, Israel (Established 1972) 

IBM Israel Science & Technology (IS&T) is a research and advanced development organization which 
encompasses two major activities: The Haifa Scientific Center (HSC) and the Haifa Research Group 
(HRG). The Scientific Center was established August 1, 1972, with Dr. Joseph Raviv as manager. It 
is located on the campus of the Ted-Ulian, ;5.ael Institute cf Tech~o!ogy l!"l H::lif~ Projects of special 
interest to the customers, planning, medical, and agricultural concerns of Israel have been the major 
theme in the work of the Center. 

Medical applications of computers: Since its establishment HSC has been engaged in medical appli
cations. Various projects with partners have made noticeable progress on improved diagnostic ca
pabilities for ultrasound testing using signal and image processing techniques, estimating cardiac 
output and gas content of blood, and developing a specialized interactive system for diagnosis of 
endocrine disorders [ha01, ha02]. 

Regional planning: A regional planning project conducted by the HSC has contributed to regional 
rural development through a computer aided modeling and planning system based on mathematical 
models and linear optimization. This work has been used by the Settlement Study Center at Rehovot, 
Israel, for whom it was originally developed. The system has also been implemented in Spain and 
Costa Rica [ha03, ha04, ha05]. 

Data and image compression: A current project is developing compression techniques both for still 
images (bi-Ievel, greyscale and color) and for motion video (greyscale and color), as well as contrib-
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utions to basic compression algorithms. Haifa will utilize this technology in a form processing and 0 
storage system for the Swiss Population Census to be conducted in 1991 (ha06]. 

Signal Processing for the Hearing Impaired: The project demonstrates the applicability of advanced 
signal processing to appreciably decrease the background noise in assisting the hearing impaired -
the "cocktail party" noise problem. A multi-microphone adaptive filtering solution has been formu
lated and was also applied to the speech recognition problem [ha07]. 

Agriculture: The Haifa Scientific Center has contributed both to the environment and to the application 
of IBM's technology in agriculture. A most notable contribution was the development of an interactive 
system for constructing irrigation time tables, which is now used throughout the country and has an 
important role in the efficiency of agricultural production in their arid lands. This became a Country 
program offering in March 1979 and was used throughout Israel in the agricultural settlements [ha08, 
ha09]. 

Software Systems & Algorithms: One HRG department specializes in programming languages and 
compilers, distributed processing and operating systems, performance evaluation, and on-line pres
entation. A notable contribution was the development of a REXX compiler prototype, which is the base 
for the recently announced VM/REXX compiler. Haifa has also had a leading role in the "Multi-target 
English Translator" [ha10] and "Optimizing compiler" projects. 

Computer Engineering & Signal Processing: HRG projects in this area have focused on speech proc
essing, image processing, VlSI design verification, and testing tools. Verification methodology de
veloped at Haifa has been used by the Advanced Engineering Systems Development group in Austin 
[ha11, ha12, ha13, ha14]. Physical design tools have been used in Burlington and Austin and E-Beam 
large Array Macrotizing tools in East-Fishkill. 

Applied mathematics: HRG projects in Applied Mathematics include the theoretical and practical ap
plications of numerical analysis to problems arising in mathematical physics and engineering, such 
as stiff differential equations and partial differential equations with complex boundary conditions. 
Work has included the development of algorithms for problems arising arising within IBM develop
ment laboratories, such as semiconductor simUlation and Nastran problems [ha15. ha16. ha17]. 

Heidelberg} Germany (Established 1968) 

When the IBM Heidelberg Scientific Center (HDSC) first opened in January 1968, its projects con
cerned the physics of bubble chambers and scintigraphic photo analysis. It was temporarily located 
in Mannheim before moving to its new building in Heidelberg. Dr. Willy Kattwinkel was the first 
manager. 

Since 1973, when Dr. Albrecht Blaser became manager, the areas of interest are more closely aligned 
with data processing: capabilities for the processing of written and spoken natural language, know
ledge based systems, relational data models and query languages, visual languages for end users, 
additions to A Programming language (APl) products, numerically intensive computing (NIC), and 
immunological information processing for transplant surgery.· The Institute for Knowledge Based 
Systems was added to IBM Germany's Science Center in November 1988. 

Natural language database query: From 1974 to 1982 HOSC developed and validated a technology 
which allows limited natural language interaction for database queries, with support for many western 
languages. By exchanging the grammar and vocabulary only, one can accommodate German, Eng
lish, French, etc. [hd4, hd5, hd6]. 
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Non-First-Normal-Form (NF2) Relational Data Model: NF2 extends the classical relational data model 
by essentially dropping the First Normal Form condition. It allows complex data structures as field 
values of tables and encompasses the relational and the hierarchical model as special cases. 

HOSC implemented a prototype called the Advanced Information Management Prototype (AIM-P), a 
program to add extended non-first-normal-form (NF2) and other capabilities to the relational data 
model and to IBM's Structured Query Language (SQL). (hd3, hd7, hd8). 

Extensions to Query-By-Example (QBE): Since the mid 1970's, HOSC has had a long-standing research 
effort to add visual programming for end users to relational database systems. In 1978 Interactive 
Programming by Endusers (IPE) was an early spread-sheet for developing application programs by 
designing forms. Extended Query by Example is a prototype language and supporting system for 
querying data from a relational database. (hd2). 

Graphical, direct manipulation languages: More recently, human factors investigations have led to 
development of a methodology for solving application problems through graphical manipulation. 
Based on human factors investigations, HOSC has developed a methodology of graphical manipu
lation for solving application problems. The methodology is being applied in a variety of applications, 
and has influenced the IBM Common User Interface Architecture [hd9, hd10J. 

Numerically intensive computing: HOSC has cooperative projects with universities and commercial 
customers to use NIC for reactive flow; chemical, mechanical, and financial modeling; and simulation, 
in concert with the European Supercomputing Initiative. [hd11]. 

Information system for transplant surgery: Jointly with the Institute for Transplant Immunology of the 
Heidelberg University an interactive, distributed information system was developed for global use to 
support immunological research in transplant surgery across three hundred transplant centers 
worldwide, using an interactive and distributed information system [hd12]. 

APL Products: As a result of first-hand, concentrated use of APL at HOSC, additional capabilities were 
developed for APL and APL2 in support of complementary functions, interlanguage communication, 
and graphic presentation. This resulted in products, such as the European Program Offering" APL 
Complementary Functions", the APL Interlanguage Communication Facility function in the APL2 pro
gram product, and the German Program Offering "APL System for Graphic Presentation". 

Institute for Knowledge Based Systems: From 1984 to 1987 a knowledge based system (LEX) was 
implemented capabie of using legal k~cw!edge and f!!1swering questions on traffic law in German 
which were also asked in German. (hd13). From 1986 to 1988 the Institute at Heidelberg and Stuttgart 
developed a prototype for German text understanding. Since 1987 the Institute has taken part in the 
European Research Initiative EUREKA working together with Swiss and Belgian enterprises and Swiss 
and German universities [hd1, hd14, hd15J. 

Kuwait City, Kuwait (Established 1980) 

The IBM Kuwait Scientific Center was founded in September 1980 with the arrival of the first Center 
manager, Dr. Samar Attasi, and two assignees. KSC operates in cooperation with the Kuwait Institute 
for Scientific Research (KISR). The Center is located within the premises of KISR, and is its partner 
in many major projects. The Center supports GULFNET, the academic network in the Gulf Area. The 
present manager is Dr. Sherif S. EI-Oabi. 

The first projects at KSC were on image processing and environmental studies. KSC had early use 
of an IBM 7350 (Hacienda), which made high quality satellite remote sensing studies possible. Arabic 
studies were added in 1983. The present project areas are: 
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Arabic language related studies: Under Arabic studies there have been projects in speech synthesis 
and recognition, computational linguistics and databases, a course authoring system (DA_RES), a 
Script I/O system, printed character recognition, Arabic advanced function printing, and desk top 
publishing [ku01, ku02, ku03). 

An IBM Personal Computer-based Arabic speech synthesizer has been designed that is capable of 
synthesizing unlimited vocabulary or Arabic text. The system is based on two major components, a 
speech synthesis unit for Arabic language, and complete text-to-speech rules. 

A comprehensive Arabic morphological analyzer/generator system with a root-based Arabic lexical 
database was created for verification and support of other linguistic components. It will be integrated 
into text retrieval packages (STAIRS) to add to it morphological search capabilities. 

Image processing applications: Projects have been in satellite remote sensing, medical and PC-based 
applications. KSC is the only group in Kuwait that has equipment dedicated to remote sensing ap
plications. An ongoing major remote sensing project has been with the survey and mapping of Kuwait 
using the most recent landsat 5 satellite data. It included studies of surface features, marine 
sedimentation, underground water, and the desertification problem of Sudan's Red Sea hills [ku04, 
ku05]. 

A thermal infrared image processing system was developed. It was used for a joint project with 
Kuwait University to study oil distillation columns. Another modeling project concerned the charac
terization of micro pores in catalysts. 

Environmental sciences: Work has been completed on passive cooling and air pollution The focus is 
now on oil pollution and source identification. One activity involves oil spill identification using laser 
fluorescence technology. Another project is concerned with the data analysis of a reverse osmosis 
desalinization plant [ku06, ku07, ku08, ku09]. 

Madrid, Spain (Established 1972) 

The Autonomous University of Madrid is host to the IBM Madrid Scientific Center, which was chartered 
in 1972 through an agreement between IBM Spain and the University. The University furnishes 
premises for the center and IBM cooperates with computer facilities for research projects. The first 
manager of the Center was Dr. Rafael Aguilar. He was succeeded by Dr.J.L. Picon and Dr. Victor 
Martinez (who is also the present manager), and Dr. Jose Louis Becerril. The main products of the 
Madrid Center have been: 

APl interpreters and interpreter writing technology: Madrid developed the very popular IBM PC APl 
(versions 1 and 2). It also developed the 5550 Nihongo (Japanese) APL (versions 1 and 2), the JX 
Nihongo APl, and APl2 for the IBM PC (two versions). Next to the Hacienda project, Madrid's con
tributions to the Japanese PC software effort is probably the best example of international collab
oration in the Scientific Centers [ma1, ma2, ma3]. 

Image processing: Madrid was a leader in the development of numerous applications of image 
processing in Europe. Among its study partners at the Autonomous University was the Nobel 
laureate Professor S. Ochoa, head ot the Center of Molecular Biology. 

Madrid was one of the Center partners in the Hacienda (IBM 7350) project, and in the production of 
the HLIPS (High Level Information Processing System) software [ma4, ma5, ma6J. 

Natural language projects: The center developed the Spanish and Catalan dictionaries for text proc
essing products. They made linguistic functions available in the current line and continue the devel
opment of new functions [ma7, ma8]. 
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PC Bank Printers and Networks: The Printer Banking Adapter developed at Madrid was announced 
by Hursley in 1984. The Financial B-Ioop Adapter was announced by Boeblingen in 1986. 

The Madrid Center has also done many applications in other fields such as operations research, au
tomated greenhouses, bacteriology, and fluid dynamics [ma13, ma11, ma12, ma13]. 

Mexico City] Mexico (Established 1971) 

The Mexico Scientific Center has its origins in 1971, when it was called the "Latin American Scientific 
Center," with James S. Nist as its first manager. The center really became a Scientific Center under 
the leadership of Dr. Baxter H. Armstrong, who was manager from 1973 to 1975. Its name was 
changed to the IBM Mexico Scientific Center, in keeping with its close ties to Mexican projects. 

For many years the Center was located near the main campus of the National University in southern 
Mexico City. The present location, inaugurated in 1986, is a larger, fully equipped building two blocks 
from the IBM Mexico headquarters building near downtown Mexico City. The present manager is Dr. 
Eduardo de la Paz. 

Mexico's Scientific Center mission is to establish projects of scientific and technological research with 
government agencies, universities and research institutions in order to collaborate to solve priority 
problems of the country. Over the years the Center has gained a strong reputation within Mexico in 
several areas of specialization. 

Major project areas: These include artificial intelligence and expert systems, image processing and 
remote sensing, geographical information systems, statistics and applied mathematics, and data base 
design. Of special interest is the work on geographical information systems that support decision 
making concerning natural resources by allowing the mixing of different kinds of mapped data, such 
as temperature, rainfall, and coastal dune vegetation [me1, me2, me3]. 

Geographical information system: A system which can manage different maps of information (tem
perature, rain, natural resources, etc). It has been used as a support for those institutions which are 
involved in decision making for the natural resources administration. 

Application software packages: A number of programs have also been built for the IBM Personal 
Computer (PC) and Personal System/2 (PS/2) for time series analysis, satellite data processing, and 
database consistency checking. 

SDE & SDF is a PC program designed to help economists and investors perform data analysis through 
time series and graphs. SPIPR is a powerful software system that allows processing of satellite im
ages on a PS/2. CEST is an expert system in time series analysis, and DETEC is a software package 
designed to run on a PS/2 and a mainframe to allow one to detect inconsistencies in a knowledge 
base. 

Paris] France (Established 1977) 

The present IBM Paris Scientific Center was officially chartered in 1977, but it built on a tradition of 
projects that began in January 1960 with the IBM France Scientific Development Department, headed 
by Dr. Rene Moreau and followed by Alain Croissier. The present manager is Dr. Claude Hans. 
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The main areas of exploration since the Center was founded have been mathematics, linguistics, im-
age processing, and artificial intelligence. In the early years, Paris pioneered in mathematical pro- I) 
gramming and non-numerical information processing, such as computational linguistics and computer i,'l __ _ 
algebra [pr1, pr2, pr3]. The main research domains over 30 years have been: 

Mathematics: Important contributions were made in the 1970's in the area of qualitative statistics, for 
the analysis of qualitative variables. More recent developments have shed a new light on the problem 
of lengthy complex computations precision. [pr4, pr5]. 

Linguistics: Following the early work in statistical linguistics, many Paris projects resulted in opera
tional software. For instance, the Universal Language Generator, an IBM internal use program, was 
mainly developed in the 70's at Paris (it was later transferred to the Heidelberg Scientific Center). 
The Deaf Children project, using a PC equipped with a special voice processing card to help speech 
train young children with serious hearing impairment resulted in the IBM Speech Viewer product, was 
announced in 1988 for the PSi2. The Stenotypy project, aimed at automatic iransiaiion of stenotyped 
text into French natural language, produced TASF (Traduction Automatique de Stenotypes en 
Francais) a Country Product Offering. 

The French thesaurus project developed lexicographical techniques used for multiple native lan
guages features of the DW370 and Office Vision Advanced Text Processing products from the IBM 
Bethesda Laboratory, together with the dictionary and syntax data pertaining to the French language. 
Still at the research stage is the Automatic Dictation project of the Paris Scientific center, using as a 
basis the Information Theoretical methodology and the Voice Processing hardware developed in 
Yorktown Heights. 

Image Processing: Paris was the first Center partner to receive the hardware prototype Hacienda 
(IBM 7350) and the Basic User Software (HBUS), in 1981. The projects at Paris resulted in the High 
Level Image Processing System (HLlPS) and APL Image Processing Attachment Support (APLlAS), 
which both became products. 

In application joint studies with outside partners, the Center studied different techniques for satellite 
imaging, some of which were later used in commercial satellite support systems (e.g. SPOT) [pr6. 
pr7]. 

Artificial Intelligence: Paris was an early pioneer in this field, with one of the first Expert Systems 
developed in the 1970's, "Bateau sans medecin" (Ship without a medic). On the product side, Pro
gramming in Logic (PROLOG) for VM and MVS was developed in Paris for using logic programming 
on IBM machines. The VM-PROLOG Product Offering was developed in Paris. MVS-PROLOG is de
rived from it. More recently announced. the "IBM PROLOG for 370" Program Product was based on 
a totally new prototype developed in Paris and transfered to the IBM Menlo Park Laboratory. 

More recent work focuses on theoretical breakthroughs in non-classical logic through development 
of a qualitative logic model allowing Order of Magnitude Reasoning; the model was validated using 
non-standard analysis and applied to one of the first expert system based on non-shallow reasoning 
[pr8, pr9]. 

Pisa, Italy (Established 1971) 

In 1965 the Centro Studi IBM was established in Pisa, with Dr. Renzo Marconi as manager. Its mission 
was to cooperate with the University of Pisa in creating and managing the Centro Nazionale 
Universitario di Calcolo Elettronico (CNUCE), a large Computing Center encouraging data processing 
in the Italian academic and research environment. 
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In 1971 the Centro Studi became the Pisa Scientific Center and moved to its present building on via 
S. Maria, the street of Galileo's old study. The center has major project activity in surface hydrology, 
computer networks, and econometric software. The emphasis on surface hydrology was a result of 
the very serious flood of the Arno River which occurred in 1966. 

Surface hydrology: The model of the river Arno was the final result of the Surface Hydrology project 
for the Tuscany Regional Authorities. It was a large program for simulating the rainfall runoff behavior 
of river basins, in order to evaluate the effects of expected floods. Experiments were also made with 
the river Nile and Lake Aswan, in Egypt [pi01]. 

RPCNET: RPCNET was an effort to develop a network for VM-based computing centers, in cooperation 
with CNUCE and Academic and Research partners in Bari, Bologna, Padova and Turin. The Pisa 
center played a leading role in promoting, designing and implementing the RPCNET Network. The 
network has been running successfully for several years, linking the computing centers of all the 
parties. 

Econometrics: Pisadesigned and implemented a complete set of programs to estimate, validate, 
analyze, and simulate both linear and nonlinear reliable macro- econometric models. The software 
has been made available for research purposes to several scientific organizations all around the 
world [pi02]. 

IBM 7350 (Hacienda): The special contributions of the Pisa center to the 7350 project were the design 
and implementation of HBUS (Host Basic User Subroutines), which is the host-resident subroutine li
brary for the IBM 7350 Image Processing System [pi03]. 

Medical imaging: The expertise in Image Processing developed on the IBM 7350 effort was the basis 
for a cooperative project with the University of Pisa (Project Heart), to analyze radiographs related to 
the internal innervation and blood circulation of the cardiac muscle. Experiments in 20 and 3D object 
detection and recognition were completed with the University of Florence [pi04]. 

Volcanic risk modeling: Image Processing and Mathematical Modeling were used for a research 
project on volcanic phenomena. In cooperation with the University of Pisa, a project for automatic 
drawing of Volcanic risk maps, related to volcanic eruptions was completed. Experiments have been 
made, to validate the mathematical methods used by the project, with historic eruptions of Vesuvius 
and Etna in Italy, and Mount St.Helens [pi05, pi06]. 

itaiian text processing: A rnajor result has been the deve!cpment in 1988 of a Country Program Of
fering for Italy, named Sistema C, a VM system which performs interactive sophisticated checking and 
correction of Italian texts in the XEDIT environment. The analyses made by Sistema C relies on a 
large computerized dictionary, which includes several functions related to the grammatical classi
fication of Italian words [pi07]. 

Computer Aided Translation from English to Italian, is another project in its early stages. The goal is 
human-aided machine translation of English into Italian, with special attention is being given to the 
translation of IBM Manuals. 

Brazil SC, Brasilia (1980 - 1986) 

The IBM Brasilia Scientific Center was established in 1980 in the new capital city of Brazil, with Dr. 
Jean-Paul Jacob as manager. It's focus was on enhancing the quality of life, the work environment, 
and the overall community's well-being. In 1984, the Center was honored for this work by receiving 
the American Chamber of Commerce Award for Corporate Service to the Community. In 1986, the 
Center merged with other activities in Brazil and moved to Rio de Janeiro. 
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Brazil SC, Rio de Janeiro (Established 1986) 

The IBM Rio Scientific Center was established in 1986 when the Center in Brasilia moved to Rio de 
Janeiro. All research and educational activities of the Latin American Systems Research Institute 
(founded 1980), the Software Technology Center (founded 1982), and the IBM Brazil Sumare Plant 
were integrated into the Rio Scientific Center under the present manager Fernando Borges. 

Since the consolidation of the activities in Rio, priorities are now more business-oriented, and current 
research areas are databases, data communications, artificial intelligence, logic programming, 
microelectronics, software engineering, vector processing, and advanced signal processing. 

The Center conducts educational activities in the areas of computer systems, software engineering, 
manufacturing technology and quality. 

Significant social and economic contributions have been made through development of an accurate 
model of the borer insect and sugarcane ecosystem for plague control, and through study by remote 
sensing of the environmental impact of the Tucurui hydroelectric facility. 

Contributions to computer science include the PACCHIP system, an integrated computer-aided design 
(CAD) package for very large scale integrated (VLSI) chip design, the CHRIS software tool for data
base conceptual design and prototyping, and an expert system for heuristic learning of medical di
agnoses [ri01, ri02, ri03]. 

Rome, Italy (Established 1979) 

The IBM Rome Scientific Center was chartered in 1979 under the leadership of Pier-Luigi Ridolfi. It 
absorbed the projects and staffs of the Centers at Bari and Venice and some personnel from Pisa. 
The present manager is Dr. Paolo Franchi. 

At first the projects of the Rome center were a continuation of those from the former centers. Then 
over time the project focus shifted to new areas as, as described below. For example, relational da
tabase and query languages continued in Rome in the form of territorial data base, and the activity 

o 

on hydrology and air pollution became more general and addressed other aspects than those per- o. 
taining to the Venice area [ro01, ro02, ro03, ro04]. ~ ~ 

Distributed processing: Based on the experience gained from the Pisa RPCNET project, the Rome 
Center started a new project, VMDF (Virtual Machine Distributed Facility). VMDF was used on XCF 
(eXtended Communication Facility) to create a single-image VM system that allowed file sharing be
tween remote virtual machines and catalog sharing between VM control programs. It was operational 
on the network for the Centers in Italy until 1984 [roOS, ro06]. 

Image processing: The Rome center participated in implementing the IBM 7350 Image Processing 
System, mentioned in the introduction, and since 1981, has used its special color capabilities, along 
with the IBM 3838 Array Processor, in numerical modeling projects such as seismic wave migration, 
fluid dynamics, and meteorology [ro07, roO 8 , ro09, r010, r011, ro12]. 

Natural language processing: Natural language processing is among the new research directions 
with special relevnce to Italy. One project began in 1984 with the goal of understanding the Italian 
language, and in 1987 resulted in the most complete text understanding system presently available 
in Italy [r013, r014). 
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Speech: A text-to-speech synthesizer project for Italian, was begun in 1982 using IBM hardware. In 
1984 a speech recognition project for Italian was started with the help of the Yorktown Continuous 
Speech group. By early 1988 the Rome Scientific Center, ·working on the peculiarities of the Italian 
language, reached the goal of demonstrating a large vocabulary (20,000 words) recognizer for Italian, 
a unique achievement in terms of performance, for a language other than English [r015, r016]. 

ECSEC: The skill in numerically intensive computing (NIC) such as water system modeling, air pol
lution applications, seismic modeling on IBM 3838, fluid dynamics computational physics, etc., devel
oped over more than a decade in the Italian Scientific Centers, resulted in the establishment in 1984 
of the European Center for Scientific and Engineering (ECSEC) as a department of the Rome Center. 
Since then the Center evolved to become the European focal point in IBM for NIC along with Kingston, 
PASC and Tokyo NIC Centers. 

Tokyo] Japan (Estab/ished 1970) 

The Tokyo Scientific Center was founded January 1, 1970, with E. Konno as its first manager. In Jan
uary 1983, the Center became a part of Japan Science Institute, now called the Tokyo Research Lab
oratory. Toyohisa Kaneko is the present manager. Main project areas have been natural language 
support, image processing, graphics and displays, scientific and engineering computation, and edu
cation as described below. 

Natural language: The natural language studies have included research in machine translation be
tween English and Japanese. In the late 1970's there was also work done on converting Kana to Kanji 
for a Japanese word processor [to01, to02]. 

Image Processing: The Tokyo Center has done many applications of image processing as joint 
studies with government and university groups emphasizing regional and coastal planning [to03, 
to04]. More recent studies have included optical character recognition (both printed and handwritten), 
and color image databases. 

Graphics and Displays: Projects in graphics and displays have included the development of the ap
plication programming interface (API) for the IBM 5080 display and its follow-on, and the development 
of applications for rendering, particularly texture mapping. 

Scientific and engineering computation and visualization: Projects in this area have included chemical 
computer-aided design, computational chemistry, and engineering simulation, such as air flow simu
lation in a clean room. New graphics techniques have been applied to the rendering of molecules 
[to05, to06]. 

Education: Since its beginning the Tokyo Center has always conducted projects with university part
ners. Recent projects have concerned assistance for the handicapped, mathematical computer-aided 
instruction, and campus networking [to07]. 

UKSC] Peter/eel Eng/and (1969 - 1979) 

The IBM United Kingdom Scientific Center was originally founded in Peterlee, Durham, in May 1969, 
under the leadership of Dr. Colin J. Bell. In 1979 the Center altered its focus considerably, and was 
moved to Winchester. The major project areas at Peterlee were relational databases and local and 
regional planning. 
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Relational data base: The relational database work culminated in the early and successful "Peterlee 
Model". This data base program was the most famous of the Center's products. It was IBM's first 
successful relational data base program used by customers and did much to popularize the concept 
[pe01, pe02]. 

Local and regional planning: For ten years the Center had many projects with local and regional 
government groups on problems involving the practical use of computers for planning in their organ
izations. 

UKSC, Winchester, England (Established 1979) 

In 1979 the IBM United Kingdom Scientific Center (UKSC) adopted a new charter and a new project 
focus, and moved from Peterlee to Winchester. That new charter established a new set of project 
areas for the Center: image processing, graphics systems, and speech processing. The major con
tributions in these areas are outlined below. In 1988, the Center was a joint winner of the British 
Computer Society Award for applications. /-~\ 

UKSC is unique in that it has a formal connection to an IBM laboratory - IBM United Kingdom Labo
ratories Limited, at Hursley Park. England. It is the only Center with such a formal connection. UKSC 
also is unusual in its extensive use of visiting professionals. forming roughly half of the staff. The 
visitors work at UKSC for periods between one and three years. 

The UKSC Winchester managers have been Peter D. Atkinson, Goeffrey W. Robinson, Ian F. 
Brackenbury, and Rodger B. Hake. Dave Steventon is the current manager. 

Image processing: This area grew out of early work at UKSC in molecular graphics. As the equip
ment improved the emphasis has been particularly the high content, high resolution end of the busi
ness as used in medicine and satellite imaging. UKSC has concentrated on the application of its 
high-content image work to medical applications of imaging the heart and neurons. This led to the 
Interactive Applications eXecutive (lAX) Program offering which is 370 VM/CMS-based [uk01, uk02]. 

Graphics: The focus in graphics has been on modeling using construction solid geometry. The 
WINSOM system has been developed to make realistic pictures on a raster display terminal. The in
put to the program a series of building blocks of single regular primitives such as cubes, spheres, and 
cylinders. These are combined to produce good quality, rendered images of complex objects [uk03]. 

Speech synthesis and natural language processing: The concentration at the UKSC been on text to 
spoken English synthesis, and it has established what is believed to be the best center of expertise 
in the Company. The automatic phonetic transcription from input text has been particularly studied 
[uk04. uk05]. 

Parallel Processing: UKSC has been studying the generation of WINSOM (see above) images at high 
speed using arrays of transputers. 

Pharmaceutical projects: A number of projects have focused on the use of graphics for molecular 
modelling and related topics, now of considerable interest to the pharmaceutical world. The UKSC 
also is working on the use of expert systems in clinical trials. 

Scientific and Technical Data Visualization: The UKSC's graphics and imaging expertise has been 
exploited in number of fields involving the use of graphical techniques for the presentation of forms 
and the visualization of large amounts of complex data. Areas for study have been solid geometry, 
raster display of complex three-dimensional constructions, molecular modeling for the pharmaceutical 
industry, high speed imaging using arrays of transputers, automatic interpretation of images, 
stereoscopic computer vision, fluid flow, astronomy, archaeology. theoretical physics, molecular beam 
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epitaxy, and liquid crystal structure. More recently the techniques are also being used for computer 
generated art [uk06, uk07]. 

Computer Vision: Imaging expertise has and is being applied to the automatic interpretation of im
ages. The UKSC has made a number of advances in the area of stereoscopic computer vision. 

Venice, Italy (1969 - 1979) 

The IBM Venice Scientific Center was located in a thirteenth century palace - the only Center to be 
so honored. The center was established in 1969 with Luciano Lippi as manager. 

As was the case in Pisa, a natural disaster had an important influence in the founding of the Venice 
center. A very serious storm in 1966 caused a storm surge of 194 cm in Venice and drew world-wide 
attention to the problems of saving Venice. This prompted IBM Italy to join in the government
sponsored effort by establishing a scientific center there. 

As a result, much of its work centered on hydrology and air pollution. The numerical modeling of 
combined tidal and meteorological effects in the Venice lagoon, and of the sinking phenomenon in the 
Venice area due to the pumping of groundwater, remain as the major contributions of this Center to 
basic knowledge in these fields [ve1, ve2]. 

These results have been widely published in articles and books and are still used as a term of refer
ence by the scientific community investigating hydrological aspects of the environment. The Venice 
Center was closed in 1979 and became part of the new IBM Rome Scientific Center. 
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pa02 J. Gazdag, G. Radicati, P. Sguazzero, H.H. Wang, "Seismic Migration on the IBM 3090 Vector 
Facility," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 30,2, 173-183, 1986. 

pa03 IBM Installed User Program 5796-PQW, "SORT/MERGE Performance Improvements." 

pa04 A.A. Dubrulle, "A Version of EISPACK for the IBM 3090VF," Tech. Report G320-3510, IBM Palo 
Alto, Jun 1988. 

pa05 Jeno Gazdag, H.H. Wang, "Concurrent Computing by Cascading Tasks in the Space-Time Do
main," IBM Systems Journal, Nov 1989. 

paOe RG. Scarborough, H.G. Kolsky, "Improved Optimization of FORTRAN Object ProQrams," IBM J. 
of Res. & Develop. 24, 6, 660-676, 1980. 

pa07 IBM Installed User Program 5796-PKR, "FORTRAN H Extended Optimization Enhancement," 1978. 

pa08 A.H. Karp, R.G. Babb II, "A Comparison of 12 Parallel Fortran Dialects," IEEE Software, 52-66, Sep 
1988. 

pa09 L.E. Lyon, "Striped 1/0 for FORTRAN," Tech. Report G320-3513, IBM Palo Alto, Jun 1988. 

pa10 A.A. Dubrulle, R.G. Scarborough, H.G. Kolsky, "How to Write Good Vectorizable FORTRAN," 
Tech. Report G320-3478, IBM Palo Alto, Sep 1985. 

pa11 R.G. Scarborough, H.G. Kolsky, "A Vectorizing FORTRAN Compiler," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 
30,2, 163-171, 1986. 

pa12 Hassitt, A., J.W. Lageschulte & L.E. Lyon, "Implementation of a High Level Language Machine," 
Comm. ACM, 16, 199-212, Apr 1973. 
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pa13 IBM Program 5799-ALK, IBM PRPQ MF2608 and IBM RPQ 500256, "APLlCMS and APL Assist,":_- -)-
1974. '-

pa14 A. Hassitt, L.E. Lyon, "An APL Emulator on System/370," IBM Systems Journal 15, 4, 358-378 
1976. 

pa15 H.J Myers, "Compiling Optimized Code from Decision Tables," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 16, 
489-503, Sep 1972. 

pa16 IBM Installed User Programs: 5796-PJB, "APL Decision Table Compiler," 1977; 5796-PKD, 
"General Cross Assembler Generator," 1978; 5790-PPJ, "APL Performance Tools." 

pa17 J. Littman, "The First Portable Computer," (Story of PASC's first PC, 1973), PC World, 1, 7, 
294-300, Oct 1983. 

pa18 J.V. Dave, "Contrast Attenuation Factors for Remote Sensing," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 23, 
214-223, 1979. 

pa19 J.V. Dave, R. Bernstein, H.G. Kolsky, "Importance of Higher-Order Components to Multispectral 
Classification," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 26, 712-723, 1982. 

pa20 J.V. Dave, J. Gazdag, "Reduction of Random Noise from Multiband Data using Phase Relation
ships among their Fourier Coefficients," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 28, 399-411, 1984. 

pa21 IBM Program 5875-EEE, "Personal Computer Image Processing System (PCIPS)." 

pa22 J.F.Asmus, R. Bernstein, J.V. Dave, H.J. Myers, "Mona Lisa," Perspectives in Computing, 7, 1, 
11-22, 1987. 

pa23 IBM Programs: PRPQ 5799-A VB, "Interactive Geo-Facilities Graphics Support"; 5668-941, 
"Graphics Program Generator Program Product"; "Graphics One-Line Diagram: Display, Edit, 
and Query Program {FOP)"; "Composed Document Viewing Utility" {Part of Graphic Data Query 
Facility, ReI. 3 (5668-905). 

pa24 IBM Program 5796-PLN, "A Departmental Reporting System II {ADRS II)." 

pa25 IBM Program 5798-DRT, "PROFS Note Maintenance Facility." 

pa26 Paul J. Friedl, "The Use of Computer Conferencing by a University Faculty," IFIP TC6/WG6.5, 
Conf. on Message Handling Systems, 387-402, R. Speth, Apr 1987. 

Paris, France (Established 1977) 

prD1 R. Moreau, "Statistiques et Analyses Linguistiques," Presses Universitaires de France, Paris, 
1966. 

prD2 R. Moreau, "The Computer Comes of Age," MIT Press, Cambridge, (1984) (English Translation 
of "Ainsi Naquit L'lnformatique," Dunod, Paris, 1981) Holland, Amsterdam 1968. 

prD3 J.J. Duby, "Sophisticated Algebra on a Computer: Derivatives of Witt Vectors in Symbol Manipu
lation Languages and Techniques," North Holland, Amsterdam 1968. 
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pr04 F. Marcotorchino, P. Michaud, "Optimisation en Analyse Ordinale des Donnees," Masson, Paris, 
1979. 

pr05 F. Chatelin, "A Probabilistic Round Off Error Propagation Model," in Reliable Numerical Com
puting, Oxford University Press, 19S8. 

pr06 M. Abrams, A. Blusson, P. Nguyen, Y. Rabu, "Image Processing Applications for Geologic Map
ping," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 29, 2, 1985. 

pr07 D. Ho, "A Soil Thermal Model for Remote Sensing," IEEE Trans. in Geoscience and Remote 
Sensing, 25, 2, 1987. 

pr08 O. Raiman, "Order of Magnitude," Proc. of National Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AAAI-86, 
19S6. 

pr09 P. Dague, P. Deves, O. Raiman, "Trouble Shooting: When Modelling is the Trouble," Proc. of 
National Conference on Artificial Intelligence, AAAI-S7, 19S7. 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1972 - 1974) 

ph01 Franz Schober, Kurt Spielberg, "APL Econometric Planning Language (EPLAN)," Proc. of APL76 
Conference, ACM, 1976. 

ph02 Kurt Spielberg, "Inequalities in Branch and Bound Programming," in Optimisation Methods, (ed. 
Cottle, Karup), Eng!. Univ. Press, London, 1974. 

ph03 M. Guignard, K. Spielberg, "Logical Reduction Methods in Zero-one Programming (Minimal 
Preferred Variables)," J. of Operations Res., 29, Jan 1981. 

Pis a, Italy (Established 1971) 

pi01 A. Fahmy, L. Panattoni, E. Todini, "A Mathematical Model of the River Nile," Engineering Appli
cations of Computational Hydraulics, 111-130, 1982. 

pi02 C. Bianchi, G. Calzolari, P. Corsi, "A Program for Stochastic Simulation of Econometric Models," 
Econometrica, No.46, 235-236, 1978. 

pi03 P. Franchi, C. Paoli, J. Gonzales, P. Mantey, A. Parolo, J. Simmons, "Design Issues and Archi
tecture of HACIENDA, an Experimental Image Processing System," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 27, 
No.2, 116-126, 1983. 

pi04 C. Paoli, R. Porinelli, A. L' Abbate, M. G. Trivella, "A Computerized Autoradiographic Technique 
for Simultaneous Millimetric Mapping of Myocardial Blood Flow and Metabolism," IBM J. of Res. 
& Develop. 30, No.6, 627-634, 1986. 

pi05 M. T. Pareschi, P. Armienti, G. Macedonio, "A numerical Model for the Simulation of Tephra 
Transport and Deposition: Applications to May 18, 19S0 Mt.St.Helens Eruption," Journal of 
Geophysical Research, 93, No.B6, 6463-6476, 1987. 
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pi06 M. T. Pareschi, R. Bernstein, "Modeling and Image Processing for Visualization of Volcanic " 
Mapping," IBM J. of Res. & Develop. 33, NoA, 406-416, 1989. "._~j 

pi07 C. Paoli, R. Porinelli, C. Lettera, L. Masera, "Use of a Dictionary in Conjunction with Handwritten 
Texts Recognizer," IEEE Proc. of the 8th IntI. Conference on Pattern Recognition, IAPR, Paris, 
699-701, 1986. 

Brazil SC, Brasilia (1980 - 1986) 

br01 M.A. Casanova, A.V. Moura, "An Introduction to Distributed Data Bases Management Systems," 
1984. 

Brazil SC, Rio De Janeiro (Established 1986) 

ri01 M.A. Casanova, F.A.C. Giorno and A.L. Furtado, "Logic Programming and the Prolog Language," 
1987. 

ri02 R.C.B Martins, A.V. Moura, "Systematic Derivation of Correct Programs: The Denotational Ap
proach,"1988. 

Rome Italy (Established 1979) 

ro01 F. Antonacci, P. Dell'Orco, A. Turtur, "A Territorial Database Management System," Proc. of IntI. 
Conference on Management of Data, ACM SIGMOD, Orlando FL, Jun 1982. 

ro02 G. Volpi, G. Gambolati, L. Carbognin, P. Gatto, G. Mozzi, "Groundwater contour mapping in 
Venice by stochastic interpolation. 2 Results," Water Resources Research, 15, 3, 1979. 

ro03 G. Fronta, P. Melli (eds.), "Mathematical models for planning and controlling air quality," 
Pergamon Press, 1982. 

ro04 E. Runca, P. Melli, F. Sardei, "Finite difference and variational methods applied to numerical 
treatment of advection and diffusion of environmental pollutants from a line-source," Journal 
of Computational Physics, 59, 1, 1985. 

ro05 L. Lenzini, G. Sommi, "Architecture and implementation of RPCNET," in Verma P.K. (ed.), Proc. 
of the Third IntI. Conference on Computer Communication, Toronto, 1976. 

ro06 A. Fusi, G. Sommi, "Distributed Virtual Systems," Prac. 2nd IntI. Conference on Distributed 
Computing Systems, Paris, France, Apr, 1981. 

roO? S. Oi Zenzo, R. Bernstein, S. De Gloria, and H.G. Kolsky, "Gaussian Maximum Likelihood and 
Contextuaf Classification Algorithms," IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing. 
GE-25, 6, 1987. 

ro08 S. Cavaliere, M. Fantini, A. Turtur "Anlntegrated System for Printing and Publishing Applica
tions," in Computed-Generated Images, 436-447, Springer Verlag, 1986. 
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ro09 E. de Castro, G. Cristini, A. Martelli, C. Morandi, M. Vascotto, "Compensation of random eye 
motion in an electronic ophtalmoscope: preliminary results," IEEE Transaction on Medical Im
aging, Mar 1987. 

r010 J. Gazdag, P. Sguazzero, "Migration of seismic data by phase shift plus interpolation," 
Geophysics, 49, 1984. 

r011 R. Benzi, H.R. Hansen, A. Sutera, "On stochastic perturbations of simple blocking models," 
Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, 110, 1984. 

r012 P. Carnevali, A. Selloni, A. Baratoff, E. Stoll, "Current distribution in the scanning vacuum tunnel 
microscope: free electron model," Journal of Physics C. Solid state Physics, 17, 1984. 

r013 F. Antonacci, M.T. Pazienza, M. Russo, P. Velardi, "A System for the Analysis and Generation of 
Sentences in Italian" in "Conceptual Graphs for Knowledge Systems," ed. J. Sowa and N. Foo, 
Addison Wesley, 1989. 

r014 F. Antonacci, M.T. Pazienza, M. Russo, P. Velardi, "Representation and Control Strategies for 
large Knowledge Domain: an Application to NLP," Journal of Applied Artificial Intelligence, 1989. 

r015 P. D'Orta, M. Ferretti, A. Martelli, S. Melecrinis, S. Scarci, G. Volpi," A Speech Recognition 
System for the Italian Language," IEEE 1987 IntI. Conf. on Acoustic, Speech and Signal Proc
essing, Dallas, 1987. 

r016 P. D'Orta, M. Ferretti, S. Scarci, "Fast Speaker Adaptation for Large-Dictionary Real-Time Speech o Recognition," IEEE Workshop on Speech Recognition, Arden House, Harriman, NY, 1988. 

o 

Tokyo, Japan (Established 1970) 

to01 T. Nishino and T. Fujisaki, "A Stochastic Parsing of Kanji Compound Words," Trans. of Information 
Processing Soc. of Japan, 29, 11, 1034-1042, Nov 1988. 

to02 M. Udo, Y. Akimoto, S. Kaneko, and T. Sanuki. "Japanese APL Language System on IBM Multi
station 5550," ACM/SIGAPL APL Quote Quad, 16, 4, 326-334, Jul 1986. 

to03 J-K. Hong and J. lisaka, "Coastal Environmental Change Analysis by Landsat MSS Data," J. 
Remote Sensing of Environment, 12, 2, 107-116, 1982. 

to04 Y-L. Yang, A. Kondo and J-K. Hong "An Assessment of Environmental Changes by Landsat Data" 
in Ocean Space Utilization '85, Springer-Verlag, 1,715-722, 1985. 

to05 A. Koide, A. Doi, and K. Kajioka, "Polyhedral Approximation Approach to Molecular Orbital 
Graphics," Journal of Molecular Graphics, 4, 3, 149-156 & 160, 1986. 

to06 M. Sakaki, H. Samukawa, N. Honjou, "Effective Utilization of the IBM 3090 Large Virtual Storage 
in the Numerically Intensive Computations of ab initio Molecular Orbitals," IBM Systems Journal 
27, 4, 528-540, 1988. o t007 O. Wakita and S. Kadekawa 'Computer for the Blind and the Deaf,' Journal of IPSJ, 25, 5, 462-470, 
May 1984. 
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UKSC, Peter/ee, Eng/and (1969 - 1979) 

pe01 M.G. Notley, "The Peterlee IS/1 System," IBM Tech. Report UKSC-0018, IBM Scientific Centre, 
Mar 1972. 

pe02 S.J.P. Todd, "The Peterlee Relational Test Vehicle - A System Overview," IBM Systems Journal, 
15, no. 4, 285-308, 1976. 

UKSC, Winchester, Eng/and (Established 1979) 

uk01 M.L. Cocklin, "Digital Chest Radiology: Spatial and contrast resolution requirements," Proc. of the 
IntI. Symposium on Computer Assisted Radiology, Berlin, Springer Verlag, 215-219, 1987. 

uk02 H.M. Cole, T.R. Harris, E.W. Stockley and H.V. Wheale, "Interactive Three-Dimensional Display 
of Reconstructed Neurons," Journal of Physiology, 400, 5P, 1988. 

uk03 J.R. Woodwark, "Eliminating Redundant Primitives from Set-theoretic Solid Models by a Consid
eration of Constituents," IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications 8, 3, 38-47, May 1988. 

uk04 G. Kaye, "The Design of the Database for the Survey of English Usage," Corpus Linguistics, Hard 
& Soft, Ed. M. Kyte, O. Ihalainen & M. Rissanen, Rodopi Amsterdam, 1988. 

uk05 S.G.C. Lawrence, B.J. Williams and G. Kaye, "The Automatic Phonemic Transcription of English," 
Orthography and Phonology, Ed. P.A. Luelsdorff, J. Benjamins Amsterdam, 1987. 

uk06 R.W. Phippen, G.R. Luckhurst and D.J. Adams, "Computer simulation studies of anisotropic sys
tems XVII: the Gay-Berne model nematogen," Molecular Physics 61,6, 1575-1580, 1987. 

uk07 P. Reilly and R. Zambardino, "A computer-based system for the organization and processing of 
site-location and boundary data," Computers and Humanities 27, 177-191, 1987. 

Venice, Italy (1969 - 1979) 

ve01 G. Gambolati, "Use of over-relaxation techniques in the simulation of large groundwater basins 
by the finite element method," IntI. Journal of Numerical Methods in Engineering, 9, 1, John 
Wiley, 1975. 

ve02 E. Runca, P. Zannetti and P. Melli, "A computer- oriented emissions inventory procedure for ur
ban and industrial sources," J. of Air Poll. Contr. Assn., 6, 1978. 

Washington, (Wheaton, Maryland) (1967 - 1969) 

wa01 A. Hassitt, "Solution of the Stochastic Programming Model of Reservoir Regulation," Tech Report 
320-3506, IBM Washington (Internal Publication), May 1968. 
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wa02 H.H. Wang, P. Halpern, P. Wrotenbery, "Primitive Equation Limited Area Fine Mesh Numerical 
Weather Prediction Model," Tech Report 320-3512, IBM Washington (Internal Publication), Oct 
1968. 
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Richard A. MacKinnon, 16 Page Farm Road, Sherborn, MA 01770-1034. 

Mr. MacKinnon is the third Manager of the Cambridge Scientific Center 1975-1992. He holds a B.A. 
degree in American History from Yale University (magna cum laude) and an M.B.A. in Finance from 
the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration. He joined IBM in 1962, working first as a 
systems engineer then marketing representative in a banking territory in Boston. In 1966 Mr. 
MacKinnon installed the first on-line banking system on System/360. From 1967-1969 he worked in the 
banking development department in Data Processing Division headquarters, White Plains, New York. 
In 1970 he became Systems Support Manager in IBM's largest DPD region, New England and Upper 
New York state. There he was responsible for introduction and early support of System/370 and its 
virtual storage operating systems as well as associated hardware and system software products. In 
1972 Mr. MacKinnon was responsible for the installation of the second System/370 shipped by IBM 
which was the first system installed using OS/360. 

In 1975 Mr. MacKinnon joined the Cambridge Scientific Center as its Manager. Since 1976 he has 
taught the" Advanced Computing Systems" course at the MIT Sloan School of Management and cur
rently holds the position there of Senior Lecturer. He is also a Visiting Lecturer at Harvard University's 
Aiken Laboratory. After closing the Cambridge Scientific Center on July 31, 1992 and retiring after 
thirty years of service with IBM, Mr. MacKinnon was appointed State Street Fellow upon the occasion 
of the two-hundredth anniversary of State Street Boston Corporation. 

He is the author of four articles in the "IBM Systems Journal" on IBM multiprocessing, Virtual Ma
chine operating systems, and the history of the Scientific Centers [ca10, ca11]. Outside IBM he is a 
member of the Foundation and the Board of Managers of the Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary, a 
Harvard teaching hospital founded in 1824. He is also on the visiting committee of the radiation 
medicine department of the Massachusetts General Hospital as well as an elected member of Phi 
Beta Kappa. 

Harwood G. Kolsky, UniverSity of California, Santa Cruz, Computer Engineering, Santa Cruz, CA 95064 

Dr. Kolsky is a retired IBM Fellow, Palo Alto Scientific Center. He is a phYSicist who became a com
puter scientist when that field was new. His work has been on a variety of topics including program
ming languages, scientific applications, and digital image processing. He received his B.S. degree in 
Engineering Physics from the University of Kansas and his M.A. and Ph.D. in Physics from Harvard 
University. 

After seven years at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Dr. Kolsky joined IBM in 1957 in 
Poughkeepsie as a member of the product planning group for the STRETCH (IBM 7030) computer. In 
1959 he became assistant manager of the IBM Federal Systems Division (FSD) office in Omaha, 
Nebraska. Following this he spent some time at FSD headquarters, before being named manager of 
the systems science department of the San Jose Research Laboratory in 1961. In 1962 he headed an 
advanced technology group in the Advanced Systems Development Division at Los Gatos, California. 
He joined the Palo Alto Scientific Center when it was formed in 1964 as manager of the atmospheric 
physics group. Later he headed projects in programming languages and digital image processing. 

Dr. Kolsky was named an IBM Fellow in 1969. He served on the IBM Corporate Technical Committee 
at Armonk, New York, 1974-75. He was also head of the Board of Consultants for the IBM European 
Scientific Centers. In 1985 he came to the new UCSC Computer Engineering board of studies as a 
visiting professor. In 1986 he retired from IBM and began a new career as a full-time professor at 
UCSC. He is member of Sigma Xi, the American Physical Society, and a senior member of the IEEE. 
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Historical Appendix 

Extracts from a report entitled, 
" General Observations on the Role, Value and Problems 

of the Scientific Centers," 
by 

Harwood G. Kolsky, IBM Fellow, 
November 26, 1973. 

III. The Effectiveness of the Scientific Centers 

The DP 3 Scientific Centers serve two IBM needs in the real world of long range customer require
ments: application research and scientific image building. In the opinion of independent auditors, the 
Scientific Centers serve these needs better than any other IBM organization. The reason for this is 
that the Scientific Centers are close enough to the real world to feel the pulse of customer require
ments and to properly weigh technological trends that will influence DP sales. Yet they are sufficiently 
detached from the marketing organization so that the academic and scientific communities treat them 
as peers ... 

The overall quality of Scientific Center work is high. The productivity as measured by publications, 
application programs, external contacts and demonstrations is very high compared to other groups 
of similar size. The quality of Scientific Center work depends on having a critical mass of good people 
in several disciplines. The inter-disciplinary mix leads to maximum cross-industry activity. Small 
groups are forced to work with external people to get things done ... 

IV. Questions Facing the Scientific Centers 

Whenever Scientific Center managers gather, certain problems are mentioned again and again as 
being important to the health of the Scientific Centers. Most of these problems are not the kind that 
can be "solved" once and for all by some management action. There are more like constraints which 
must be continually considered in all decisions ... 

A. Questions of Mission 

The domestic Scientific Centers were established originally in 1964 and the WTC Centers started in 
1968-69 to fill the needs of their respective countries in the gap between basic research and technol
ogy on one hand, and marketing development activities on the other. .. 

Because of the three important aspects of the mission -- research, marketing, and image -- the Sci
entific Centers are always being pulled toward one of the other by management. The most successful 
projects have a proper balance between them. The concept that the Scientific Center manager should 
have an entrepreneur role in selecting things to do which will best serve the Center, science, and 
IBM's image and market, is not really understood very well, even by its own management... 

The Scientific Centers give to IBM some of the advantages of a small company. Having small groups 
of sharp people, having long experience in their respective fields, running hard and fast on well
understood projects can result in incredible achievements. One could argue for having a few refuges 

3 DP = Dataprocessing Division. IBM's marketing division in the United States at the time. 
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within IBM for such activities on purely philosophical grounds, even with no immediate return on in- ... ) .... 
vestm

b 
ent. The fact is that the return is better on a per-capita basis on almost any measurement which '~, . 

can e applied ... 

B. The Reporting Position Question 

Because the mission of the Scientific Centers is balanced between research, market, and image, it is 
possible to have them report to any organization having one or the other of these missions in its 
charter. It can also report either at a high or low level in such an organization, with either a line or 
staff function. 

The domestic Scientific Centers began reporting to Corporate Headquarters in a research, staff-like 
position, They were later shifted to DP, mainly for financial reasons. Their reporting point within DP 
has shifted several times over the years, indicating that there is uncertainty as to the "correct" posi
tion. The WTC Centers report either to DP or External Affairs (market or image) within their countries, 
although there is considerable variation in the exact conditions ... 

There is probably no single position which is "right", if by that one means no conflict will arise. The 
reporting point should be re-examined periodically to see if a change would help. In the final analysis, 
the Centers should report to that senior executive who is best willing to support and utilize them as 
SCIENTIFIC CENTERS, not as something else. 

c. The Question of How to Allocate Resources 

Financial problems always rate high on a Scientific Manager's list. Financial support is a concrete 
expression of the belief of IBM in a particular organization. Ii is interesting to ask how discretionary 
resources are assigned within IBM and match these against the Scientific Center's needs: 

(1) The first is the formal way, which involves making marketing forecasts and building a business 
case before starting serious work on a project. This method works well on large projects which are 
extensions of IBM's existing product line. It does not work well on NEW opportunities, e.g., graphics, 
terminals, pocket calculators, or copiers. It also does not work well on small products with a limited 
market where conservative pricing policies can be deadly. 

(2) Another approach is to find a project based on the inspiration of a charismatic leader. This works 
best on new opportunities previously overlooked by the company. The most spectacular advances 
come from such projects, but they can result in spectacular failures as well. The failures tend to 
generate more controls and more bureaucracy for future project leaders to face. 

(3) One approach frequently used is that of estimating the return on investment while comparing two 
or three similar competing projects. Too often the resources go to the group which can put up the 
best P.R. story. The management problem is one of comparing unlike things. A "paper tiger" is al
ways better than an existing entity, whether it is a hardware product, a software product, or the plans 
for a research project. 

(4) Sometimes resources are applied on the basis of past performance. Intuitively one feels the best 
ways for IBM to assign resources would be to reward the people or groups who have a good record 
of accomplishment and punish those who have a poor record. All too often those who have 
squandered resources, missed milestones or produced shoddy products are rewarded by being given 
more resources to catch up, while those who are frugal and efficient are cut back. The Scientific 
Centers would certainly prosper if more decisions were made on the latter basis. 
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D. The Question of the Optimal Size for a Center 

The really "optimal" size depends very much on the individual location, projects, personnel mix, etc. 
The closeness of coupling to neighboring universities and other scientific groups is particularly im
portant... 

E. Personnel Questions 

There are two chronic personnel problems in Scientific Centers: (1) The hiring and retention of good 
staff members, and (2) the career path problem ... 

Because of the mission, Scientific Centers need staff members who (1) are good practicing scientists, 
(2) have a sense of the marketplace, and (3) have good judgment in dealing with other scientists, 
customers, and IBM management. 

Having hired or developed these rare scientist- marketeer- statesmen, the problem inevitably arises 
as to what the career path is for such individuals. The same question occurs for scientists anywhere 
in IBM, but because of the small size of the Scientific Centers, it is particularly acute. This is clearly 
a continuing problem which must be faced on an individual basis ... 

F. The Questions of Project Selection and Monitoring 

One of the most commonly asked questions is, "How are Scientific Center projects selected, moni
tored and killed?" A lot of time has been spent both in certain Scientific Centers and at headquarters 
explaining the procedures to be followed ... 

It has been observed in the Scientific Centers for some time that the really good projects come from 
the efforts of individual staff members who push ideas to fill a need which they can see because of 
their intimate knowledge of a field. Very few projects are ever handed down from above, or even 
suggested from Industry Development. Certainly none ever came through a formal flow chart of "cri
teria" and "decision points" ... 

G. The Question of Terminating Projects 

The problem of terminating a project which is going nowhere is one of the more difficult management 
problems in the scientific environment. The arbitrary or capricious starting and stopping of projects 
will create lasting resentment and stifle individual initiative very quickly. 

Too often the problem is approached from the point of view: "This project shall be killed to save re
sources, headcount and dollars." A much better way would be to ask, "What can we do which is more 
valuable with these particular people, with these particular skills, at this particular location?" 

The best way to terminate a project is to start a better one. The people concerned will then switch 
over willingly rather than fight desperately to keep their old project alive. Stopping a well-run project 
simply because it has no short-term payoff is certainly contrary to the Scientific Center mission ... 

H. The Questions of Measurement 

One of the oldest questions relating to scientists in industry is, "How can one measure the productivity 
of a scientist, a project, or a Center?" In the DP organization where everything tends to reduced to 
points, this is particularly important... 

The secret certainty is people in the Scientific Centers. A project usually depends on one or two key 
individuals. This technical leader knows better than anyone else what the difficulties and the prom-
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ises of the project are. As with our scientific customers, his judgment must be one of the key deciding :,' )' 
factors in what the project is and how well it is doing. " 

To aid in the resource allocation problem and to avoid the problem of blind spots in projects, it is 
important to have technical and marketing reviews of the larger projects on a regular basis ... If done 
properly, these reviews are more constructive than external "audits," which usually imply there is 
trouble with the project. 

The method of these reviews is the same as the scientific method -- the submission of one's ideas to 
the scrutiny of his peers. This is the main way scientific progress is made and ideas propagated ... 

I. The Questions of Communication and Duplication 

The bugaboo of "duplication of effort" ranks high in upper management's worries about projects in 
IBM. In the Scientific Centers it is hardly ever a real problem. Even projects having the same name 
are usually quite different in content or approach. As Manny Piore (Dr. Emmanuel Piore, former IBM 
Chief Scientist and head of Research) once said, "Duplication of projects is not necessarily bad. It is 
the lack of communication between similar projects which is unforgivable." 

The best solution is to have staff members visit other Centers and give lectures on their work. Reports 
without personal contact tend not to be read or understood, 

J. The Transfer Problem 

The transfer of the results of scientific projects to other groups within IBM, or directly to customers, 
has been a continuing problem throughout the years. A project leader normally has to spend an ap
preciable part of his personal effort in seeking customers for his products. The percentage of success 
still remains questionable, since it is frequently hard to tell when a scientific "product" has been 
transferred. A concept used by another group can be very valuable although no paper transfer shows. 

K. The Approval Procedure Problem 

The difficulty of getting approvals .. Jor new projects, joint studies, fellowships, special equipment, etc ... 
separated from purely financial questions. 

Scientific Centers tend to do unusual things, with the result that whatever they propose is likely to be 
a special case and tends to get stuck in the decision-making gears at all levels. Unlike some of the 
other problems on this list, this one does have some hope of solution as management and staff people 
become educated to the importance of Scientific Center projects. 

* * * * 
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This report was originally written to honor the historical record of the IBM Scientific Centers on the 
occasion of their 25th anniversary in 1989. Its publication was delayed at that time because of the 
rapid succesion of events described herein. The authors now facing the reality that in 1992 all the 
U.S. Centers have closed, feel that it is our duty to complete and leave behind this historical record 
for all the Scientific Centers. In particular with their twenty-eight year history of accomplishment and 
contribution to IBM's objectives, the United States Scientific Centers and their members deserve that 
their legacy not be forgotten. 

Why by 1992 did all the U.S. Centers Close? 

First, it should be obvious from the previous pages that closures of Scientific Centers are not unique 
to 1992. Since the rapid growth of the mid-1960s, the number of United States Scientific Centers has 
been cut several times. 

Part of this phenomenon was related to the growing expertise of customers in the application of 
computing to their endeavors. A pronounced emphasis arose in some minds within IBM and cus
tomer installations which indicated that IBM could best serve its broad marketplace through inno
vation in systems and computer science rather than through specific application expertise. 

The result was that those Scientific Centers which were able to combine application knowledge with 
systems innovations flourished while the others were closed. Just as significant is the fact that, being 
part of IBM's United States marketing organizations, the Scientific Centers were subject to episodic 
and across-the-board resource cuts along with their marketing brethren. Belt-tightening was felt on 
a proportional scale in the Scientific Centers to a degree that was unappreciated by host organiza
tional executives. In the authors' opinion, it is a tribute to the Centers' resourcefulness that they were 
able to endure so many years of such adversity. 

By 1974 a so-called "steady state" was achieved with three remaining U.S. Centers. This level con
tinued for 15 years. 

This all began to change when the Los Angeles Center was closed in January 1990 as its parent or
ganization, Technical Computing, applied significant resource cuts. It was concluded that for the 
overall long-term health of the Centers, two robust Centers in Palo Alto and Cambridge were prefer
able to three starving ones. Some -- but by no means all -- of the Los Angeles technical population 
transferred to Palo Alto. Thus in many ways, the Los Angeles scenario resembled the closings of 
earlier years. The intent in 1990 was to establish a new steady state in which Palo Alto and 
Cambridge were to remain in business and, in fact, they enjoyed robust and exciting technical agen
das with enviable technology transfer achievements. This was true right up until the closing. 

Perhaps over the prior twenty-six years the feeling had grown up that the Centers were "survivors" 
-- we knew how to be resourceful in difficult times and had acquired the secret for turning the 
pereception of keeping the "glass half full" into a reality while others saw it emptying. This combined 
with encouragement then tolerance from Corporate Headquarters gave a real basis for the conviction 
that the Centers' technical contributions were their best protection. Alas, this was not to prove so. 

Instead, the remaining two Centers were terminated in 1992 because their parent organization, 
Technical Computing, could not be sustained and was abolished. In an IBM undergoing great adver
sity and change, the Centers came to be viewed as a $23-million expense rather than a seed invest
ment which over many years had yielded rich dividends. 
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With the reversal of fortunes of Technical Computing, IBM executives first considered separating the 
Centers from the declining situation in which they were embedded, and sought a more tolerant and ::~_~) 
robust home in which the Centers could continue and hopefully flourish. Instead, in amazing haste, 
their candle was extinguished. 

The IBM of 1992 - referred to as "The New IBM" within the company -- has adopted a model that 
dictates that every activity beyond the Research Division must sustain a revenue flow and profit 
stream. When the Research Division declined to incorporate the Scientific Centers into its structure, 
Corporate Executives concluded there was no room for Scientific Centers in the IBM operation in the 
United States. 4 The authors have the satisfaction of debating this action at the highest levels of the 
IBM Corporation. 

Fortunately such has not been the case outside the United States. The World Trade Centers continue 
to function and, while under considerable financial pressure -- mirroring their respective country's 
situations -- they continue and proudly remain a part of IBM outside the United States. Some coun
tries such as Italy, Spain, and Israel have made considerable changes 5, but the Scientific Center 
mission, reality, and resource remains to a very large degree. 

What to conclude at this juncture? 

First, what was originally an organizational asset -- being part of an IBM domestic marketing organ
ization -- became an ultimate liability and part of the downfall. When the Centers became a part of 
IBM's Applications Solutions Line of Business and Technical Computing operation, their horizon and 
time-line assumed a much fore-shortened perspective. The concept of investment for the future and 
the long-haul lost vogue, especially as business results turned unfavorable. Somewhere along the 
way the Scientific Centers lost their charter as a Corporate Resource and became treated as any 
other department within their host organization. This was coupled with the bewildering happenings in 
the mainframe and workstation marketplace -- the so-called "paradigm shift." Given the Centers' pi
oneering role with interactive then personal computing and their introduction of UNIX™ into IBM, one 
would think them an especially valuable resource at this juncture in IBM's affairs. But as the host 
endured rough seas and its ultimate demise, so went the Scientific Centers. 

Lessons Learned 

Under the category of Lessons Learned the authors feel one should never underestimate the extent 
to which an organization in the grips of adversity is willing to devour seed corn in the name of pre
venting starvation. Appeals to the future and references to "babies going out with bath water" fall on 
deaf ears under such circumstances. Appeals to previous contributions, sustained productivity, future 
importance, and enviable professional reputation also do not stay the adversity in such times as we 
faced in 1992. The "Endowment of Accomplishment" did not prove compelling to those making the 
decision. 

™ UNIX is the Trademark of UNIX Systems Laboratories, Incorporated 

4 Private VNET communication from Mr. Jack Kuehler to H.G. Kolsky, March 22, 1992. 

5 Kuwait was never re-established after the 1991 Gulf War 
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The Scientific Centers and their former members can be justifiably proud of their long record of ser
vice to IBM's customers on a wide range of scientific and technical projects. Because the Centers 
were a discretionary resource and allowed to work across the Corporation with Corporate oversight, 
they were able to undertake work which was occasionally counter to IBM's main strategies. There
fore, emphasis was placed upon openness and extensive communication of the technical activity with 
the objective of Center work becoming part of the strategy ultimately implemented by IBM. 

The authors look back and wonder at how prescient our founders were in 1964 -- not only in their 
choice of problems to be addressed but in their understanding of the challenging environment within 
which the problems would have to be solved. However, we are well aware -- as the material in the 
Historical Appendix from 1973 illustrates -- that many of yesterday's problems remained with the 
Centers throughout their long history. However, the productivity and creativity never stopped flowing. 
Results of the Centers' work have continued to be significant to the Corporation. The work repres
ented a direct response to existing or emerging problems. Breaking new ground is just as important 
as addressing near-in problems. 

Much has been written over the years on the difficulties and importance of technology transfer, and 
the Centers have a most positive story which we are here proud to tell. Equal importance, however, 
is attached to the need to understand and assess what is not going on within IBM and underway 
outside IBM. This spectrum of involvement -- within IBM and beyond -- is unique within the Company 
and helps account for the results achieved consistently over a relatively long time. 

The Center's ability to work on real, significant problems, to affect IBM's technical agenda, and see 
its work flourish by practical use beyond the laboratory is what provided satisfaction to Center per
sonnel. These satisfactions served as a positive counter-weight to the inevitable frustrations associ
ated with long-term, demanding technical work which never had any guarantee of success or 
recognition. In retrospect we can see that the Centers did enjoy a success and professional recog
nition out of all proportion to their size and visibility. Such was the Centers' life within an industrial 
organization and our people both understood and thrived in it. 

This report hopefully provides the reader with an appreciation for not only what the Centers have 
done, but by whom and where. From the authors' perspective, the United States Scientific Centers 
were entrepreneurs engaged in a unique and thrilling venture over twenty-eight years. Their legacy 
is a distinguished endowment of well-received and widely-used and highly-visible technologies for an 
incredibly modest investment. This, of course, is exactly what the founders hoped they would 
produce. 

* * * * 
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